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-REPORT ON GUARANTEES COVERED BY THE GENERAL BUDGET _ 
SITUATION AT 3i DECEMBER 1994 .. 
This report describe~  ~he~situ~tion as regards budget guarante~~ at 31 D.ecember 1994. 
It  is in resp<;>nse to the statement made by the Commission, when the vote was taken on 
supplementary  aitd -amending  budget _No  1/91,  that it  would  report  to  th,e- budgetary  ..  -· 
'authority  twice a year on·bu~get guarantees and the corresponding' risks.  '  .  '  . 
· The Commission has-already ptesent~d seven reports to· t~e budgetary authority. 
The report is in  three parts: 
.  .  i 
1.  Description of  operations entered in the budget and events  sin9~ the last report.·. 
2..  Situation at 31 rie'cember 1994as regards guarantees· already activated and risks 
' for the budget in future years.  ;.·  · 
•  •  •  •  r 
'- 3 '' '  AS~essment of the' econorri.ic and financial  situation :of QOn-Community  countries 
benefiting from the most important operatio_ns..  · 
j 
l;.  •• 
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PART ONE:  OPERATIONS ALREADY ENTERED IN THE BUDGET 
The bu~getary authority authorized 26 headings with token entries in the 1994 budget to 
cover any  payment of guarantees.  These headings can be divided·into three··categories: 
borrowing  and  lending  within  the  Community,  borrowing  and ,  lending··· outside  the 
Community and guarantees given to financial institutions. 
I.  BORROWINGS TO BE ON-LENT WITHIN THE COMMUNITY 
A. COMMUNITY BORROWING OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE 
BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS SUPPORT 
The Community is authorized to borrow on the capital markets or from financial 
institutions and· make  the  sums  raised  ~vailable to Member  States experiencing 
temporary balance-of-payments difficulties. 
The outstanding amount of loans  grant~d to Member States for this purpose may  . 
not exceed ECU 14 billion in  princip~l 
At  3 1 December 1994  there was one .  operation  in  respect  of Greece under the 
decision of  4 March 1991  and. one operation in respect of  Italy under the. decision 
of18 January 1993. 
At 31  December 1994 the amount outstanding was ECU 1 000 million in loans to 
Greece and ECU 4 021.9 million in loans to ItaJy (Table 1). 
B. EURATOM BORROWING OPERATIONS 
. In  1977  the  Commission  was  empowered  to borrow funds  to be used to help 
finance  nucl~ar power stations.  · 
Loans are made to electricity producers and carry the usual guarantee demanded 
by banks.  Recipients are often State-owned companies or companies enjoying a 
State guarantee. 
·The  maximum  amount  of borrowings  authorized  is  ECU 4 billion,  of which 
ECU 500' million was authorized by the 1977 decision, ECU 500 million in  1980, 
ECU 1 billion  in  1982,  ECU 1 billion ·in  1985  and  ECU 1 billion  in 1990.  The 
amount  borrowed  comes  to  around  ECU 2 900 million,  leaving 
ECU 1 1  00 million which may still be raised. 
At 31 December 1994 the total outstanding was ECU 779.1 million. -4 _. 
.  . 
On 9 December 1992 the Commission proposed that  ~he balance· of borrowings · 
· npt ·used in the Member States could be used to .financ~ the improvement of the 
degree of  efficien·cy and· safety of  nuclear power· stations in ~he countries of  CentraJ -
and ~astern  Europe and in the ClS. · 
The Coundl ad~pted a decision to this effect-in the first ·half of 1994 (see.Parfll-
. Loans raised for non-Community countries). 
'i 
C. BORROWING OPERATIONS FOR THE PROMOTION OF INVESTMENT IN. 
THE COMMuNITY. 
.  The Commission was- empowered by· a Council Decision of 16  O~tober 1978 to 
borrow  fun~s  to  be  used  to- promote  investment  in  the  Community  (New 
Community Instrument). 
The authorized borrowing ceiling was fixed  at ECU 1 billion by the Decision of 
16 October 1978  and  was  then  raised  by  ECU l biilion  by  the. Decision  of 
15 March 1982. ·.The ceiling was  fu~her  r~ised by ECU 3 b!llion by the Decision 
. of f9 Aprill983 and by ECU 750 -million by the Decision _of9 March 1987. 
· The ·proceeds of  the operations  ~.re paid out in the form  of loans granted by the 
EIB, acting for the Commission, to finance investment projects which contribute . 
· to  greater.  convergence  and  growing  integration  and  are  consistent  with  the 
priority Community objectives in the energy,  industry. and  infrastructure sectors, 
taking account of such factors as the regional impact of  the projects and the. need 
to combat unemployment~ · Support for small businesses was also. made a priority 
objective by the Decision of26 April 1982.  ·  · 
.  \ 
A Decision of  20 January 1981  also empowered the Community to contract loans 
in order to provide exceptional aid of  ECU  ·I billion to the regions ofltaly affected 
by  the  earthquake  of  NO'vember 1980.  A  similar  decision  invol~ing 
ECU 80 m.illion was adopted on 14 December 1.981  for the regions affected. by the 
earthquak~s in Greece in February/March 1981.  - ·. 
\  -
The  · maximum  · amount  of  borrowings  authorized.  -thu_s ·  comes  to 
ECU 6 830 million .. 
- ' 
At 31 December 1994 the total outstandirtg was ECU I 569.8 million, 28.72% less 
than on 31 Dece,nber 1993. 
The risk is  spread over a large number of borrowers.  In addition,. most of the 
· loans are global  loans to financial  institutions whiCh. guarantee repayment- of  the 
funds. 
· Every year the EIB provid·es the Commission with a list of  debtors whQ,  according . 
to its info·miation, risk defaulting in the coming year.  So far,  no names have bee1_1 
recorded on this list. - 5 -
IT.  LOANS RAISED FOR ON-LENDING TO NON-COMMUNITY COUNTRIES 
: A..EURATOM  BORROWINGS  . FOR  CERTAIN  NON-COMMUNITY 
.  ··-"'· 
COUNTRIES 
On  21 March 1994. the  Council  decided  to  amend  Decision 7_7 /270/Euratoni  to 
authorize the Commission to contract Euratom borrowings in order to contribute  . 
to the  financing  required  for  improving  the  degree  of safety  and  efficiency  of: 
nuclear powe~  stations in certain non-memb~r  countries. 
This  Decision  Will  allow  a  considerable · proportion  of Euratom's  available 
borrowing capacity (some ECY 1 100 million) to be used to finance projects.  For 
·these projects to be eligible they must· relate to: 
- nuclear  power  stations  or installations  in  the  nuclear· fuel  cycle  which  are  in. 
service, or under construction; 
- or to the dismantling of  installations which cannot be brought up to standard for 
. techriical or economic reasons.  · 
The following non-member countries qualify: 
Republic ofBulgaria 
Republic ofHungary 
Republic ofLithuania 
Romania 
Republic of  Slovenia 
Czech Republic 
Slovak Republic 
Russian Federation 
Republic of  Armenia 
Ukraine 
The idea of  intematiomil  fimi.ncial  aid  for  the  closure of  the Chemobyl  nuclear 
·power plant was entered in the conclusions of  both the Corfu European Council of· 
24 and 25 June .1994 and the -G7 summit at Naples on 7 and 8 July 1994. 
) .  · .·.( 
·1.·. 
_...._.  '  .. 
B ..  PROGRAMME ·'oF BORROWINGS coNTRACTED BY Tim COMMUNITY 
_.TO PROVIDE MACROFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE COUNTRIES OF · 
·  ..  CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE . 
r.·ifuNGARY~ 
(a) Hungary l 
. . In 1990 the Community granted  Hungary. a  ·medium-term loan· of up  to 
::·.  ,·.  ./  · -~CU  870 'miliioJ;l  in  principal for a  maximum of five  years .. The  loan  is  · · 
~tended to facilitate. the adjustmertt of  the Hungarian economy in  a way 
which  ~11 enable•it 'to derive all  the. benefits of  a market-based economy  . 
//  ~~~~fJ~-
(. 
_ .It is being made available in tranches.  _ 
The first tranche ofECU 350 ~Ilion  ~as  paid on 20 April1990.  A se~nd 
tranche of ECU260.!Jlillion  was  paid  on 14February 19:;1·1~- The·third, 
tranche; which is not to exceed ECU 260 million, was planried for 1992 but 
.·  · has not yet' been paid out as Hungary's balance of payments has been more 
favourable  than expected..  The tranches ·will  be repaid  in  one instalment .· 
after five  years· and interest,· 'which  js at  variable  rates,  is  payable  half-
. ye~ly. 
(b) Hungary II 
· As · the.  br~k::up -of  the . Council  for  .  Mutual  Economic  Assistan~  . 
(Comecon). and .'the :Gulf  crisi~  threatened  to· compromise  the  initial 
. ·encouraging results of  the refomis undertakerl, the Council des;ided in June · 
·1991  to gra~t  ·additional macrofinancial-assiStance to. Hungary in the. form 
: of  a loan of  ECU 180 million under a general G-24 programme of  financial 
assistance  . 
.  The first tranche of  ECU 100 million was paid on 14' August 199 L . It will  _ 
· _be· repaid  in  one  instatment  after  seven  years~· and  -interest;  which  is  at 
variable  rates,  .·  is  p~yable ' h_alf-yearly.  .  The.  second  franche  of 
ECU 80 million .was  paid  rin · 15 January 1993.  It  will  be  repaid  in· 
January 1997. and interest, which is at a fixed 'rate, is payable annually. 
I.  ·- !  •  .  .  •  .  • 
At 3 i :December 1994 the ainount oustandirig on borrowings for. Hungary 
came to ECU 790 million.  ·  .  -
:..  ~,. 
2.  CZECH REPUBLIC AND SLOVAK REPUBLIC 
...,  As part of G-24's overall financial assistance, the Commissio1_1.,  on behalf of 
the · Community,  was · empowered  to  borrow, ·  in  two  'tranches, 
ECU375 million for a period of  seven years.  The proceeds ofthis op~ration 
/ -7-
were to be on-lent  on  the  same  terms to the  Czech  and  Slovak Federal·· 
Republic. 
The first tranche ofECU 185 million was paid on 14 August 1991'.  If  will be 
repaid in one instalment after seven ye·ars, ·  and interest; which is at variable · 
rates, is payable half...,..yearly. 
The second tranche of  ECU i 90 million was paid on 2 March 1992 and will · 
be repaid in one instalment after six years. 
Following the division of·Czechoslovakia into the Czech Republic and the 
Slovak Republic on 1 January 1993, the Commission proposed that the loan 
be divided between the two RepubHcs.  · 
Under the  Council  decision  of 24 January 1994,  two· thit:ds  of the loan  -
ECU 250 million  - will  be  for  the  Czech  Republic  and  one  third  -
ECU 125 million- for'the Slovak Republic. 
At 31 December 1994 the amount outstanding on borrowings for the two 
republics came to ECU 375 million. 
- Slovak republic 
As  part  of the  new  financial  assistance  to  the  Slovak  Republic,  the 
Commission,  on behalf of the Community,  was empowered by  a  Council 
decision of22 December 1994 to bc;>rrow,  in two tranches, ECU 1~0 million 
for a period of seven. years.  The proceeds of this operation were to be on- . 
lent on the same terms to Slovakia. 
No tranche had been paid at 31 December 1994. 
3.  BULGARIA 
(a)  Bulgana I 
·As part of  G-24's overall financial aSsistance, the Commission, on behalf of 
the  Community,  was  empowered  to  borrow,  in  two · tranches, 
ECU 290 million  for  a  period  of·  seven  years.  The  proceeds  of this 
operation were to be on-lent on the same terms to Bulga_ria. 
The  first  tranche  of  ECU 150 million  was  paid  to  . Bulgaria·  on 
. 14 August 1991.  It will be repaid in one instalment after seven years, and 
· interest, which is at variable rates, is payable half-yearly. _,\. 
- 8-
-\ 
The  second' tranche ofECU l40 million'·waspaid ~on 2 March 1992 .and 
,_Will· be  repaid .in :one· instalment  after  five, years.  . Interest,  which  is  at 
variable r~t_es, is payable h~f-yearly.  · 
'(b)., Bulgaria ii 
As part,of·G;24's new aid for 1992 and'1993,:the Commission, on behalf. 
of the  Community,  was ·empowered  to borrow ECU 1 iO million  in  iwo' 
. _  tran~hes for· a  maximum period ·o_f .seven  year:s.  'The  proceeds  of this. 
operation were to be on-lent to Bulgaria. -Because of  delays in the process 
_of economic reform in_Bulgana,:this operation was deferred. 
The. first  tranch~ of ECU -70  ·million  was~_  finally  paid .to  Bulgaria. on· 
7 December 1994.. It will be repaid in one instalment on ibecember 200 f  ·. 
and the interest, which is at variable rates, is payable half-yearly.  . 
At 3.1 o·ecember 1994 the amount outstanding-on borrowings for Bulgana 
came to ECU 360 million .. :  ·. 
4 ..  ROMANIA 
· (a)  Romania I  · 
AS part.ofG-24's.ovetall financial assistance, the Commission, ori behalfof. 
the .  Commtinity,  was  empowered ·.to  .: borrow  ECU  .3 75-mil.lion  in· two · 
-· t;ariches ·for :a maximum  period  of severi' years.  The .proceeds  of this 
. operation were to. be. on-lent on the same·temis to  _Romania.  · 
The-fi~st tranche ofECU 190 million  for~  temi of  seve~ years was paid on - _ 
· 22 Januar}'-1992.  It will be_  repaid in  one instahnent on 1 February '1.999, 
-•  I  .  '  . 
· and interest; which  i~ at variable :rates, is payable half-yearly~_  ·  · 
·The second tr'anche-~fECU 185 million for  ate~  of six years was paid in· 
Aprill992··andwill.be  repaid  _in  ·one_in:Stal~ent  on·  i8March 1998.·. 
fnterest,-which is. at vari~ble rates, is payable half-yea!l~  ... 
(b) -Romania II 
As part of·G:-24's  ne~ aid,  the Commission,  on behalf of the CommunitY, 
'' was empowered to borrow ~cu  80 million' fora  .mwmtim  ,period of seven  ' 
years.·  The  pro~eeds of this  operation were to  be  on.:_Jent  on the saine 
terms to Romania.  ·  :.  ·  -
TheJoanwe~:s paid out in a  ~ingle tranche "on  Z6 February .1993 ..  It will be 
repaid in one instalment on 26 February ~000, and interesi is payable  half~ 
. yearly. 
_,  .·•  I .--' 
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(c)  Romania III 
As: part of G-24's  new· overall  macrofinancial  aid,  the  Commission,  on . 
behalf of the  Community,  was  empowered  by  the  Council  Decision. of. 
20 June 1994  to  borrow  ECU 125 million  in  .two  tranches  of · 
ECU 90 million· and ECU 35 million for a maximum .period of seven .years. 
The  proceeds of this  operation are to be  ori-lent  on the same  tenris to 
Romania.  · 
No tranche had been paid at 31 December 1994. 
At- 31 December 1994 the amount outstand.ing on borrowings for Romania 
came to ECU 455 million. 
C. BORROWINGS  CONTRACTED  BY  THE  COMMUNITY  TO  GRANT 
. · MACROFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE NEW INDEPENDENT STATES 
OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION 
- Medium-term loan ofECU 1250 million' 
In  December  1991  ·the  Council  decided  to  grant  a credit, facility ·  of up  to  .  . 
ECU 1 250 million  for  the .Soviet  Union  and  its Republics  in  order to finance 
imports of agricultural products, foodstuffs  and medicines from the Community 
and Eastern Europe for a maximum period of  three years. 
After the Soviet Union broke up, the. loan was divided between the various. new ..  . 
independent States at the beginning of 1992 . 
. . l. Loan contracts signed on the basis of  the original breakdown 
Most of  the loan contra~ts were signed in the course of 1992:. 
- with  Armenia  ,(ECU 38 million),  Kyrgyzstan  (ECU 32 millipn), 
Turkmenistan · (ECU 45 million)  .and  .Moldova· .(ECU 27 million).  on 
10 July 1992;  the  amount  for·  Kyrgyzstan  has  since  been  reduced  to 
ECU 23 .7 million at the request of  the Kyrgyzstan authorities; 
- . with Ukraine (ECU 130 ffiillion) on 13 July 1992;·  · 
- with Belarus (ECU102 million), Tajikistan (ECU 55 million)  and Georgia  , 
(ECU 70 million) on 24 July 1992; 
with Russia (ECU 150 million) on 9 September 1992; 
- with Russia (ECU 349 million) on 9 December 1992; 
with Kazakhstan (ECU 25 million) on 15 December 1992; . - ~ .10 -
2,  Loan contracts signed on the basis of  the amended breakdoWn 
Smite loan-contracts were also signed-in 1993 after the-iflitial breakdown of 
the total amount qf  thcdoan had been ch~nged:  . . 
- On  5 May 1993  'two  further  contracts.  were  signed ·with  Annenia 
. (ECU 20 million). and Georgia (ECU 10illillion). -·The amomit r'epresented  .· 
•. by these two loans had originally been allocated to  KaZa.~stan. · 
.  . 
--. On 6 Decemb~r.  1993 a .further loan. contract of  ECU 40 million was signed  · 
with Georgia  . .This loan was financed by_reducing Uzbekistan's. allocat1on.  · 
- .On 14 September  1994 a  contracf for _ECU  59  million. was  s(gned· with. 
Uzb~kistan. · : ·  - ·  · 
On  12  October  1994  a  contract  for  ECU 68  million was  signed  with· 
Azerbaijan. 
3.- Loan contracts ~ot yet  sign~d -
- At 31' December 1994 one new loan  cont~act was in  prep~ation  .  but had still  -
_not been signed  ..  Th~ loan is  for Kazakhstan (ECU)O million)  and  will  be 
_~-financed by reducing Uzbekistan's allocation.  ·  ,., 
.  .  .. 
4  ..  Utilization of  the ECU i 250 million loan  ,,  ·· 
Republic·_  Initial breakdown 
•.  BreakdoWn at  Actual utilization· 
(1992)  -.  31.12.1994  ·at .31.12.1994  .. 
Anneniaa  .  38'  '  - - 38- 37.9 
Armenia b •  20  19.6 
·  Aierbaij an  68'  '  ()8  14.9 
Belarus  102  100,5  100.5' 
Georgia a  70;  70'  69.4 
Georgia b 
..  - 10  ··9.8  / 
Georgia c  40  34.1 
Kazakhstan a  55  ..  25  24.9 
·Kazakhstan b  3o'. 
Kyrgyzstan  32  ·.  23~7  22.7-
., 
Moldova 
c 
27  27  21:0 
' 
Russia a  15.0  72.9  70.0- -
Russia b  - 349  -349  -.  299.7 
Tajiki~tan  55.  -55  . 54.5. 
Turkmenistan  45  45  44.9 
Ukr~ine  ·130  -.  129.8  129.8 
Uzbekistan ·  ' 129  -·  59 
Total  1250-.  -1162.9  959.8 - 11-
At  31 December 1994  the ·amount  of ·loans  actually  being  used  carrie  to 
ECU 959.8 million. 
5.  Capital repayment and interest payment dates 
The  ·c~pital  repayment  and  interest · payment .  dates for ·this  operation  vary 
depending on the date on which the loan contract was signed and the amount 
-- of  the loan:  · 
Armenia  · '(ECU 38 million),  Belarus,  Georgia  (ECU  70  million),  . ·  · 
·Kyrgyzstan,  Moldova,  Tajikistan,  Turkmenistan,  Ukraine,  Russia 
(ECU 150 million): 
interest on 20 April and 20 October 
- c~pital ·on  20  August  1995  (half on  .20 August 1994  and  half on 
20 August 1995for Belarus, {Jkraine and Russia) 
- Armenia  (ECU 20 million),  .  K~akhstan,  Russia·  (ECU 349 million), 
Georgia (ECU 10 million_and ECU 40 million): 
interest on 15 January and 15 July  -
- capital  on  15 January 1996  (half  on  15 January 1995  and' half  on 
'15 January 1996  for  Russia  and  15 January 1997  for  Georgia 
(ECU 4o million)).  · 
Azerbaijan and U~bekistan: 
interest on 28 March and 28 September 
- capitalon 28 September 1997. 
At  31  December 1994  Ukraine  had. defaulted  on ·capital -repayments  and •.. 
Georgia,  ~yrgyzstan and Tajikistan had defaulted on interest. The total came 
to ECU 43.76 m~llion (see Part IV- Activation of  guarantees). 
Macrofinancial assistance for Moldova  . 
As  part  of the  Community's  contribution  to  the  international  aid  scheme for 
Moldova, the Commission,. on behalf of the Community,· was empowered by a · 
decision  of 13 June 1994  to  borrow  ECU 45 million  in  two  trariches  for  a 
m~mum  period of  ten years.  The proceeds of  this operation were to be. on-lent 
on the same terms to Moldova. 
The first  tranche ·or ECU 25.  million  was paid to Moldova in December 1994. 
The loan  is  to be  repaid  in  five  equal  annual  instalments  from  the  sixth year 
onwards.  The :full  loan wiJI  h~ve been paid by 7 December 2004.  The interest, 
which is at variable rates, is payable half-yearly. 
At 31 December 1994 the amount outitanding on bo~oWings for Moldova came 
to ECU 25 million.  ·  .  · •'  }, 
.  ~ .  . 
'  (  ' 
I 
/:. 
•', 
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~ ' Macrofinancial assista'nce for Uktain~ 
'  ·:. 
··As part of  the ovenill aid programme for tJk:raine, the Co1)1ffiisslon,  on behalf of -
the Coirimuruty, was empowered by the Co-uncil Decision of 22 December· 1994_ · 
t~ borrow ECU 85 million for a· maxiinum period of  ten years.  The proceeds-of 
this operation are to be onlent on the same temis to ukraine in one tranche. '  . 
.  ·The loan had  not been paid at 31  Dec~mber i 994. 
,·' 
D. BORROWINGS  CONTRACTED  BY ' THE  COMMUNITY  . TO  GRANT 
MACROFINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE BALTIC STATES · 
·  .  ·As  part  of ihe G-24
1s ovenill  programme of  .financial _assistance  for 'these_ three-_ 
. countries, -the  Commission,  on  behalf_ of the  Community:  was  empowered  to 
borrow. ECU 220 miJlion  for  .a  period  of seven.· years:  The  proceeds  of this .... 
operatio'n were'to be ,on-lent on-similar terms in two tnl.nches:  '' 
.  - · ECU 40 million for Estonia;  · 
· ·  ECU 80-miliion for Latvia; 
~  ECU 100 million for Lithuania. 
'  '  '  ·.  .  . 
The  first  tranches  of the  loan  for Estonia  (ECU-20 miliion) . apd  for·. L~tvia 
(ECU 40 million) were  ~paid o~ 31  March1993~  The loans i\re to be r_epaio  il,l  one 
.  instalm(mt. on 31 March 2000 and interest, which is at variable rates, is payable half 
-:-yearly every 31 March and 30 September.  · . 
Tl;ie 'first tranche for Lithuania'-was paid on 27 Jut; 1993;  it· is to be repaid in  one  ' 
· instalment on 27 July 2000 and interest, which is at a fixed rate, is payable ~mmially_ 
every 27 July;_  .  _ 
. At·  31 Decell'!ber :1994  the- amo~nt outstanding on ·the. borrowings for the. Baltic · 
States caine to ECU 110. million._  ·  ·  ·  · 
E.-BORROWINGS · CONTRACTED .. BY  THE · COMMUNITY -TO  GRANT. 
~-. ····.  . 
,) 
MACROFINANCIAL.  ASSISTANCE  TO  THE  MEDITERRANEAN 
· COUNTRIES .  ... 
1.-.ISRAEt 
.  As part ·of  the· finam;:ial  assistance agreed .  for IsraeL and-. the population of the 
occupied temtories, the Commission was empowered .in. Jun_e  1991 to borrow,  . 
ort  behaif of ihe.·community; ECU 160 million· in  one tranche 'for a  peri'od of 
seven years.  The proceeds were to be paid ·out to Israel on' the same terins· and -
are· accompanied  by  an  iJ:t!erest . subsidy  of ECU 27.5 million .  paid  from  the 
Cornt11miity budget~·  · 
.  ~; 
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This operation started on 2 March 1992.  The borrowing is to be repaid in full 
on 15 December 1997. 
At  31 December·-1994  the  amount· •outstanding ·on .the  borrowings for Israel,; 
came to ECU 160 million. 
2  ..  ALGERIA 
In  September  1991  the  Co~ssion, on  behalf of the· ·Community,  was ... 
empowered to borrow ECU 400 million in two tranches for a maximum period  . 
of  seven years.  The proceeds of  this operation were to be on-lent on the same 
. terms to Algeria.  ·  .  . 
.  . 
A bridging loan was ·granted on 23 December 1991 to cover the first  tr~che of 
ECU 250 million  and  was  repaid  fitpm  the  net  proceeds  of the  borrowing · 
contracted.on 14 January 1992 for a period of  six years. 
The loan is to be repaid in one instalment  ~n is December 1997 and interest is  . · 
payable annually every 15 December.  · 
Payme~t of the second tranche of ECU 150 nlillion was deferred because of 
delays in Algeria's economic reform programme and was not made until August 
· 1994 when .  the process· of structural adjustment resumed.  The loan is- to be 
repaid  in  full  on  17 August 2001  and  interest  is  payable  annually  every  17 
. August. 
In December 1994 the Council decided to grant Algeria further macrofinancial 
assistance.  The Comffiission, on behalf of  the Community, was empowered to 
.  borrow ECU 200 million for a maximum period of seven years.  The proceeds 
of  this operation are to be· onlent to Algeria in two tranches on the same teims  . 
. No tranche had yet been paid at 31 December 1994. 
At  3.1  December 1994 the  ~mo~nt outstanding on the loans raised for Algeria 
came to ECU 400 million. · 
ill. COMMUNITY GUARANTEE TO NON-COMMUNITY COUNTRIES 
A. EUROPEAN  INVESTMENT  BANK  LOANS  ·TO  MEDITERRANEAN 
COUNTRIES GUARANTEED BY THE GENERAL BUDGET 
Under  the  terms  of the  Council.  Decision  of 8 March 1977,  the  Community 
guarantees loans to· be granted by the European Investment Bank as  part of the 
·Community's financial commitments towards the Mediterranean countries. I 
I 
I· 
I~ 
I 
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This decision was the basis for the contract of  gu~rantee signed by the European . 
. Economic Community arid the European Investment Bank on 30 October 1978. in 
Brussels and  lO November 1978  in Luxembourg introducing  a global. guarantee 
of75% pn all  cr~dit lines  made  available  for  loans  in  the  following  countries: 
Portugat  (Financial  Protocol, ·.  pre~accession  aid),  ·'Greece,  Spain  (financial 
cooperatiqn),·Malta,  TuJlishl,--Algeri~ Morocco, Turkey,  Cyprus, Egypt, ·Jordan, 
.  Syri~  Is~ael,. Yugoslavia and Lebarion.  · ·.·.  ·  . 
. in addition,  by way of exception;  a  1  oo% guarantee  covers loans  allo~ated for . ··.· 
· emergency  aid  to  P_ortugal  in  accordan.ce  \Vith · the  Council · Decision  of 
.7 October 1975., 
A new extens_ion of  the contract of~  guaninte~ is  ~stablished· for  e~ch.  new Financial 
Protocol.  .  · 
.  The·, loans authorized  at  31 December 1994  total  ECU 7 782 ffiillion,  of which  . 
ECU I .500 million is Jor Spain,  Greece' and' Portugal and ECU 6 282 rml~ion for  . 
. the  non-member Mediterranean  countries  ..  At:  31 December 1994  the  total-of. 
outstanding loans· came to ECU 2 161 million (taking account ofthe 75% limit), of 
which  ECU 473 million  was- accounted  for by Spain,  Greece  and  Portugal and. 
ECU f 688 miilion by the non-member Me4iierranean countrie_s.  . 
;  . 
.  .  .  t'  '  .  -
· .  There  is  also  provisiqQ -for  ~m loans  out&ide  these · protocols  under -t:ouricil  . 
Regulation (EEC) _No  1763/92 of 29 June 1992 concerning financial  cooperation. 
in respect of. all Mediterranean non~member  cQuntries ..  ·  · 
Effi  loans _under. this  operation  must. not. exceed  ECU f 800 million.  A  75% 
overall guarantee is provided  • 
. At  31 December 1994 EClJ 527 million  had  been'  made  available;  of this  total,: 
ECU22 million had beeri  paid;  this,'figure  corresponds to .the amount currently 
outstanding. ·  · - 15- . 
At 31 December 1994, the breakdown of authorizations by country (non-member 
countries only) 'was as follows:  .  . 
Loans authorized 
Algeria  - 640 
Cyprus  92 
Egypt·  802 
Israel  '  '  215 
Jordan  198 
Lebanon  222 
Malta  55 
Morocco  .- 517 
Slovenia  150. 
Syria  323 
Tunisia  .  418 
'Turkey  90 
Yugoslavia
1  760 
Protocols- Total  4,482 
Horizontal financial  1,800 
cooperation 
'  ·' 
.Mediterranean - Total  6,282 
The loans are generally for  15 years with 3 to 4-year periods of grace on capital 
repayments.  · 
B.  LOANS  GRANTED  BY  THE  EUROPEAN  INVESTMENT  BANK  IN 
COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE  · 
.  .  .  . 
In  response  to  a  call  made  by  the  Council  on .  9 October 1989,  the Board  of 
Governors of the European Investment Bank decided .on 29 November 1989.. to, 
authorize the Bank to provide loans from its own ~esources  to finance investment 
projects. in Hungary and Poland for  a total amo,unt  not exceeding ECU 1 billion. 
These loans are granted to finance  investment projects which  satisfY  the Bank's 
usual requirements for loans from its own· resources. . The contract of guarantee 
covering 100% of  the lending operations was signed on 24 April.l990 in•Brussels 
and 14 May 1990 in Luxembourg. 
.  .  . 
On 14 May 1991  the budgetary authority extended-thls  100% guarantee to· loans· 
.made  in  Czechoslovakia,  Bulgaria  and  Romania  up  to  a  ·maximum  of 
ECU 700 million. 
.  . 
The extension ofthe contract of  guarantee was signed on 31 July  199~. 
- On 23 October 1992 ·the Commission presented a proposal for a Council Decision· 
extending· this  100%  Community  guarantee to losses  incurred  by the Em as  a 
result ofloans granted to Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania; this was approved by the 
budgetary authority. in its decision of  15 March 1993:  ' 
The overall ceiling on loans which the EIB may grant in these countries was set at 
ECU 200 million for a period o~  three .years.  · 
The second protocol with Yugoslavia was suspended wl:)en ECU 100 million or'  credits could still be  .  . 
granted.  -
:I 
.I 
I 
j I. 
I 
:-. 
/ 
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.·. on·ts December 1992. the Commission. also proposed the extension of  this. 1,00%  . 
guarantee to losses-incurred by the ·Em as a resultofloans granted in Albania. 
'  - .  .  .  .  :.  ~  . 
. . On· ·13 December 1993 . the  budgetary  authority  renewed  the  1  OO%  Commufiity 
· ·  ·  gliarantee for a period of  three yeat~ for loans granted by the  -Em in the countries · 
of CeJJtral  and Eastern· EQrope (including the Baltic· States-and Albania) up to a 
'J,  ' 
.  ·  · maximum ofECU 3 billion.  ·,  ·:  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·-
Th~ contract  o(  gu~rante~ was  signed  on 22 July. i  994 · in  Brussels · and  on . 
12August 1994 in Lmcembourg .. 
The loans are generally"long.:.term: ·15 years·on·average with.3 to 4-year periods of-
g{ace on capital repayments.  ·  -:  - ·  · 
•  '  .  .  •  . .  .  .  .  .  ·._  .  .·  ,  - .:  - .  . .  - ~  ~  ,  .  .  ,  .  .  .  ,  .  , .  .  I.- .  .  . 
At31December 1994, E"CU 2 571-million had b_een  made available in the Central 
-and Eastern European _countries but only ECU 574 million ·had been disbursed. - '  .  - .  .  '  .,  .  .. 
-C.  LOANS GRANTED BY~  EUROPEAN INvESTMENT BAJ..n<IN NON-
MEMBER COUNTRIES. 
Ai  its  meeting . of 19 May 1992  the -Council  (Econo~c- and FinanciaL  Affair~) . 
adopted the. guidelines  prop()sed by the Commission ·  for  the  extension  of Em · 
activities _outside the .Community and a*ed it  to grant loans in accordance With its  . 
statutes and its usual criteria to projects of r;nutual interest in  certhln_non~inember 
countries  (the developing -countries of Asia  and  Latin America) with which ~he 
.·Community has concluded coope!:,ation agreements.  · ·  ·  · 
_An  ~veralllimit ofECU 250 million :per year has been s~t for a J,-year period; thls 
·  ceili~g.will be reviewed at the end of  the period.  · ·  ·.  ·•  ·  ..  ,  .  .  . ·  ..... 
.  '  .  .  ..  .  . 
· These loans benefit··from ·  100% Community budget guarantees.  The Commission 
·  presented  a  proposal for a  decision to  this  effect on 3 June 1992.  The' formal· 
Council  Decision .followed- on  15 ·February 1993. •  The  contract  of guarantee · 
·.  betweenthe Cominunity·and the Em was signed on 4 NoVember 1993 in Brussels 
and ori 17. November 1993 in Lux~mbourg.  · 
At 31 December t'994. credit lines  ofECU 319 miliion  had  been  signed but. ~nly . 
. ECU 45.5 million had been disbursed:  . .  ~  . ·  ·  -.  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·.  · . ·  ·  ·  · 
.D. COMMUNITY  CREDIT  GUARANTEE  - FOR~.  EXPORTS 
AGRICULTURAL  ·. PRODUCTS  AND  .  FOODSTUFFS ·  FROM 
COMMUNITY TO THE FORMER SOVIET UNION 
OF 
THE·· 
·. · -The  Community  has'' dedd~d to  guarante~ loans  :granted · to. the  former  SoViet  ' 
·. Union  by  a .  pool  of. banks .. to. finance.  imports  of agricultural  products  and  . -
foodstuffs originating in the Commuriity  ~and  'the c.<mntries of  Central and Eastern· 
. Europe.  ·  ·  - - · ·  ·  · 
- ";rhe.Commuriity·guarantee covers-98%, up  to~  maximum  ofEC(JSOOmillion~ of 
any  losses ·  . in  principal  (aroun4  :~ ECU 408 million)  · and  interest  · (around 
· EC~J  92 million).  · 
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As the credit line has not been used in  full  and as the time limit for use has. not 
been  extended,  the  amount  guaranteed  ..  comes  to  only  ECU 3  7  5. 5 million,  in 
principal and ECU 80:3 million in interest._  .  ·  · 
The  Community  will  receive  a  surety  commission  of0.67%  of the  amount· 
guaranteed in consideration for this guarantee.'  Half of  this ·commission was paid .. 
on 26 December 1991 under the terms of  the contract.  The balance corresponding 
to the Community guarantee.was paid on 28 January 1993.  · 
. On  26 November 1991  the  terms  of the  loan  and  the  arrangements  for  the 
utilization of the funds  were laid  down in  an  exchange of letters between the 
Commission and the Soviet authorities.  On the same day the Community and the . · 
banks signed a contract of  guarantee.  · 
. Following the disappearance of the  Soviet Union,  it  has  been  cecided that the 
funds will be used by the Russian Republic.  · 
The loan is for three and a half  years from the date of  signature. 
Interest is payable half-yearly and the principal will be repaid in three instalments, 
20, 31  and 42 months after the agreement has been signed  . 
.  Interest payments up to 31 December 1994: 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
Payment due 
9.9.1992' 
9.3.1993 
. 9.9.1993 
. 9.3.1994 .. 
9.9.1994 . 
Actual date of  payment 
25.9.1992 
2.4.1993 
18.11.1993 
24.3.1994 
9.9.1994 
Capital repayments up to 31 December 1994: 
1st 
2nd 
Payment due 
26.7.1993 
26.6.1994 
Actual date of  payment 
18.11.1993 
14.7.1994 . 
All the default interest has been paid on late payments up to 26 June 1994. I 
I 
! 
I 
l 
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There are. two possible methods for evaluating the risks boqte by the Community budget: 
.  .·  .  '  - .  .  '  '  .  .  ~  . 
the' method,' often used oy bankers, of the' total ainount of capital outstanding for the ' 
operations concerned on a given date~  ,  ·  · 
the'  more  budgetary  approach  of calculatmg  the  maximum  amount  .  which  'the . 
Community ·could have to pay out in each .finaricial year. 
- - ;  - - .  .  . 
The· second approach itselfhas been·appliedin two different-ways: 
·- .  .  ·- .  -
- by reference ·only to actual  di~bursements at 31 December 1994, giving the mirUmum 
:l~vel of  ri~k to the Community assuming that t~ere  ai~ no early-repayments (fable 2);· 
' on  a more ,forward-loqking_ basis,  by  reference  to  ail  the operations decided by the 
Council  ot. proposed by .  the  Commission in  order -to  estimate_ the impact  on .  future 
.budgets,  giving  the  maXimum  risk  borne  by  th.e  Community  assuming  that  the 
· · Commission's proposals are accepted (Table 3).:  · 
For the  latter  exercise  a  number· of assumptions  have  to  be  made. about· dates  of 
-disbursement, terms of repayment,  interest and  exchange rates;  details ·are·· given in  the 
annex.  However,  this  method ·does  give  some  idea  about. the  future , leyel  of risks . 
. connected :with the proposals_ made.·  ·  ·  .  _  ·  · _  - .  · .  .  _  .  · _  . 
The results are shoWn. in  the attac.hed ·bibles, which assess_ the risk relating· to·  co~ntries 
inside the Community and countries outside the Corrun.unity. 
·The overall figures quoted cover risks of  different types;· loans to ()ne country in the case . 
. of macrofinancial  assistance  and  loans. for  projects guaranteed by the borrowers 'in  the · 
· c~se ofNCI and EIB operations, for example.-·· 
The following  analysis  distinguishes  between total  risk, .  the~ nsk i'n  respect of Member 
States and the :risk in respect _of non-member countries.  .  .  ·  · ·  · 
'  '  '  . 
.  L  TOTAL RISK -
A. AMOUNT OUTSTANDING AT 31 DECEMBERi994 (Table ll 
· · The total'  risk at 31 Dec~mber 1994  c~me to ECU .13 769 million,  0.2% less than· 
at 30 June-1994.  ·  ·  ·  · 
B. MAX1JMuM ANNUAL RISK BORNE BY-THE COMMUNITY: BUDGET:.-
OPERATIONS DISBURSED AT 31 DECEMBER 1994 (Table 2) 
The total risk, which ~·arne  ·to  ECU 2 7S s· million in 1994, Will develop ·as follows: 
-. 1995: 2 855  ~llion (+2.5%) 
·- 1996: 3 112 milliO'n (+9%) 
- 1997: 2 934 million (,.6%) 
-1998: 3 130 mil!ion (+7%) 
- 1999:* 872 milliori  (~72%) 
·- 2000: 3'335 inillioit (+282%) . 
:._zoo 1  : 620 million (  -81%) 
.  ' 
- .,  '.• 
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* No capital repayments for the balance-:of-payments loans to the Mem~er  States; 
capital ·repa}rments·on·Ioans·•to·Hungary, the Czech..and,·Slovak-Republics and-
Bulgaria end in 1998.  · 
C. MAXIMUM  'THEORETICAL  ANNUAL  RISK  BORNE- BY  -THE.,. 
COMMUNITY BUDGET-(Table 3) 
This  risk comes to 'ECU 2 857 _million  in  1994 and  Will  increase regularly _until 
2000 (except in 1999 when it-will-total ECU2 529 million).as follows: 
-1995: 3 148 million  (+ 10%) 
- 1996: 3 882 million  (+23%) 
-1997:4 098 million-(+5.5%) 
-1998: 4 536 million(+  10.5%) 
- 1999: 2 529 million (-44%) 
-2000:5 233 million (+107%) 
-2001:4492 million (-14%) 
'  ' 
ll.  RISK IN RESPECT OF THE MEMBER STAT-ES 
A. AMOUNT' OUTSTANDING AT 31 DECEMBER 1994 (Table 1l 
The amount of capital outstanding in respect of operations in the Member -States 
came t_o  ECU 7 844 million  at 31 December 1994,  a fall  of 5.2% compared with 
30 June1994.  - · 
This fall  is  mainly due to the reduction in outstanding loans to Greece, Euratom_ 
loans and NCI loans.  -- · 
!he ainount outstanding from the other operations has remained stable. 
B. MAXIMUM ANNUAL RISK BORNE BY THE COMMUNITY BUDGET: 
OPERATIONS DISBURSED AT 31 DECEMBER1994 (Table 2)  -
_- The risk for 1994 comes to ECU 1 900 million. 
The  total  maximum  annual , risk -to  the  Community  budget  in  relation  to -
disbursements (Table 2)  changes  in  line with the capital  repayments (every two 
years)  on balance-of-payment  loans to Greece and  Italy.  The maximum  risk  is 
highest in the even years leading up to 2000 when it will reach E<;:U 2 802 million. 
C. MAXIMUM  THEORETICAL  ANNUAL  RISK  BORNE-.  BY·  THE 
COMM-UNITY BUDGET (Table 3) 
The trend is much the same a$ in Table 2 up to 2000 when the risk will amount to 
_  ECU 3 196 million and 200 1 when it will amount to ECU 2 446 million.  - .  ' 
In.  RISK IN RESPECT OF NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 
A. AMOUNT OUTSTANDING AT J1 DECEMBER 1994 (Table 1) 
The  amount  of  capital  outstanding  at  31 December 1994  came  to 
-ECU 5 925 million, an increase of7.2% compared with 30 June 19_94.  I 
I 
'  ~ -;:, ....... . 
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·  . ·B. MAXIMUM ANNUAL RISK BORNE .BY THE ·coMMUNITY BUDGET: ·  · 
.,  ...  ·";'··:"·'-·:·oPERATIONS DISBURSED·AT.31 DECEMBER1994_{Table 2) ·  ·  ;  .. 
The . risk  for'  1994 ..  comes  to  EC,U88S million  and . will'  increase.  to. 
·"ECU T'682 million iri ·1995, mainly ·because .two repayroents.of principal then falL 
due:.  ·  ·  ·  · 
ECU 3  50 million from Hungary; 
ECU 494 million fr~mthe  Republics of  the f~rmer $ovietUnion  ...  .  .  . 
The risk wilf drop  in·1996 to ECU1032million and  increase again  in  199.7  to .• 
ECU 1 465 .million as the_ following payment's fall due:  · .  .  . · .  .  .. 
·'  '  I  '·  . 
·  ECU 80 million frottt Hungary;  · .. 
ECU 1~7 million frmn the Cze.ch Rep~blic;  ·· 
ECU  6~ million from the Slovak Republic; 
. ECU 140 million from·Bulgaria; 
ECU 250 million from Algeria;  . 
:- ECU 160 million from IsraeL 
.  ,· 
.·-. -ECU lOS million from the Republics of  the former Soviet Union .. 
At ECU 1· 076 nlillion, the risk will. be·srrialler but still at a  highlevel in 1998; -b~t  . 
should·  fall  to  ECU 575 million  in  1999,  ECU 533 million  in  2000  ·and 
ECU·514 million _in 2001.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·· 
C: MAXIMUM  THEORETICAL  ANNUAL  RISK  ·.BORNE ·. BY ·  .. THE 
··.  COMMUNITY BUDGET  (Table 3) 
·The risk Will rise frorh ECU957 miliion·in 1994 to ECU 1 890 millionin 1995; in 
particular,  the Repubiics  of the fom1er· Soviet  _Union  are  to repay  principal  of 
ECU 566 million that y~ar.  ·..  ,  .  - ··.  .  · 
-·The risk Will drop to ECU 1 461 plillion iri 1996; rise  ag~in~to .ECU 2 205 million  · · 
in  •- 1997,.  ECU 2 057 million  in··  .1998,.  ECU 1 838 million  in  1999, 
ECU2 037 million in 2000 and ECU 2 046 million in 2001:  .. 
· -IV.··  ACTIVATION OF BUDGET GUARANTEES 
1. Em loans to non:-member countries 
Oil21 June 1994, the Em· ~gain calleo_onthe budget guarantee in  re-~p~ctofloans :. · 
· : ··of  around ECU  8.6·Q1illion to the Republics of  fcirmer.Yugoslavia (Macedonia and  . · 
. ·.Serbia)  ..  The· payment was.r:nade to the. Effi on 23 Sertember 1994 ... 
. On 6 Octo~er 1994,  th~ Em  ~gairi called. on 'the ·b~dget gtiarantee. in  respect of 
· loans  of ECU5.3 ·million to  the  RepubliCscpf former Yugoslavia  (Macedonia, 
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Serbia  and  Bosnia-Hercegovina).  The  payment  was  made  to  the  Em  on 
11 January 1995..  · 
/At. 31 December 1994 the total amount of  debts settled by the Community and not 
yet repaid by the defaulting de6tors came to ECU 43.0 million.  These debts were  . 
owed by·a.n the Republics of  former Yugoslavia·withA:he·exception.of..Slovenia.and-
- . Croatia, which have no payments overdue.  . 
· 2.  Borrowing/lending operations or loan guarantees for non-member countries · 
The Commission also made payments· from· its cash,resources-under Article .12 .of.~ 
Council  Regulation  No 155.2/S9  of  29 May 1989  implementing  Decision· 
_  88/376/EEC, Euratom on the system of  the Communities' own resources: 
(a)  loans  granted  by  a  consortium of ·banks  guaranteed  by  the  Community 
(ECU 500 million)  ·  · 
- payment  of principal. and  interest  due  from  Russia on 26 June 1994 and· 
interest  due  on  9 September  ~.994  in  respect  of a  loa~ granted  by  a .. · 
consortium of  banks and guaranteed by the Community; 
· ·  (b)  loans granted ·by the Cotn.n1unity to the new independent States of.  the former  . 
SovietUnion (ECU 1 250 million)  ·  · 
- ,.  payment of  interest: 
due from  four, newly' independent  States (Russia,  Armenia,  Georgia and 
. Kazakhstan) on  15 July1994  in  respect  of the  borrowing  and  lending 
operation ofECU 1 250 million for these Republics,  .  · 
.  .  . 
due from nine newly independent Siates on 20 October 1994 in respect of. 
the same operation,  · 
payment of  principal and interest due from three newly independent States· 
(Belarus, Russia and Ukraine) on 22 August 1994.  · 
These payments were eventually made by the debtors concerned, except in the 
case of four Republics:  Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan,  Georgia. and Ukraine,  which 
had still not settled all their debts on 31 December 1994. 
3.  Situation as regards unpaid debts at 31 December 1994 
Republics of  former Yugoslavia:  ·  ECU 48.2 million ·(including .ECU 28.6 million. 
from before 1994)
2 
.  . · 
Tajikistan:  ECU 5. 8 million · .  (including  ECU 2 million 
from before 1994)
3 
· 
Kyrgyzstan:  ECU 0.70 million
3 
· 
2  Of the ECU 48.2 million due but not paid, ECU.28.6 million wasent~red in the budget in respect of 
the amount owed from before 1994 and a total ofECU 19.6 million was called in from the Guarantee. 
Fund on llJanuary 1995 (ECU 5.3 million) and on 30 January 1995 (ECU 14.3 million). 
The  amount  due  but  not  paid  was  called  in  from  the  Guarantee  Fund  on  20 January 1995 
(ECU 4.6 million) and 30 January 1995 (ECU 30.2 million).  I 
j I. 
I 
·' 
.Ge~!ghi: 
Ukraine: 
\ 
:..22-
· ECU 5.4 million
3 
ECU 31.9 rrlillion
3
.  .  \ 
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PART THREE:  CHANGES IN POTENTIAL RISKS. 
'  .  . 
The figures given in the previous parts provide information on the-quantitative aspects· of_ 
the risks borne by the gerieral budget.  ,  '  · ·  . 
. However; thes~ data should be weighted in accordance with aspects relating to the quality 
of  the risk, Y~hic~ depend on the type ofoperatio~ and the standing of  the borrower.  · 
I.  ·TYPES OF OPERATION 
.  ' 
·The risks to which the above figures relate derive from a varietY of  operations which can 
.  be divided into two categories:  operations with macroeconomic objectives and those with 
microeconomic objectives: 
A.  OPERATIONS WITH MACROECONOMIC OBJECTIVES. 
The first of these are the balance of payments .loans for Member States; normally 
carrying strict economic conditions and undertakings...  . 
Macrofinancial assistance operations are similar in nature but are intended for non 
-member countries. 
· Finally,  this category includes the credit guarantee of ECU 500 million  and the 
loan  of ECU 1 250 million  to  finance  imports  of agricultural  products· and. 
foodstuffs  into  the  former  Soviet  Union,  since  the  risk· involved  in  these  two 
operations  depends  to  a  large  extent ·  on  macroeconomic  and · political  · 
developments iri the recipient countries.  .  . 
B. OPERATIONS WITH MICROECONOMIC OBJECTIVES · 
These an~ loans to finance specific projects which are usually repaid over the long 
term from funds which these. projects are expected to generate;  as a rule, they are 
granted  to  State  .companies  or  financial. institutions  and,  in  addition  to  the 
Community guarantee, are covered \>y the usual guarantee_s demanded by banks. 
·They are the Euratom and NCI loans in Member States and the Euratom and EIB 
· loans outside the Community (Mediterranean and Central and Eastern Europe and 
·_ certain non-member countries - developing countries of  Asia and Latin America). 
-·  I 
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~·A. ALGERIA··._ 
'·. 
. ....  .  .  . 
1. .  GENERAL' ECONOMIC SITuATION  /,  .. 
'The  authoritie~ reache((a new agreeli1ent with the IMF i.it April!  ~94 on an economic ' 
reform programme.  Tlie  programme's main -objectjve  is to give a .new impetus: to 
. ·  economic  growth  while  reducing  inflation  and  the  fiscal  deficit.  It , comprises  a· 
·stibst~ntial  liberalisaiion  of prices, · imports · and  the  foreign  ex<;hange  regime, 
· . combined .with stringent monetary and fiscal policies.  -
'Price increases and Jiberalisation ·measures were i.m.plemerited iri Aptil.  Atthe.same  .  ·· 
time~ the. Algerian· Dinar devalued  fro~ 2.5  io 36 Dinar  per US$.  The resulting 
lflcrease in inflation.·slowed-down towards the end of  the year toless than 30%. The· 
foreign ·exch~nge allocation·-system has been .fiberalised  and _administrative_ imports 
.  management has ·been abolished.  weekly. fixing' sessions of the exchange. rate were 
.introduced in October. By. the end of 199{ the exchange rate reached 4:r Dinar per·. · 
US$.  The various liberalisatiori  measures are  expected .  to result  in  an  increase  in . 
-.imports w}tich,. in tuin,· will  fuel.industrial and construction actiVities.  GOP growth 
remained somewhat below forecasts,  however,  and is now expected to reach -2% in 
199(following a J.S% deCline in.l993. The overa~ deficit ofthe government should 
4ecline rapidly to-no more than 5;7% ofGDP in  1994.--The increa.se in hydrocarbon 
export prices in :1994  is ,likely to facilitate the .i~plemevtatiol1 of the economic and 
.·  finailcial recovery programme  .. 
2.  THE BALANCE ~If  PAYMENTS 
. In .  spite. of the increase  in  hydrocarbo-n  pri~es. export revenues.  generated almost 
exclusively by)tydrocarbon products, are projected.to remain relatively low in 1994  ..  -
The. elimination  of·_ the  strict  administrative  imports  regime  led ·.to . an  increase .in. 
_:  imports by nearly 20% in 1994. The current account deficit-is forecasted to reach 
some US$ i.4 billion: In view of  the p.olittcal and econoinic sittiation;there were no-.:.· 
foreign investments in 1993.  ·  ·  .  ·  ·  · - ·.  · 
_The projected increase iri the current  ac~ount deficit will be financed by external debt · 
rescheduling arrangement_s ·with. the Paris Club and. coffimercial· creditors· as weil .  as 
new money from, amongst others, the IMF, the World Bank  and the EU. In August, 
the_remainingsecond tranche (ECU 150 million) of  the 1992 Community_ balance of 
payments loan was disbursed. A  prpposal for ·a further balance of  payments loan of  ,• 
up··to ECU 200 miHion  in  support of the economic  reforrri  progralnme  has  been 
approved on 22 Dec~mber  1994.  ' 
~Algeria's foreign reserves position worsened iri 1993, hutTeCOVered  ~trongly after the-
debt -rescheduling agreement with the Paris Club and reached nearly US$ 2.2 billioiJ 
at the end of 199(  equivalent to-11. weeks of  imports.  · 
-I..· -25-. 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
End 1993, Algeria's foreign.debt stock amounted to US$ 24~6 billion, requiring US$ 
2.1 billion in interest payments and US$ 7.1 billion in repayments. of  principal. N~atiy 
three  quarters  of this  debt  stock consisted  of publicly  guaranteed  private  sector 
credits. About 13% are bilateral credits, mostly non-concessional.  . 
Foil  owing  the  agreement  with  the  IMF  on  an  ~co  nomic  reform  programme,  the 
Algerian ·authorities obtained, in June, an agreement from Paris Club creditors on a 
rescheduling  of bilateral  debt.  Commercial  debt  rescheduling  negotiations · with 
commercial creditors have not been concluded yet.  · 
As a result of these rescheddings,. external debt service due during the programme 
period with the· IMF  (May  1994-May  1995)  has  been  reduced by  some US$ 5.1 
billion or more than 55% compared to scheduled debt service. According. to balance 
of payments  projections,  at  present  hydrocarbon  price  levels,· Algeria  will  reach 
external viability only by the end· of 1997. Further external financial support, notably. 
from the IMF and  through debt ·  reschedulings, will  be required over the next three. 
_years  .. 
The 1992 Community balance of  payments loan (ECU 250 million) is excluded from 
the  rescheduling  agreements  and  debt  service  on  this  loan  should  continue  as 
foreseen. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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-B. BELARUS 
. l. ·  GENERAL-ECONOMIC SITUATION 
Belarus used to be,  ~nder.  the former regime, one of  the most developed r~pubiics of 
the ·Union, -With· a strong industrial base. ·GDP per capita was one of  the. highest of 
the FSU, and close to that of  Hungary. However, uritil  1994 refotins were slow.  A 
·.  large .·part. of th~  command . system . remained  in  place, .  trade . admirustered  and 
. 'subsidies  high;, GDP.  fell  by  about 10% per  year in  1992 ·and  1993~-less than in  · 
- Russia; however, a considerable drop was expected in  1994, one of  the most severe· 
._  ofthe countries·in.transition (already -26% Jan.~Sept.,year~on- year}  . 
One of  the main reasons for the delays in economic stabilization was the absence of  a 
clear· autonomous  monetary  policy  in  Belarus.  Until early  1994,  ~espite 'the 
introduction of a temp·orary Jocal rouble in  1992, ,the'  prospect of monetary union 
with Russia remai~ed· str_ong.  In May-1994 the Bel~russian rouble was declared the  · 
only  legal  tender  iit  the  country.  Although  a· new  President,  Mr  -- Lukashenko,. 
·.  favourable  to  ..  closer  links· with  Russia,  was eletted  in  July,  .the. newly. formed 
,goveflll'llent  under Prime Minister  Chigir has  adopted  a  reformist  stance  and  an 
. ambitious. progranline  of -reforms,  requirirg  an  autonomous  monetary_  policy. 
Monetary union with Russia now ~oes not seem to be on the agenda·. any more and ._ 
would be a  more long term  prospect at best:  The Belarus' .  new  macro~economic  . 
programme is to be. supported by the iMF and other multilateral and bilateral_ donors.  ; 
The bu.dget' deficit was of about So/o  of  GDP for the first six months  ~f  1994. Over 
the first  nine' months of the  ye(!r~ monetary _expansion  remained  l'ligh  and  average . 
inflation was over 25% per month~ In July monetary expansion limits were set.  The · · 
goal is now to re.d~ce 1riflatioii down to a monthly 8% level in  ~y  mid-1995. .  . 
Core  st~ct~ral reforms  ha~e  ·also been delayed· until the recent decfsions of  1994. · 
Subsidies on basic foodstuffs were maintained, and rents and utility,prices.remained ·· 
controlled at very low levels  .. No proper two-tier banking system existed, with the  ... 
established  practice  of  direct  central  bank.  lending, .. and . even ' subsidising,  to ' 
ent~rprises.  Enterprise.  restructuring  had.  n·ot  ·been·  significant  either.  The 
implementation of privatisation 'and even the.  corporatisation of  enterpnses had been 
delayed by the resistance of·entreprises and  sect9ral ministries:  a.privatisation law· 
was approved only in  July  i 993  and,_  by  the  end  of the year,  the private  sector . 
ac<;ounted for only S% of  employment and 10% _of non-agricultural output. Although· 
·a  ba~p.tcy. legislation  had  been. enacted  alr~ady m  1992,  it· has ·so  far  been· 
.. inoperative  .. 
2.  -·BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
.  .  .  '  .  . 
While the country suffered from disruptions oftrade and payments in the FSU, it has  · 
so far been unable to redirect its trade to· the west. It has furthermore been adversely . 
affeCted by the deterioratiOf1 of its· t~rms Of tt;ade,  with- a:n  increasing COSt  of energy· -27-
imports which are now close to world market prices. As a result, the trade balance, 
which was positive in 1991 (mainly inter-FSU republics trade), registered a. deficit of 
about US$ 600 million in 1994, most of  which is due to energy imports from Russia·. 
which. account  for ·more  than  50%. of total  imports.  As  Belarus. lacks_ cUJ;rency 
reserves,  net  interstate  arrears  increased  and  reached  US$  405 ·million  by  end- ; 
September. 
The  current  account  deficit  reached  about  US$  630  million  in  1994 ..  A  current · 
account deficit of  about US$ 320 million is expected for 1995. The IMF supports the--
Autumn package of  reforms-of  the government and has called for the support of  the ."t 
international donor community. The Fund is ready to disburse about US$ 300 million 
under a second tranche of  the Systemic Transformation Facility (STF) and a stand-by 
arrangement to be finalised in early 1995. 
·After IMF_ and World Ba~  support (and bilateral debt restructuring With Russia on 
1994's energy import arrears), the remaining' balance of payments gap for  1995  is 
estimated· at  US$  250  million  and  is  e~pected to  be  filled  by  bilateral  official 
assistance. 
' 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
Under the "zero option" agreement between Russia and the other new independent 
states, Ru~sia took over the external assets and liabilities of  the FSU.-Thus, Belarus' 
·external debt has been incurred only recently (after 1992). 
'  .  ' 
A large part of the foreign  debt of Belarus is  commercial debt and consists of gas· 
arrears'  vis-a-vis  Russia  (US$  405  milliori).  According  to  ongoing  negotiations  _ 
between  Belarus  and  Russia  (to  be  finalised  in  early_-1995),  this  debt  would  be· 
transformed into assets under a US$ 235 million debt/equity swa:p, or repaid und~r a · 
barter arrangement between the two countries. 
The estimated external debt of  the country was about US$  1.5  billion: by the end of 
1994 .. The debt service on exports ratio averaged only 10% of GDP .but,  owing· to 
the very limited -hard currency resources of  the country, represented a heavy burden. 
In 1995, assuming the approval of  the IMF stand-by arrangement and the fulfilment 
.  of the residual financing gap by riew loans of international donors, the external debt. 
could increase up to almost US$ 2 bi~lion, i.e. about 35% ofGDP.  . -· 
i 
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. , C. BULGARIA 
1~.  ·GENERAVECONOMIC SITuATION 
2. 
Followhtg sharp· declines  thr~ugh 1993,  pfodt;~ction  started ·recovering  in· 1994,  .· 
entailing some improvement in the rate of  unemployment. Inflation increased' to 122 
percent. in  1994,  as a consequence  of sharp: unanticipated _depreciations  of the 
nationcil'  currency  .  (  tqggered . by  . heightened . political  uncertainties)  and . the·; 
introdu'9tion  of the .  VAT  .. The·. authorities  responded· to  those  developments·  by· . 
. re8mrming their coniffiitnient to the prognimme of fiscal  restraint. agreed  with the  . 
JMF:  budgetary data for  i994 indicate  a  considerable  improvement .in  the deficit . 
.  performance~ 'owing. J>oth to buoyant 'revenues and. a scale-down of  real expenditures 
- particularly on wag~s  and operating and maintenance. •  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
Progress in structural. refom1s have' been slow: Despite the parliamentary passage in · 
·June J  994  of an amendment to the Privatization  Act  and· the  e_~tablishriient ·of a 
Centre Jot Mass Privatization, the. pace of privatization has remained slow; ·and the 
completion of  a clean-up of  non-performing,. pr~-1991 policy-djrepted loans :Of State-
owned banks .lias not been sufficient to sigruficimtly improve. the functioning of the 
.  banking sect~r.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Bulgaria's external financial sitUation improved in 1994. Exp.orts increased sharply as 
..,  the lev strongly dept:,eciated  (r~~ersing a substantial real appreciation trend in  1993), 
while·importswere contained as aresult of  restrictive financi!ll policies. External debt 
· service declined· shaq)ly  followi~g the .completion o(.the debt  reduction  deal  with · .. 
commercial creditQrS (see section 3);  AJl'this resulted in a"shift in the external current 
account from  a deficit equi~alent to s:percent ofGDP to a surplus estimated at 2  .. 
.  · pe,rcent of:GDP in 1994.  ·  ·  - · ·  · 
. With the  c~neiusiori or'a new  stand-by ·arrangement with the.IMF in April  1994; . 
official capital, inflows, that had been  interrupted since end-1992i resumed inCluding  . 
significant· balance-of-payments .  supp9rt.  This  pernlitted  Bulgaria  to · service  its  · 
external ·debt  and  to accumulate. off]Cial  reset;.ves.  At  end-1994, .  official  r~ser\res . 
amounted to some2: 1/2 months worth ofimports.of goods. and non-factor serVices;  . 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
Bulgaria's ·  external  debt  position  ~3;s significantly., improved .  with: the .conclusion  in 
July· 1994 of  a  comprehensive debt and. debt service reduction (DDSR) agreement 
· with commercial  creditors on the· restructuring of ~bqut US$  8.1 billion  in  public 
_ · ·eXternal debt, ·which  re~ulted in· a commercial  debt;reduc~ion.equivalent to 46 percent 
·  ofetigible debt. The upfront costs of  the DDSR agreement (which _involved  several 
instruments  for  restf!,lcturing,  including  debt.· buy-backs. and. long-term· securities)· . -29-
.  .  .  .. 
amounted to US$ 706 million.  To.replenish partially Bulgaria's international reserves· 
·used to finance these upfront costs, the IMF and the World Bank extended specific 
financing in  September· 1994 for a total amount of  US$ '250 million,  supplementing  __ 
already  existing  balance-of-payments  financial  support  from  the  IMF,  the  World 
Bank, the European Union and other G-24 bilater~ donors  . 
. Completion of  the DDSR deal is expected to help Bulgaria  ·regain over time access to·~'­
international  credit  markets, .  -enhance  the  investment  climate  for  investors  and  . 
. constitute a crucial step forward in Bulgaria's progress towards external viability. In . 
the immediate, external debt has decreased to 117 percent of  GDP at end-1994 ( 144 ;-
percent in 1992) and the debt serVice ratio to 19 percent (39 percent in 1992).  · '• 
1. 
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D.-THE CZECH REPUBLIC 
GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUAT):ON . 
. After a sharp decline in 1990~92 and stagnation in ·1993, the Czech economy grew by-. 
2.1% iit the first nine months of 1994 (year-on-year) reflecting a strong recovery of. 
private consumption and investment. Real GDP is expected to expand by 3.5-4.5% in 
1995. the unemployment tate continued to edge down, reaching 3'.1% in December- . 
< 1994, downfrom3.5%)nDecember·1993.  ·  ·  ·  · 
.Following a 8.5-% price-jurrip  inJanu~ry l99Jassociated with the introduction ofthe 
VAT,  annualinflatio~ ·cal)'le dowri rapidly, ending 1993at 18.2%. Inflationiemained 
.subdued iri the first half of 1994, with the annual rate falling below 10% for the first 
time  .. since  rpid:..1992.  However,  as. a. result  of the rapid. expansion of the· money 
· .. : supply  (M2)  and  dOJ;nes!ic  __  dema~d annual inflation:- acc 1elen~ied ·to·. 10.7%  in· 
·  November 1994 and_ is unlikely to' fall below that level in  1995. M2 is estimated to 
. have grown by 20% in 1994, well abovet}le.12% original target.  - ·  .. 
The rapid growth of Mi reflects the impact' of  the_  strong -foreign· capital  inflows; .· 
which  the  Czech "N,ational  Bank.  _(CNB)  -has  oruy _been  able  iQ  sterilize  parti.ally_ 
through open market operations  and  the  increase  (effective ·on 4  August)  of the . 
minimum  reserve  requirements  on banks'  demand: deposits.  Monetary· policy  was 
-again tightened in October, through a 50 basic points increase in  the discount and 
lombard rate, ·and in  December, through: a  further· 50  basic  points  increase  in  the 
lombard rate. Regarding fiscalpolicy, the state budget ended 1994 with a surplus of 
Ck 11.2 bn (about US$ 336 mio} and. the Parliament has approved a balanced budget 
- for 1995.  ·  · 
- .  .  . 
As far. as  structural  reform is  concerned,· the  second wave ·of·large-scale voucher . 
privatization,  involving assets_.in  S61  enterp~ses with  a book value of KC  f55  bJJ 
(US$ 4. 7. bn), was completed last No_vember.  About 80% of  the~  productive capacity 
of  the economy is estimated to be now·in private hands_-. 
2.  •  'DIE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Re~ecting  ~he ac·celeration of  domestic demand, the real  appreciation of the Czech . 
. ·crown  and trade restriCtions .introduced by  Slovakia, the current  account.  surplus . 
.  shrunk considerably ii11994 and is likely to disapearor tum into a moderate deficit in_··  , 
1995. The surplus.declined frprri lJ,S$ 643inio'(1.8o/o ofGDP) in 1993 to US$ 197' 
-mio in the first nine months of1994. The·deteriorationwas particularly mi:!Iked vis-a-·  . 
·vis Slovakia,· against which the Czech Republic-posted a US$ 270 mio deficit in the· 
·first nine months of·1995.  This has 'led the Czech· ltepu:blic to ·exceed. six times in 
1994  the ECU ~30 mio  credit  ceiling  agreed  under  the  Czech.:.slova~ clearing-
system. - 31  -
The net inflow ofFDI slowed down considerably in  19~H (declining to US$ 450 mio 
from US$ 983  mio  in  1992) and has recovered only moderately in 1994 (US$ 420 
mio in January-September).· The Czech Republic has been experiencing, hq,wever,  a 
surge in other capital inflows s•nce the third quarter of 1993, Thus, between January .. 
and  September 1994,  portfolio investment (mostly equity investment in the Prague", 
Stock Exchange  and  foreign  acquisition  of Czech ·issues  of_ international  bonds). 
reached US$ 750.5 mio,  and  net  direct credits by Czech enterprises from  foreign 
banks US$ 967 mio.  Over the same period,  Czech banks obtained internationa)Jy- . 
syndicated loans in the amount of  US  i 75 -mio.  The Czech Republic's access to the 
international  capital  markets  has  been  reinforced 'by  successive upgradings  ~f.  the 
country's  ~ating. In June 1994, Moody's upgraded again the Czech Republic's rating 
'(from Baa~ to Baa2), and in JulyS & P's upgraded its rating from BBB to BBB+.  . 
The combination of a healthy current account and  a strong capital inflow has  put 
upward pressure on .the ·nominal exchange rate arid has resulted in a rapid grow:th of 
official foreign exchange reserves, whjch stood at US$ 5.8 bn at eqd Nov~mber-1994 
· compared to US$ 0.7 bn at end-1992. In order to stem the upward pressure on the 
exchange  rate  the  CNB  intends  to make  the  crown fully  convertible  for  current 
account transactions and liberalize capital controls in  a phased manner.  It has. also 
decided to repay ahead of  schedule all remaining loans owed_ to the IMF. 
3.  . FOREIGN DEBT 
. Despite a significant growth of  convertible debt in  1993 and 1994, mostly associated 
with strong foreign borroWing by  Czech companies and banks, the Czech Republic 
continues to. enjoy a low foreign debt burden. Total convertible .debt increased from 
US$ 6.9 bn at end-1992 to US$ 9.1  bn at end September-1994, but this still implied""' 
a  relatively  low  debt/GDP  ratio  of 25.8%.  The debt  service  ratio  has  increased· 
between  1992  and  1994  but,  at  10.2%  in  1994, ·it  remains  moderate.  while 
- projections for 1995 and1996 point towards an in.crease in the debt and debt service 
indicato-rs, they an~ expected 'to  ·remain at reasonable levels. I. 
'._ 
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_--E.  · ESTONIA: 
-1.  GENE~L  ECONOMIC SITUATION_ 
2. 
·The. ecc>Jtomy emerged; from  r~cession:  by- the end of 1993 and GDP is expected to . 
have groWn by 4% in: 1994,  despite a· severe  drough~ which hamperedagricultural 
production. Services nqw account since 1993  for more than half of GDP. -Growth_--
mainly relies on the· development ~fthe  private sector.  .  - -
... 
_ .  --Irifiationary press~  res, fuelled by· sharp increases_ of energy- imports prices, _resumed . 
atthe end '6f1993 and .early -1991. Prices increased by about 4o%  i~ 1994, wellover 
target, -but the ·latest recordecf. monthly'· price -increases  are  moderate.  (1.4%.  Q4 
average).  - ·  -·  ·  -
Under  the  c~rrericy board arrangemeni central bank l~nding to the state is prohibited: 
this-bas contributed to budgetary discipline. The geJ1eral governnient budget should 
. record a 2.5% defiCit  of GDP in  1_994,  against  1.8% in.1993: this is due mainly to 
increaSes of  public investment. The deficit· is  fully  financed by external_-borrowings.  . 
The 1995 budg~t.envisages an ovenill balanced outcome.  -·  ·  · 
:g~t~nia has made  CO~tinuing progreSs  Otf  stru~tural reform .. fu  1993  and  1994~ 
- Estonia advanced further in the area of  privatisation,· especially for- small enterprises 
of whi_ch  over. 80%:.  have . now  been -sold Ao  private  ..  owners:  The  Estonian 
Privatisation-Office was created· in 1993  to better co-ordinate policies  towards the . 
entecprise sector, and in '1994 a separate department was-established in the Ministry 
ofEconomy  ·with responsibility-for .restructuring state ·firms before privatlsation. ~In · 
some cases b~ptcy  law was· applied.  Banking supervision  has .been  improved: 
Following the banking cri~is of  early 1993, the bankirig~s:ystem was restructured. The 
number  of commerCial  banks  was  reduced  to  21,  niostly through  mergers.  The  -
central bank policy of phased inereases in  minimum capital requirements •keeps the 
press~re on banks to-consolidate~  -
.  . 
THEBA~ANCE  OF  PAYMENT~ 
•  • ~  <,' 
Estonia's curreltt .  accounf was broadly in  bahmce  in  -199~.-External- cap  it~ grants .. 
. fully compensated for the recorded deficit.of2.2% GDP on goods and services. This_-
-.changed -significantly in  1994.  The excess of domestic  inflation over international - · 
. -.  .  pric'e increases red,uced. the competitive advantage and-'!he_ resumption of domestic  . 
growth led to higher iiJlp<irts.  AS· a result, the current account-deficit- reached a  high~ 
·level, dose to an estimated 7% level ofGDP..  · -
. The inflow offoreign direct investmenl remained high for the  "third CQQSecutive  ye~r.­
. -Official foreign  exchange reserves continued to- grow and,  With  a level.worth US$ 
. 450 rruilion at year end, covered approXimately 5 months.ofimports  ..  .  .  .  .  ..  ~ 
<. 
-· -33- ' 
Assuming  a  steady  recovery  of the  Estonian  economy,  the  current  account  ts 
. expected to remain in deficit over the medium term. 
· 3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
Estonia did not accept any-legacy of  foreign debts of  the ·FSU. In 1994·the ·stock of-, 
external debts increased from US$135 million to an estimated US$ 228 million level ... 
(i.e.  9% of GDP);  A substantial part of this debt is  owed to intem~tional financial  . 
institutions.  The  IMF  has  granted  to  Estonia  a  US$  17 ·  million  Systemic.-~ 
Transformation  Facility  and  has  disbursed . US$  44  million  under  the  stand-by 
programmes since  1992. In 1993  the World Bank disbursed the bulk of a US$ 30 
million rehabilitation loan to finance critical imports, and has ·a substantial number of 
· projects in the pipeline. Estonia also benefited from an energy emergency programme 
ofthe EBRD, some US$ 9 million ofwhich were disbursed.  ·  · 
Debt  service  remains  very  low  with  a  ratio  to  exports  of goods  and  non-factor 
services close to 1%. 1-
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- F. HUNGARY 
.  .  ·..  . 
. 1.  · . GENE.J;U.L ECONOMIC SITUATION 
The Hungarian economy recovered ·in 1994,:with real GDP estimated to hav~ grown-·  · 
by. about 3%.· Industrial production increased by 9% in  th~ first nine months of 1994 :--
(year-on-year).  Foll6wing a  peak  in.February 1993,  the.  unemployinerif rate  has  . 
. steadily declined to 10.4% in December.1994. Growth, however, is: expected to slow 
down,  or even stop altogether,  in  1995~ as the government  ~pplies an  adjustment 
programme t~ reduce an unsusta~nable. currtmt accountdeficit . · 
Increases in indirect taxes, a faster devaluation of  the forint and the. strengthening of . 
domestic demand have again prevented. a reduction of  inflation in.l994. Aruma]  C~I · 
inflation reached 21% in November, the same-level as at the end of 1993, After four· 
yeArs  of decline, .  r~al wages  started to grow. again  in ·1994,. With  a  year-on-year 
increase of6% in real-net average earnings in the first nine months ()f 1994. the  ~ew  .. 
socialist-liberal. goveminent .  views  such  large  ga:ins. as  unjustified  and  is  seeking  a  -~ 
social pact to impose wage moderation.  -
) 
.AtHUF J20 bn (7.5% of  GDP), the central goveriunent deficit  fi~shed 1994 HUF 
18 bn below ihe target contained in the supplementary budget adopted last autumn. 
· As a central element of a three-year ·stabilization ·and modernization plan currently . 
under elaboration, the government intends. to reduce the 1995 defiCit to HUF 2s2·bn 
(5.~% of GDP). ·However; ·ihis  reduction. of the  ~eficit,  which largely reflects  a 
.change  in  the accounting  methodology .. and  an  uncert~in inqease ·in  privatiiatlo'n: . 
. revenues,  may  not be  sufficient to produce  a  signifi~ant .  reduction  in the  cur-Tent 
account deficit.  '  '  . .  .  . 
The authorites have .continued.impleme~ting the bank consolidation scheme launched 
in December 1993, involving the recapitalization of the  major  Hungaria~  ·  b~nk:s in·  · 
several steps through the transfer of  state bonds.  The privatization process slowed_ . 
- down  I in '1993  and  1994; . The new .  govenment. plans .  to .  revitalize .  the privatization 
process,  but. its recent  decision  to. cancell_ the alrefl.dy. agreed  sale  of a Hungarian 
hotel  chain  to· .a  foreign  investor ·and  dismiss: th~  reformist  comnuss10ner  for . 
. priv_atization has raised some doubts about its strategy, . 
2.  THE BAI,.ANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Followin~ the  sharJ>  ~terioration suffered  in  199J~  the  current  account deficit 
continued to increase  in .1994,  reaching. almost  US$ 4  bn  (or more. than  100/o  of 
GDP) and sigruficantly exceeding the official forecast$: The weakness of  the current 
account and speculation  againstth~ forint led the auttiorities·tcrdevalue the currency 
-by 8% against the ECU·d()llar basket on 5 August,  t~us devi~ing· from their policy 
.  of  small, regular devaluations' aimed at stabilizing. the rear  exchange rate.  . . -35-
.  Despite the  very  high  current ·account  defi.cit,  official  foreign  exchange  ·r~serves 
expanded rapidly. in 1993, reaching US$ 7 bn at the en4 of  the YC?ar, up from US$ 4.4· 
bn at end-1992.  This was made possible by a continuing ·strong net inflow of FDI . 
(which reached a. record of US$  2.3  bn),  high  foreign  borrowing by oommercial 
banks and enterprises, and the placement by the Nationat'BankofHungary-(NBH) of-
US$ 4.5 bn in international bonds.  ·  - · 
Net borrowing by banks and enterprises accelerated in  1994 (to l.7bn in January- : 
August)  and  the NBH continued. to raise  a  considerable  amount of funds in the . · 
international  capital  markets.  However,  the  higher· current :account· deficit, ..lower·,: 
iriflows ofFDI (about US$ l.2.bn), and substantial early repa)'ments of  external debt  · 
aimed at reducing the "buncliing"ofrepayrrients expected for 1995  ~nd 1996, resulted 
in a decrease in official reserves from a  pe~k of  US$ 7.5 bn in Jariuary  1994 to'us · 
$6.8 bn at end-October 1994. 
The 18-month stand-by facility granted b¥ the IMF to H;ungary in September 1993 
was intemipted due to· non-compliance ·with some of the programme targets:  The 
IMF is currently discussing with the authorities on the main elements of  an economic 
programme to·be supported by the resumption. ofiMF l~hding. 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
With the current account considerably exceeding the net inflow of  FDI since 1993, 
.  both  gross  and  net  foreign  debt  have  been  rising  rapidly,  and  from  already  high 
·  ievels.  Gross convertible foreign debt has increased from US$ 21.5 at end~1992 to 
US$ 28.2 (78% of  GOP) bn at end-October 1994. Net foreign debt, for its part, has 
increased from US$ 13.1 bn at.end-1992to US$ 18.7 bn at end-October 1994. After . 
· increasing  in  previous  years,  the  proportion  of medium- and  long-term· debt  has  · 
remained practically unchanged at arp\.md 92%. 
Total  debt  .ser\rice  (excluding repayments  on short-term  debt  but including  early 
repayments) has been consistently increas!ng since 1992, reaching an estimated 65% 
of exports in  1994.(against 33% in  1991). The early repayments ma:de by the NBS 
have  significantly  reduced the expected concentration of repayments  in. 1995  and 
· 1996. Repayments in  1995 and 1996, which would have otherwise reached US$ 3.4 
bn and US$ 3.9 bn respectively, are now projected to amount to US$ 3.bn and US$ •• 
3,1 bn.  ·  ·  .  · 
I 
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G.  ISRAEL.: 
' . L  ' ''GENERALECONOMIC•SITUATioN. 
. ·.·r 
GDP-growth  acce]~rated~galn in-:1994;  reaching  6:8%.:  The forecast for 1995 is_ 
somewhat-lower, at 5%:  Infl~tion accelerated si-gnificantly iri the lasfquaqer of 199.4,  . 
teaching nearly 15% on an  annual basis.  This was not  matched~  by  ~-proportional 
d~preciaticin of  the Shekel, thereby pushing  the~ real  ~xchange tate up and 'Yidening  ----· 
t)le current account•defidt to o_ver US$ 3 billion irt--1994.  Thl~ has p1,1t _pressure  on . 
.  the shekel in foreign exchange mar:kets and the Baruc of  Israel-had to increase its key 
- lending  rate  to  17%. by mid-December ·without  however  succe~dirtg ·in·  entin~Iy 
·- st~'ppirig'  speculativ~ pressure  on  the  national  currency.  The·governinent plans.-to 
..  present.a  major  macro~.econoffiic. prbgrantine  in .Jamiary. 199$; ·.The·  authorities 
'announced an inflation target zone' of8  'to 11% for' 1-995_.  ' ' '  ' 
The  'gove~ent.budget deficit· was. further redUGed from  2. 5% of GDP. ui  199'3  to . 
'2% ·in 1994 following reductions in the housing' programnie and oth¢r 'subsidies for 
immigrants) including unemployment benefits,. and tax increases, 'espeCially on capital 
·  gains. Budget .revenu.e from priV'atisatiort increased· somewhat to US$ ·100 inilliori in 
1994,  ~ut rem.airis  very  small compared  to. the  substantial  share of state~owned. 
enterprises in  the economy and was less than half ofthe announced ·target of  US$ LS  · ·. 
'billion.  . · ·  . ·  ·., .  _ ,  .- ' ··.  ··  ·  ·.  :-·  _  .·  ··  .  __  .  ___  .  . · .·  . . .  <  · ·  ..  _  _  : · 
'JJnemployfuerit continued to  fal~, ·from,9% end '199~ tb  7. 8~%  e~d'  1994  ~  as the wave 
of immigration ·from Eastern Europe and the  ex-S.Civiet  Union 'of the 'early 1_990s  > 
came to an end, and the repeated closllre of  the .Occupieo Territories a~celerated  the  __ · 
rephicement ~£Palestinian  ~orkers with iilunigr~nts.  .  .  .  _, . 
.  '  '  .  ..... 
2.  .·  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
.  ·.At  th~ end of1993,Jsrael accept~d the -~bligations co~cerhing -the full  liberalization  . 
' of  cufr,ent account transactions under article VIII of  the IMf Articles qf  Agreement.  -. 
· The:· Central Bank -ofisrael maintains· a "crawling peg
11  exchange rate syste·m with a  · 
· _  . target depreciation: rate  ~nnounced by  the  Centra] ·Bank,  in  lihe  with:.· expected 
inflation, and.a 2% variation· allowed aro~md  .~he targeted exchange rat~~.  ·, -
.  .  -.  .  '  .  ·_,,. 
Export  expansion~ estimated ·~t  I0.6.%;  was :_a  stl,"ong  driving force for growth in 
- 1994.  Imports increased  however  equally  (ast. at 10.4%  '.  ari~f the  ~urrerit account 
.  deficit rose· fromUS$ 1:2 biilion in -1991. to mor,t:than U_S_$(3  .billioi:t'in  1994.  Net 
· ·.  pfivate capital iffflows remained small at around US$ 100 inillion.  · 
:  '  ·.  .  ·'  '  ·.  .  .  :  .  .  .  '·  ·..  .  ..  .  .  . .  ~  .  ........_  . 
Offlci~l Jor:eign exchange reserves reached a ·s-atisfactory·level of  US$ 6.8. billion at .·  . 
the end ()f 1994, or the equivalent bf nearly 2.5 months' bf  imports. '  .  . 
'  .  '  .  '"·  .  -
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3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
I  . 
The US$ 10 billion credit guarantees obtained from the·US··government in  ·1992 have 
enabled the authorities to draw on medium and long~  term credit lines for investment .. 
proJects.  However,  Israel's  rating: ori  international, capitaL markets would  ~ave  Ja, . 
improve from  the  present BBB+ -level  .in  order to get ·  ~nguaranteed access. _Net  __ 
foreign debt increased from US$ 16.7 billion end-1993 to US$ 17.7 billion,at end.;  ~ 
1994, of which nearly three quarters was public  sector debt.  The debt  service to._. 
exports ratio improved slightly as export growth was strong in 1994..  · 
/ ·  H.  ·LATVIA. 
1. .  GENERAL. ECONOMIC SITUATION 
Fqr the fifst  y~ar since ;it became  indepi:md~nt, Latvia is likely to emerge, out of the 
recession whi~h.- ~aw  GDP fall by 45%, betWeen  199l;and 1993. Growth iri  1994 is,  . 
.  however, likely to have been moderate (it is ·estimated at 2%  ),  partly because of  the 
adverse impact of the ·drought. which  ciffects ·the: whole  regio~. Unemployment  is 
.;already substantial, with an  estimat~d}%  level at the end of 1994, the highest among 
the 'Baltic states,  ·  ·  .  · 
The autno[ities have· successfully pursued a policy -of stable· exchange rate with. an 
informal. peg to the SDR They further tightened .  monetary policy in  1994,  lilniting 
;  the groWth of  broad money to 39%.  As.a result, inflation continued to slow· clown 
· from '3 5% in 1  Q93  to an estimated 25% .level last year. However; some inflationary 
.  I  pressures  remain' due  to  large  inflo~s· of foreign  capital'which  lnight. lead  the 
-.. authorities to accept some appr_eciation of  the hits..  .  .. 
The  gove~ent financial. deficit was expected to. remain ·in 1994 within .  the initial  . 
· . 2% ofGDP target. The.total deficit (including net govemrrient lendjng); about 4% of  .. 
GDP; was mairily financed  through external borrowing  . .In  1995,  both- government 
expenditures  (in  particular  social  benefits)  and  revenues  (~oth VAT  and  social 
security contributions) .should increase significantly,  and a .comparable 2% financial 
- deficit  is  expected,  without. taking  into  account . public . investment  financed ·.by 
. external bon:o~ngs:  ·  · 
· Structural reforms continued· in 1994  ..  The State Property Fund in  charge of public · 
assets started its· activities iri  September. Privatisation,. which had been initiated at a  · 
· slow  pace  in 1992-1993,  accelerated  at· 'the  end  of l99.4  after  the  government 
announced  an  international. tender  Qf  '45  _medium  and  large. size  firms.  The  - · 
Privatisation Agency is  now·. fully. operational and  intends  to privatise  50 funis .  by 
tender .ea~h year  in  1995  and  1996.  In the ·Banking  secto_r;  the two main  bapks, 
UiLiversal  B'!-rik  ofLatvia (UBL)  and Latvian  Savings  Bank are  engaged  in  the 
.. restructuring process, their portfolios have .  been strengthened -and. UBL might  be 
_ready forprivatisation by the end-of 1995.-The free trade  agrc.~ementsigned  -wiih.the 
Europ~an·Union  ent~red into.Jorce on·1 January 1995. 
·2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
Th~ current  ac~ount, which  had,_record~d a  substantial  surplus  in  1993,  became 
.  negative. in  1994  (  -160  lnillion  US  dollars ·without the  official transfers) because  ·  · · 
: .  -.imports grew ~igni6cantly (  +20%) while exports decreased.· This is mairily due' tq the_ · 
..  upsurge of  the economic activit)' which lead to a. substantial increase of investment., 
._ · related imports. - 39-
Substantial  official  transfers,  inflows of private  capital  and disbur~ements -of the 
· ,  International financiai institutions contributed to finance the current account deficit.· 
Latvia's hard  currency reserves have continued to grow in  1994  and,  with a US 
dollar 596 million level at year-end, almost cover 6-months of. imports.·  -
.  . 
.  3.  FOREIGN DEBT  1 
Latvia did  not accept any legacy  ~f  foreign debts of  the FSU. In 1994. the external_. 
debt stock increased from US$ 311  million to US$ 445 million.  More than _50%  o(· 
this debt is  owed to international financial  institutions.  Latvia owes the IMF  t60 
million  dollars (93.5· million  under 'the  1992 stand-by and  1993  extended stand-by, 
66.5  miilion  under  the  1993-1994 ·.STF).  In  1993  and  1994,  the  World  Bank 
disbursed tpe bulk of a ·uss 45  million. rehabilitation  loan. and  part of a US$ 24 
l:nillion  agricultural  development  loan.  The EBRD has  so  far  disbursed  20  million 
dollars on Latvia, half of  which-was for an energy sector emergency project. 
The  debt  service  ratio,  with  a  3.8%  level  (debt  servtce  on  exports)  remains 
moderate. 
)  . I 
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I..  · · LITHUANIA 
'1~  ~"GENERAL·  ECONOMIC SITuATION . 
'·After. a ·sharp  decline  'of ·output ·of ·aboui  ·S5%.~betweet1  ·,l989.,:and  199.3,"  GDP,~, 
. 'stabilised }n·-1994· With  &Q·  estirna~ed 1.5% growth. The ·official unemployment  rate·.·~.  . 
rose. mod_erately  to_ an  estimated ·.2%  level  by  the  eud  of .the  year:  this ·figUre,  '  . 
·  ·' however; is oonsidered to be far lower than the actuatlevel ofunempioyment. ·:  . :.  · 
'  '  .  '  '  '  '  '  '  .  ,(  .  .  '  " 
After peaking in1992at ·hyper-mflationary.levels, inflation slo~ed  do~  in 1993 and 
early 1994: An  importan~ step in  the'  stabilisationproce~s of the economy was the 
...  introduction, on April 1, ·1994, ofa currency board arrangem~rtt under which central  _ 
: b~  ·lending  tq the government ·is ·suppressed,· and  the  money  l.n  circulation ·is 
.  constrained by the market value of  golchmd hard currenCies detained in the Bank of . 
··.·  ':  ·-"  ·Lithuarua. TheJitas,bedune pegged:-to the US dollar at.a.rate ofLTL 4 to ·usf  1. Iri 
.  .  .  - .  !  ~  /  .  '  . 
'  '  'the months following the introduction of the currency board arrangement,  inflation 
· dropped ~pwn  to a' level of  less than J% per month..  . ·.  .  .  • 
'•, 
..  Monetal)' expansion, under:the currency board arnmgement, declined in-,1994;  The · 
· state incurred  a fiscal deficit of  about 4% of GDf in. 1994. Most of the deficit haS  ·  · 
been 'financed by issuing,  since July,  treasury bilfs. Also, to aJe&ser  extent,_  public 
.  investments have been financed-with norinal commercial bank loans. The·increase .in: 
- ·.the. deficit led the .  authorit~es. to adopt austenty: budgetary  lll~Sures, ·including the 
phasing out ofpublic· subsidies which fell 'to ·below  1% of GDP  in  1994 {against 
. 5.5% iriJ991).  :  .  '  .  .  '  .  . 
Structural reforms have been .further implemented.  The  Goverrunent  .~ontinued to 
.progress  ·with  .privatisation- ~u1d  restitution  ..  By  September  1994~ 76%  of all 
companies eligible for privatisatiofi,  or 30% of alt: state capital, had been_privatised 
. through vouchers, public share 'subscription and auctions. ·In December 1994 ·  a new 
Central Bank bill was adopted· iri Parliament, and a  cbmn1erdal bank law is expected 
..  -to be enacted in ea;ly 1995.  ' '  '  ..  .  - .  .·  '  .  .  . .  . 
A  three-y~ar p~ogramme  ~as·  adopted by the Government, for the O~ober.1994- ~ 
- September  1997 ,period,· envisaging.  tight _budgetary· policies  under  the  existing 
currency board' arran.gemeni at)d  a  sustained  effort to maintain the momentum. of :  .. 
·  · stnictunil reforms. 
2.  THEBALANCEOFPAYMENrS  ' 
. /  . 
The-trade baiance, which recorded a su~lus until1992, became negative in 1993:and .. 
1994 due to.·the sharp  incre~se of  energy imports frorrf-'Russia;,which are now close 
to world  mark~fprices, and account for a~out 50% of the country's imports.  As  a  . 
result, the curr~nt account of  the· country.  ~egistered a 260 million us dollars defiCit 
~n· 1994.·  >  ·  ·  .. 
:  '  . 
I 
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A substantial part of  the 1994 current account deficit was financed by private capital 
inflows.  Also,  following  the  adoption  by  the  Government  autumn  three-year 
programme, the IMF approved on October 24 an SDR 134.55 .million (about US$ 
200 million) extended facility.  This should allow Lithuania to build up the necessary 
reserves and to finance key energy and ·investment-related imports.  · 
Over the  medium-term,  the growth trend  should  remain  robust,  and · imports  of  ·· 
capital goods are expected to grow substantially. The country is therefore expected 
to remain in current account deficit over the neXt  five  years,  so. that it will heavily . 
rely on private capital inflows and the supp-ort ofiFis. 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
Lithuania l)as not accepted any legacy of sovereign debts of the FSU. In  1994, ·the 
external stock of debts increased by. about US$ 250 million, reaching a .level of  US$ 
· 580 million. This level of  debt is moderate relative to GDP (10%). Most of  the 1994 
increase is due to disbursements under the IMF stand-by and STF programmes, and 
· ·  ··  of  the World Bank US$ 60 million rehabilitation loan . 
• .  '  . 
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...  J. MOLDOVA . 
. t; ..  GENERAL· ECONOMIC SxTvATION 
Ove(the last twelve months, the:authorities-have been. implementing' tpeir .ecOnomic·.,.·' 
reform  program,  adopted·· in  l)ecember·  1993,  withr remarkable  perseverance.· 
However,  owing to a  severe drought which  devastated _crops  in 'the south of the, · 
country, .and-given the importance of  the agricultural sector·which,'~t.ogether··~ththe~~- · 
. agricultural processing industry, B;CColints for roughly 60 percent of  GDP, the decline 
in economic activity accelerated in the second half.of }994 (output is estimated to,. 
have declined by 31  percent in 1994, compared. to a  decline of8,  7 percent in 1993 ). 
Registered unemployment remains very low, at under l  percent of  !he lahour force; 
but an estimate figure· including workers. on unpaid leave/  puts. unemployment. at 14 
percent. 
Itrllation has fallen dramatically since the beginllirtg of  1994 (the monthly' rate fell 
from  44  percent in. January  to- 3.5  percent  in  November' and  to  2.6  percent  in'·'"' .. 
.  _December). On a yearlybasis,  inflati~n fell to 105 percent·at e~d-1994, compared to. 
837 percent at end-1993.  Sine~ the introduction of the leu -in November ·1993,  the 
exchange rate has remained relatively stable (about 4 leu per US$} and interest rates  ...  '  .. 
have declined (the National Bank of  Moldova cut' the discount rate to 42 percent in .. . 
December,. compared to the February peak qf377'percerit).  . 
The  governrit~nt succeeded iilreducing theb~dge(deficit  (to about 7.·5  %·in 1994. · 
·from around 9% in 1993) despite very .considerable spending p'ressure, but this was 
in. part achieved through one-.tiffie asset  s~es. Fo~ 1Q95,·the Government intends to·. 
e~orce  fiscal discipline in .a more sustainable yvay, recognising that too much reliance. 
is· currently being placed on payment arrears to achieve cash deficit targets. Particular 
attention will be paid to· improve t_ax collection. ·  · 
.Concerning. structural  refortns, ·some. progress  has  been  made  (first  auction· for . 
. mediurri  and :large-sized enterprises  held by  end-June  1994,  elimination' of export .·· 
quotas with  the  exception· of grain,  grain  products and  energy products)· but  it  is 
lagging behind· the efforts made in terms_ of  financial stabiiisation. ·Passed bankrupt~y 
legislation was not used against state enterprises, and· there hav.e -been no closures of 
large enterprises to date. ·Over 200 enterprises of·  an sizes.:. about 20 percentofthe. 
number of enterprises· scheduled  to be  au(ftioned  under· the  1993/94 Privatisation · 
'  · .  P~ogramrne  - had been transferred to pri.vate ownership by end- November i994.  , · 
.  .  ',  '  .  .  .  .·.  '  '  ·:  \..  . 
'' 
.  2.  THE BA~ANCE  OF PAYMENTS 
The balance  of piwirients  remained  under  severe _pressure  in 1994, ·primarily ·as  a 
result of higher prices for -imported  energy.  Based on preliminary data, the current 
account deficit for the first three_ quarters of 1994 was US$ 90 million, and the deficit 
for  the  whole  of 1994  is:·estimated  at  US$  183  nullion_.(or  15.4  %  of.  GDP)~ 
practically the same as_in  1993: ·Both exports and imports have been weak.·Exports -43-
···have 'been negatively affected by the continuing economic contraction in Moldova•s 
main trading partners and increased transport costs. Col'lcetning the import side, even. 
if  adequate financing  commitments were obtained in December -1993 .to close· the 
projected financing gap for 1993 and  1994, the slow pace of disbursements. and the 
collapse of output 'have"led "to ·a-severe·compression  .. of  imports.  . 
Preliminary figures for the ~a  pi  tal account sho~  a surplus of  about  ~uss  -:l70  million~-:. 
for the firSt three quarters of 1994 and an estimated surplus of  US$ 241  million for.· 
the whol~  year~ compared·to 136 million in 1993. At an estimated US$ 25 million in-_ 
1994, direct investmentremained low, while inedium- and long-term,loans·accounted;;~ 
for _the  bulk of capital inflows,  with an estimated amount of US$ 181  million for 
1994.  This  capital  inflow  allowed  the Central  Bank to· accumulate  gross· official 
reserves in excess of  the programmed target. 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT .. 
Moldova agreed  to the  zero  option  with  the  Russian  Federation  and  so  has  no 
responsibility fonl:te extemal·debt of  the FSU. The total external debt of  the country  -
is estimated ·at US$' S50 million by end  1994 (or around 26% of GOP), mainly to  . 
· Russia and to ·the IFis (IMF and World Bank), compared to US$ 154 in 1993 (about 
·  11  % of  GOP). Financing from other bilateral donors, principally the EU, Japan, the . 
.. , USA, China, Romania and the Netherlands are comparatively small. Debt service as . 
a percentage of  exports is estimated to have -increased from around 1 %.in 1993 to 
more than  .. 8 % in  1994 ·and is  expected .  to increase further to more than  11 ·  %  in 
1995.  '  ' .  '  ' 
I 
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..  ~ROMANIA 
1.  ·.  · GENERAL ECONOMIC SiriJATION 
.  .  '  . 
:  .. Although its:decllnewas  ·re~ersed  "in -.1993; .-real  GDP-.i~ expected. to remainJow at  .. 
. . ·around .  2%  in  1994  owirig  to.· the · slow ·  implement~tion  · of reforms· in  ·public .. · 
enterprises  .. Gr~wth  ·.will .come  mainly  from  exports:  The  goverilment  deficit will .  · 
increase compared to 1993 butis expected to ren_1ain low. at aro~n4  2.5% ofGDP.  _·.,· ....  · 
.  I 
I~atiotl'  sl~wed doWn  c~nsiderably from over 300% end 1993to 10% at the endof. 
1994.  The  increase  in  interest' rates  to  positive  levels  in  real  tefD!S  ~Iy 1994 
contributed to the stabilisation of  the Lei and. facilitated the unification of  official and 
·  m~ket  exchang~  .rates~ However, towards the end oftheyear, som~  discrepancies. 
·  · occurred again between the two rates. Nominal interest rates at National Baiik cre4it 
· ··  --~: ·aucHoits·d'eereased· in;line-with  .. the slow-down in infla_tion to some so% at the end of 
·'-. 
1994.  ,·  ....  ·. 
..  In the course of 1994, .a new_  imp~lse has been. given tb public enterprise reform. 
•  Some· 60 state-oWiled enterprises with large losses artd/or arrears have been isolated .  · 
··~  from .the  financial,syst~m and financial  recovery plans ha:ve  been implemented. But 
- there  is'  little progress itt the' privatisation .of large and:medium sized 'state:oWiled 
. enterprises.  A · new . mass . privatisation : scheme  has  been  aru1ounced·  but  not ·. 
implemented yet Prudential regulations and stricter control of bank portfolio's have 
'been introduced but  little progress has'been mad'e with respect to the privatisation of  / 
banks. 
.  .  .  .  - ~  . 
2.  ·.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
The d"preciation of  the Lei .end~  199.3  and early 1994 unproved the coritpetitiveness 
. of the  Ro111~1nian econ9my.·lmports stabilised  close to. the  1993  level_as- domestic 
demand  r~mained weak.  Exports .grew  because . of incre~sed ·  !::O!llpetitiveness ·  and 
easier access to markets with the :approval of the (Interim) Europe Agre~ment with 
·the European Union and the granting ofMost.:.Favoured.:.Nation status in the United· 
States  _import regiine. .  , 
.  I 
As·· a result,. the trade b~lance and  c~rrentaccount.  impro~ed markedly in the first -half 
of 1994.  The current account deficit for. that period 'amounted-to .US$  166 million  .· 
only,  compared  to~ US$  1.6,billion deficit  fotthe:whole of1993.  The  capital  . 
. account surplus diminished however to. some US$ ·100 million.(excluding IMF loans) 
during the first half ofl994, cpmpared to a US$1.3 billion surplus· for the ·whole of 
.1993 .. :But the new agreement  wi~h the IMF,  approved by the. Executive :Board in. 
May  !'994~ is likely to lead to. a" new stream of  officialfinancilil inflows.into Romania .. 
·-·  .. Access  to private  fi.naricial  markets  is,  however,  still  limited  ..  Direct  foreign 
... investment  inflows  remain  very . low as  large~  scale  .. privatisations  ha:ve  not .  really' 
started yet.  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  .  . -45-
Foreign currency reserves at the National Bank increased rapidly from only US$ 40 
. million at end~1993 to over US$ 600 million at end-1994. Most of this increase is 
. due to a  shift  from  foreign  currency  deposits  to· Lei· ·deposits  in  the .  commercial  · 
banking system, triggered by the strong increase in domestic real interest rates. 
3.  . FOREIGN DEBT 
Total external debt increased rapidly from virtually zero in 1989 to US$ 4.7 billion or. 
16% of GDP at end-1993  and debt service accounted for 6.2% of current  receipts~,. 
which  is  .still  relatively  low  compared  io  other Eastern-European  countries.  As 
foreign investment inflows are unlikely to increase rapidly, official medium and long 
term loans will remain the principal source of  finance. for the current account deficit 
and, consequently, ·the growth of the debt stock is projected to continue. According 
to the IMF, the-external debt service ratio is projected to increase to around 18% in 
1999. 
I 
~ ;  . 
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L. RUSSIA 
1.  . GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION 
Gross domestic productis-estiril~ted to have. fallen by-15% in 1994,-.With,fudustrial . 
. production reported at less than 45% ofits 1991leyel. H~wever,  sin~e October 1994  .·•  . 
lno11thly 'real  GDP is reported to b~ higher than the  corre~ponding:  month_s  a year._. 
earlier.  Similarly the industrial production index grew strongly rrom -the_ fall :of 1994  ,:·. 
onward's.  .  .  .  - .  .  .  ' 
The· progress nias}e towards.  macroec~nomic stabili_sation in 1993 and during the first · 
half of 1994 has been largely dissipated in the last part of 1994.  After a substantial 
financial tightening_ in 1993 and pal}: of  1994, there was a-marked financi~d relaxation  · 
in the second apd third quarter of  1994. During both this quarters centr3I Bank credit  _  . 
gre~ at 13% per month.·  .  .  . 
. The rising costs of the niilitary campaign in  breakaway Chechnya; the fallout from 
the  rouble. crash .  in · October and -the  issue  of promissory  notes  in · exchange for .. · 
corporate debts had fuell~d a revamp of  inflation: Inflation, down to 4.6% per month 
in August 1994, h~s.beeri accelerating in'the last quarter of1994 to around 15% per 
. ··month, bringi~g the overalll994 consumer price'increase to over 200%., The rouble 
exchange rate was over 3.800 to the dollar at mid-January 1995, up from. 3.550 at 
· the. end of 1994 and. compared to •  i. 24 7 at the beginning of 1994. The acceleration in. 
the  fall  of ·the  rouble  reflects  the  ~Chechen  crisis  and  growing  inflationary  ... 
~xpectations:  · 
\ 
'  ' 
Cortflicting ·signals  emerged  on  structuraL reforms.  On the one 1timd,  some  senior  ~ . 
members ofthe government  questioned.the irreversibility of  ~he privatisaticin process~ 
:On the other,  qui~e 'tmexpectedly,  the·  gov~rnment at the.  end  of 1994  pa~sed a 
resolution liberalising the country's energy expo~  regime, dearing the way for higher .· 
. ·energy prices, increased export revenJ,Je .and tax receipts, and reducing the scope .for 
· corruption. '·  ·  ·  ·  . 
The future pourse of  inflation,. the develop~pent.-of  the relationship with the 11MF and 
the World  ~ank, and  more generally the credibility of the economic policy. of the  ..• ·· 
governlneni will dependheavily-on the budget for  1995  and the way in. which it is.- · · 
finan_ced.  By late January 1995, this was still very hard to predict.  . 
2.  THE BALANCE OF-PAYMENTS· . 
The  ass~ssment  -~of the balimce ~or payments of R11s:;ia. is  complicated by: the poor 
quality ·or t~e  data~ For in~tance,  ,there is wide evidence.:.that.:capitaUlight has b.een 
significant ~ince the early 1990s, but this.is. not totaliy reflected in the official ;data:.:  · 
'  . 
In 1994 Russia recorded a large tnide  surplus~ preliminarily estimated ·at· US$ 19.'8 . 
bn,  compared with a  surplus ofUS$ '16. bn in  1993.  This amount,  ho~ev~r, may be· -47 _. 
greatly over-estimated,  as a ·part ·of  imports go unrecorded in order to escape tax 
payments. The main feature is the diversion of  trade and finanCial transactions away 
from traditional partners -· former  CMEA ·partners an4;  even more,  former soviet 
republics  - ·and  re-dire~ion of flows· tow~ds developed·· countries  .. -Industrialised . 
countries accounted for69% of the total volume of.imports·in 1994, -cc:)nipared to  ..  ~·· 
60% in 1993, while imports from former-CMEA countries continued to decliite and, 
accounted for less thai18.5%..  .  '  .  .  .  .  -·· 
The current account swan~  from a deficit ofUS$ 4 bn in·1992 to a surplus ofUSS 2 ~-
. bn in 1993. According to data of  the Russian Central )3ank;the·current:aecount:-hadj. 
a surplu~ of  US$ 3.6 bn in the first half of  1994.  · 
The level of  foreign direct investment in Russia rem'ains very small in relatiqn to the 
dimensions  of the economy and  the resource endowment of the country.  The net 
inflow in the first  half of 1994 amounted to 400 million dollar.  Political· infighting, 
and the lack of  basic legislation on eontracts,  l~nd ownership,. oil, gas and securities 
are perp'etuating legal uncertamties for business,  therefore preventing large capital 
inflow.·  ·  ·  · 
During the first .  eight months of 1994, the 'level of net reserves fell  by US$- 1. 9 bn, 
reaching US$ 1.4 bn at end-August. 
3.  FOREIGNDEBT 
The exter:nal debt of  Russia was estimated.at US$ 85 bn atthe end of 1994. Slightly 
less than 90%,.ofthetotal consists ofdebt contracted during the Soviet period, which 
was taken over _by  Russia in  early  1993.  The debt represents about 30% of GDP. 
Debt service  in  1994 is  ~stimated to have  represented  32% of exports,  of  which · 
· · ' about 10% is in interest payments. 
-
Re-estimations·  by· the  Ministry  of Finance  put  the  debt  to  US$  113  bri  at'  the 
beginning of 1995  ..  At the moment it is unclear why there is such a big discrepancy. 
This  discrepancy  is  too big  to  be  explained ·only  in  terms  of revaluation  of  ·the 
currencie~ in which the debt is denominated vis-a-vis the doUar. 
Maturities of the debt  contracted or guaranteed 'by  th~ goverrurient before the 31 . 
December 1991 have. been re-scheduled in the framework of  several agreements with ·  .. 
the Paris Club  in  1992,  1993  and  1994.  Negotiations with the Paris Club  on the 
rescheduling of  maturities due in 1995 have been postponed until after the conclusion 
of  a stand-:-by arrangement with the IMF. An agreement with the London Club on the .. '  .  .  . 
restructuring of  th~ commercial debt, worth 24 billion doUars, is still under discussion 
and could not be finalised in 1994 despite a legal understanding reached on the status 
ofRussia's commercial debts.  ·  · 
-I i.-
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:M. THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC 
1  •.  · GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION  .•  · 
... !· 
· Foli~wing·a 4.1% decline in·199J,·real 'GDP.·recorded·year..:on-yeai-s.:owth--ofA-3%:· 
·in · the · :fit:st  nine  months. of.'  1994.  IndustriaJ  pr:oduction  haS··recovered  strongly,.- ~­
gi:owirig  by-~9.3% in .t}fe  third· quarter .of ~994 (year:-on;.year)  and  unemployrnen~' 
seems to :have -stabilized  at-about 14.3%.  Aft~r aceelerating 'to ·25.1o/ct'itl  1993  aS-
resuit of increases in. mdirect. taxes  an~ the-deyaluatiori of the ·Slovak crown,  CPI . 
. inflation has been on' a. downward trend  sine~  th~ beginning of 1994' 'falling to 'abol,lt 
. 12% at end-1994.  · ·  ·  -
'  '  ' 
The reduction of  inflation has been supported by tight macroeconomic policies. Net 
. ·.domestic assets fell by 1.4% in 1994, while net credit to the governrnent·increasedby · 
only 3  3%. The genentkgovemrnent-deficit, for its part,  is. estimated to hi!ve ·finished 
the year close to the 4% of GDP target,' well below  ~ deficit of 7.5%· of GDP ·in  . 
1993. ~he  riew government intends to r~ducethe 1995 deficit to around 3% of  GDP. · 
These fiscal targets are part of  the economic pros.:arnrne for 1994(95 as.:eed with the 
IMF and supported by a SDR 115.8 rnio  stand-by arrangement, a  second purchase  . 
(of SDR  64.34  mio)  ·from  ·the  Systemic  transformation  Facility  (STF)~  and. 
·complementary macro-financial assistance from the'EU/G-24 in the amountofabout ·.  us$ 243 mio.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · · 
· Large-: scale ptivatizaticin was ·reactivated through the launching in  the summer ·of· · 
· 1994 of  a  second wave of voucher privatiZation fqr which about 3 :2 · mio  citizens ·. 
(almost 90%, ofth()se· eligible).registered·. The voucher .sche~e,  .however, has-been 
.  on hold since the September 3  0/0ctober 1. general elections and the new Parliament ·. 
has invalidated some 'direct-sale· privatization contracts concluded after 6 Septembe.-
1994. The new goverrirnent lias yet to clarify its strategy towards privatization and 
·financial and enterprise restructuring.· .  ·  ·  · 
2..  THE BALANCE OF  PAYMENTS 
Slovakia's -balance  of payments ·strengthened .considerably  in  1994~  · .The  current  . 
account, which had recorded' a deficit of4.2% of-GDP in :1993,. is estimated to h~ve .· 
·  swung into a surplus of  about 3% of GDP in  1994._ This compares with a defiCit of. 
2.5%  of. GDP  projected  urider ·the  programme .agreed  with  the  IMF ..  The. · 
improvement in the current account has been particularly inarked with ,respect to the 
·Czech Republic:  in the  fir~tnine months of 1994,  Slovakia ran a .surplus of US$ 
581.7  mio  (or  about  5%. of GDP)  against  the  Czech  Republic; and  the·  latt~r · 
. ·  -exce~ded in 19.94 six .times the·ECU 130  mio credit ceilif!gagreed under the bilateral 
clearing sy$tem. · .  ·  ·  · · 
_  Also the·capitaJac~ount has strengthened, reflecting both substantial official support 
· from  the international  finanCial  corrirnunity · (IMF,  World Bank,  EU/G-24) and  an-
.  improved access to the international capital markets. In  July 1994, the· Natio_nal Bank . 
- "\  .  . .  ~  .•  . '  .  .  .  - '  . 
..  '· / 
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of Slovakia placed  successfully in  the Samurai  market  a US$  250  mio  bond and 
..  further international issues are being envisaged. The Japan Bond Research Institute 
_assigned to Slqvakia an investment grade rating(BBB) in'July--1994.  · 
.  ·. 
Official foreign exchange reserves- have--:-increased from only US$ 395 ·nrio (less than,,. 
1 month of  imports) at end-1993 to US$ 1.8 bn-(2.5 months of  imports) at end-1994, 
_ or the target for official reserves set within the IMF·programme·for end-1995. The·~· 
total foreign exchange reserves of  the banking system, for their part, have ris.en from. 
US_$'1.4 bn at end-1993-toUS$ 3.5 bn at end-1994.  .  . 
Despite the improvement in  the balance of payments,  the Slovak government has · 
announced its intention of  maintaining during 1995 the 10% surcharge on imports of ' 
consumer  goods introduced  in  March  1994.  Within  the· IMF  programme,  the 
government is  committed to removing this surcharge _and  making progress towards 
achieving full current account convertibility so as to reach "Article VIII-status" at the 
IMF by 1 January, 1996. Regarding exchange rate policy, the Slovak crown has been 
kept stable  since  July  1994  against  a  basket  of Western  currencies but has  been 
devalued by 5% against the Czech crown within the clearing system. 
3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
Slovakia inherited from the Czechoslovak federation a very low external debt. While-· 
external debt and debt service ration are expected to deteriorate in the coming years, 
they will remain at relatively low levels. The convertible currency debt/GOP ·ratio is 
projected  to increase  from  30.5%  af end'-1993. to around  40%  at  end-1995  and 
stabilize  at· around  4S%  after  1997.'  Convertible  debt  service  as  a  percentage of 
exports of  goods and services; for its part, is expected to increase from 8.9% in 1993 . 
to 11% in 1995 and remain approximately at that level thereafter.  ·  ~-
) 
I 
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, N. TRANSCAUCASIAN AND ASIAN REPUBLICS 
. 1  •.. GENERAL ECONOMIC SITUATION·.· 
,  •  •  I  .  •  '  ,  • 
.·The s~tuation·arrtong the Tanscaucasian  ·and·Asian.Newly,Ifidependent-Stat~s  .(NIS~ 
varies  consid~rably. All the former soviet republics suffered< in 1992-1993 from the : 
weakeniitg of  -old·  structures: and  the collapse of  inter-republican trade links.  The : . 
decline in trade among Jhe NIS (probably_iP-30% a yeai since 1992)has•had serious~  •.  · 
knock-on effects on output Loose fimincial policies in many 'NIS compounded the , 
adverse. effects of  the external shocks. Political and military conflicts in Tadjikistan  ~ · .  ·  · · 
. and  the  rranscaucasian  republics  dramatically  aggravated  the  situation in .  these"  . 
countries. 
·Far-reaching econo_mic reform already ~egun in most NISin 1993: several republics 
·.have  already made. considerable .strides in  the. transition to a inarket..:.based .  system 
:while  implementing  more . strict . financial  policies  ..  · 1994  has  ~ been  a . year  of .· 
.·  acceleration of  reforms in· Georgia and Armerua. While a hyper-inflationary situation 
prevailed inmost republics irl' 1993, inflation generally slowed doWn  in  1994:  Most 
countries suffer froni high goveriunent budget deficits.  · ·  · 
· · Two republics, Kyrgyzstan  and-~azakhstan, had already received in  1993_ financial. 
- · support from the IMF,  mainly  in  the form ~of structUral· adjustment facilitY ·  (STF): 
loans. Georgia and Armenia concluded similar  arrangements with the IMF, by the end. .  . 
of 1994. Also, progress towards. comprehensive reforms has beeri made in Azer~aijan •  ·· 
and Uzbekistan. The case of  Tadjikistan remained very preoccupying: while reforms  ·_ 
have been delayed in the context of civil war and political instability, there were no ._  .·  I 
short term prospects of  significant improvement. The country's output is estimated to 
have dropped by·morethan 60% since 1989,  !  . 
. '. 
.  .  .  .  .  . 
· 2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS . 
·The balance of  payments situation of  the area is extremely weak, With probably the 
exception of Turkmenistan.  Large- 'trade  deficits  w_ith  Russia  arid  Turkmenistan; 
linked  primarily  to higher  prices' for  energy  arid ' raw: materials  make  the  current. 
account  position  of the·  other . countrie·s  pa~icularly · precario~s.  The  financial 
·.·credibility of  most. countries is further aggravated by lack of  international reserves, s9 
that current account deficitstimd to degenerate into crisis o_f payments and the piling . 
.  up of  arrears  . 
. Fro'~ a longer term perspective,'· the ~e~  stat~s present rather variable proflles. Some 
have  . considerable  hard  ~urrency  earning ··potential  (K8Zakh-~tan,  Uzbekistan; 
Azerbaijan) and industrial productive capacity. Others are clearly -elo'se to deyelophtg. 
countries ana will  then:;fore  strongly rely  on external  assistance. Armenia;  Geo·rgia 
and Kyrgyzstan have already·been made eligible to highly concessionallending from 
the Bretton Woods institutions.  · 
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_3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
The NIS already made in-' 1993 subsfantial progress in''claritying their position vis-a-
. vis the question of.the foreign debt legacy of the former Soviet Union._ Initially (at 
the end of 1991), the former republics were made jointly. and  sever~y  responsible~. 
for such debt.  A Memorandum of  Understanding setting forth the principle of  joint . · 
and  several  liability was sigried  on 28 October ··1991.  The  Apri1·'1993 "Paris--Club..; 
agreement  with  Russia,  however,  was  .accompanied  by  ·a  change · in  legal 
arrangements on debt-servicing within the FSU making in fact Russia the sole.actuai  ... 
· manager of the- debt.· Accordingly,  the creditors acknowledged  that the ·  so~called  -~ 
. "zero-option"·agreements concluded by Russia with other former republics.(by virtue 
of  which Russia takes over the full amount of  the ex-Soviet debt, in exchange for the 
full amount of  the ex-Soviet external assets) discharge them of  any servicing of  such 
.debt. 
Very few  countries, like Kazakhstan,  have  attracted since their independence new 
credits from the West.  The bulk of the NIS  eXternal  debt is  owed to Russia and 
·Turkmenistan  ..  This  debt results from  balances of  the ex-republics'  Central Ban]cs 
with the Central Bank of  Ru~sia'  and  arrears on energy shipments. In 1993, Russia . 
concluded with all  the NIS (with the only exception of Turkr;nenistan)  agreements 
· rescheduling  its  ~laims over  a  1994-1997  period  {Azerbaijan,  Georgia).  Russia 
awarded  bilateral  loans  to  several  countries  {Armenia,  Uzbekistan,  Kyrgyzstan)  -. 
which  had  a negative  correspondent  account  position  with  it.  Trade arrears have .. 
however continued to build up with the two energy-exporting NISin 1994. 
The  Community -~as also  provided  signific~nt amounts  of thr~e  y~ar c<;>mmercial 
credits  to  all  the ·NIS  under  the  ECU  1250  millipn  loan  facility.  Some  of those 
countries are presently facing difficulties in ensuring a timely servicing to their debts ' 
towards the·Comrimnity.  ·. ,. 
! 
:·  ·, 
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~0. UKRAINE 
1. . .  GENERAL  -ECONOMIC SITUATION 
". 
Following an  accu~ulated output contniction of.40%-.from:.l990 to· 1993,. GDP fel~ 
_another 26% in 1994 reflecting not ·only the balance of  payme~ts  coqstraint _but also' a 
massive shift into the informal," unregi-stered  sector~ However, ~he-1994-decline hides-
the fact that the. Ukrainian .  economy "seems to have stabiliUd" in the -second half of~ 
_  ·  1994. The official ~.memplo}rment  figure~ ·aoes not reflect the protracted fall in  output~- :·  · 
at the end of i994, 'it StQOd  at_ 0.3%. HoweV~r. eStimates ori hidden unemployirient  . 
reach as much -as 20%.  ·  ·  ·  ·  -
- .  .  .  - . 
FoiloWing_a stop and go pattern, the-National Bank ofUkraine m~de  another attempt  _. 
· in autumn 1993 to  tighttm monetar)r policy· considerably, which led to a sharp fall of · 
,_  inflation to a"monthly:rate-of3%-iri·summer 199.!4~  .. Xhe.subsequent sharp increase of 
-inflation inthe last quarter of 1994 (monthly average .40%)  partly reflects another  . 
relaxation of  credit policy. But this also is a reaction to the"iiberali~ti_ori of  prices in 
the comext of  Ukraine's compreh-ensive. stabilization 'and :reform. programme agreed.· 
with the I¥F. in  Sepfember  1994 and  supported by the Systemic  Tran~fonnation 
Fac~litY · (STF)_  in  October  1994.  The  tight  monetary  policy  contained  in  this 
programme should contribute to a rapid deceleration of  _inflation in the first half of  .. 
. 1995·.  " .  '  "  - "  .  ·.  .  .  ' 
·-·. 
FolloWing a sharp deciine of  the bud:g-et deficit in  199-3  (10% ofGDP, 8fter.29% in 
1992) the authorities managed to stabilize it in 1994, despite substantial demands to · 
increaSe _expenditures preViously cut and. to· _finance state procurement of  agricultural  .· 
. products for which conunercicil batiks refusedto take the credit risk. The stabilization-. 
of·the budget was achieved - despite an increase "in  o.utfays in the social safety net-
through cUts  in_  subsidies  and  commodity reserves and  through ·requiring the full 
. repa}rmeni  of all  directed-, credits  extended .  in the  first_ half of 1994.  It is  the · 
government's intention to achieve a  further substantial reduction of  the hudget~deficit" 
· in 1995.  ·  - · ·  · 
In the last  quarter.ofl9~4, a number of  important reforms were initiated. Besides the· 
.·  liberalization . of prices  and  the  reduction "  of subsidies,  it  was  deCided  to "  make . 
· - adj~stments to administered pri9es to fqlly  pass implied pnce  increa~esof  imported 
energy orito' industrial and agricultural users:  The~  interbank auction. market was also · 
optm~d; and .  efforts were. made to. unify the  exchang~ -rate .  of the karbovanets.  lr:t 
-addition, the, Government approved: an action plan to remove the leg-al  obstaCles to 
. the. ability of  ent~rprises arid ,individuals t6 own and transfer land. ancr took steps to " 
. speed up privatization. These measures will be enhanced further in the context of an 
_  · · IMF stand-by· arrangem~nt which is.expected t9 be in place inSprihg 199~. 
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2.  THE BALANCE OF PAYMENT$ 
· As a consequence of the move of eriergy prices charged by·former SoViet republics 
(mainly Russia) towards world market levels  starting in ·1992,  Ukraine  suffered  a.-
severe terms of  trade shock. Given the heavy dependence of  its economy on energy, . 
Ukraine  was forced to reduce  import volumes  both for energy  and  other goods 
adding further to the economic declirie. · The current account'_ defi~it is estimated to  , 
have widened further in 1994 to US$ 1.8 bn (some 8% ofGDPr 
Given also the estimated capital flight,  the need to  ·amortize medium-··and ·long-term,  .. 
credits  not matched  by  new  credits,  and  the negligible  foreign  direct  investment,. 
·Ukraine accumulated important e,qemal arrears (more than US$ 2 bn).  At the same 
time, the official foreign exchange reserves increased by some US$ 600 mio. 
In 1994, Ukraine received the first tranche (US$ 27lmio) from the IMF under the 
·  STF  backing the  country's  Comprehensive  stabilization  and  reform  programme.  It 
also obtained a first tranche (US$  100 ·mio) of a rehabilitation loan from the World· 
Bank (totalling US$ 500 mio) which was approved in December 1994. The Union 
deCided, in December 1994, to provide Ukraine with. balance of  payments assistance 
ofup to ECU 85 million in support of  the country's reform prograinme  ..  - .  ' 
. 3.  FOREIGN DEBT 
In  l994, Ukraine's external debt stock increased from US$ 4.1 bn in 1993 to US$ 7.5 
bn.  In percent· of GDP this represents an increase from  27% to 35%. ·The ratio of . 
debt service to exports of goods and services rose from ·1% :to 8.6%. In November 
1994, ~Jlmune  reached an agreement with Turkmenistan that it would clear arrears.of 
-US$ 300 mio on gas, ·whereas the-remaining arrea!s would _be rescheduled. Russia 
declared  its .willingness· to reschedule  some  US$  500  mio  on interstate debt; but 
negotiations  are  still  ongoing~  in  addition,  there  are  discussions  about  the 
reguiarizatlon of a ·uss  1.5  bri  debt to Russia accumulated in  1994  on account of 
_gas. 
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U-F..l  Country risk Indicators  -
Lutupdue 
17~  ..  95  Cduntry:  Algeria 
1992  1993  1994 
:l..atelt da&a or 
cslimata (E) 
,. 
·-·  Real ODP growlh rate (in%) .  2,2  -1!8  2,0  ,(E) 
-. Hydrocarboil production ( "'  cllangC) ·  ..  2,6  .. --o,s  -o,a  _(E) 
Unemployn\cnt ratC (end of  period)  21;9  O.L  il.L 
..  ' 
Jnftalio!J ratc  (DsciDec)  l2,1  2D,S  29,2' 
·. 
.. Exdianprate(~pcrUSD),  (end cfJ¥riod} ·  '22,8_  .24,0  42,9  -
. Nomiaal Cfrcdwc cxd!ange ratc.  (clulnp Q4/Q4) (- = dsprfJCi~tion)  -1,0  -1,9  -78,6  ., 
R.~  df~  cEbange rate.  rclul~  Q4/Q4} (- = dspreCi~on)  27;0  '14,2  n.a. 
.. 
- .. 
-.  '· 
Gelienl.pvemment INilance (as •;.-or GOP)  - -1,3  -9,2  ·  -s,o  (E) 
Balance or  payments 
.. 
Expotu ofG&S (in bo USD) 
' 
12,1  10,9  10,0  (E) 
Current acWuitt balance (in% ofGDP)  - t;3  1,0  . ~1,4  (E)-
Net inflow offOfeiP·dircct inwstmcni (in mio USD)  30;0  0,0·  0,0 
Official Fx ~  (end of  period)  ,. 
in  boUSD  - 1,5  },4  . 2,~  ..  .  . 
in months of  impor1B of  G&S  2,0  1,9  . 2,9. 
- -
'. 
- .. 
Elternal debt 
- External debt  26,1  24,6  26,2  (E)  ; 
, (in-COIIWirtibls ~rrenciu, in b11  USD,  e11d ojpe;iod)  ·, 
medium and long-term(> 1 year)  - 25,0  o.a.  O.L 
short-tenT! (=< 1 year)  1,2  o.a.  n:a. 
Convmiblc debt service (m 1>n USD)  ..  9,1- ·_  9,1  O.L 
principal  6,8  7,0  0.1!-' 
interest  2,3  2,1  O.L 
External ~bi/ODP  (%)  58,6.  53,4  65,3  (E) 
Extcma1 debl/cxports of  G&S (%)  ..  215;6  ;225,3  2SS,O  (E) 
Debt semcel~  ofO&S (%)  75,0  83,6  46,1  (E)  -
Arrean (on lx?th interest and principal, in mio USD)  No  No  No 
Debt relicfagtccmcrits and rescheduling (bn USD) 
,•  No  No  5,2 
I  -
.. 
r 
IMF lll'l'llllgerilents 
' 
,. 
Type/no 
•'  ; 
No·  No  SBA 
(Date I-) 
'. 
. (6/94-61!15) 
On lr.lcktoff lr.lck 
,·  On~  Track  --
(-/Date) 
,· 
' 
-. 
indicators ofmarket's.percelved creditworthiness·  -
- '  _  · Moody's Joog-tcnn foreign cwTcncy raliOg (  cild of  per.)  Not rated  Not rated  NotratCd 
S&P Jo~  foreign cWTCRCy rating (end of  peri~)  Not rated  Not rated,  Not rated 
Euromoncy 
i  .  . 
MarScp  MarScp 
PositiOn in tho ranking (1)  -·66'  68  19  92  96 
·  (numbci' of  ~01mtries) ·  · 
' 
(169)  (169) (170)  (167) (167) 
The InstitutiOiial Investor,  i  MarScp  -?vfai·. Sqi  Mar  Scp 
Position in the rankin& (1) ·  -·  .,  S3  57·  62  69  1S  78 
(tiimlbcr of  countries)  (119) (126)  (127)(133)  (lJS) (135) ' 
Credit ratin& (2)  33.1  28.9  28.2  27.1  26.3  24.6 
!  -
(1)  The higher th~ score in the ranking, the lower the  crcditworthin~  of. the counby. 
(2)  Countries. are ~ted  on· a acal~ of  zero co· 100, with 100-rcprcsmting the; least chance of-default:· A gjvcn·country may· 
.  improve its rating and stiD f:ill in the ranlcing if  also the average global J;ating for :ill rated countries inlprovca. -ss-
n-F--3  c  .... au,. rbk lndleaton 
Lutupdau: 
2'7-JaD-95  Coa•try:  Bela,.. 
1992  1993 
RaJ ODP growth"rate (in%)  -9,6.  ~11.6 
"InduiUial production (%change)  -10,0  .-10,0 
Unemployment rate (end ofperiocl)  0,6  1,5 
" 
Jntlation rate  (D•cJD.c)  1560  1990 
-Exchange rate ( Rbs per USD)  (a..,I'Qge)  ..  226  "  2688 
Nominal effective exchange rate  (chang•, Q4/Q4)  (- ,;. deprociation)  n.a.  n.a. 
Real efl'ective exchange rate  (change, Q4/Q4)  (- - deprociation)  n.a.  n.a. 
' 
Ge•enlaovenament balance (u  % or  GDP)  -4,5  -9,4 
BaJa ...  or pa;rmenta. 
Inqiom in million US$  3203  3299 
Exporta in million US$  3580  2946 
Trade Balance in million US$ ·  377  -353 
Current account baliiiiCO in loiUioo us. s  221  -413 
" 
cUn-eni account balance (in % of  ODP)  0,7  -1,5 
Nat inOow of  foreq,.· direct invCIIIment (in million USD)  n.a.  10 
Oflicial FX rooerv01 (end of  period) 
in  mioUSD  .  - \  n.a.  62 
in month& of  importa  n.a.  o;3  ,. 
Estenuil debt 
'• 
Bxtemal debt'  n.a.  n.a. 
(ill colfl/ertibl• Cll~,;c;u, ;,. bn USD,  •1111 of  period)  ' 
medium and long-term (> I year)  n.a.  n.a. 
obart-term (-<I year)  '.  n.a.  n.a. 
Convertil>le debt MrVice (in bn USD)  n.a.  n.a. 
principal  n.a.  n.a. 
interest  ' n.a.  n.a. 
Bxtemal debttODP (%)  n.a.  n.a. 
Bxtemal debt/exporta ofO&.S (%)  n.a.  n.a. 
Debt aervicele>iports ofO&.S (%)  n.a.  n.a. 
Arreenl (on both interest and principal, in bn u:sr>>  n.a.  n.a. 
~bt  relief ~to  and rescheduling 
·• 
IMFar...u.pmento  ·•· 
Type/no  STI' 
(Date/-)  (08.93 - 8.94)  ' 
Oo trackioll'traclc  Ofl'traclc 
(-/Date)  See footnote 
(5) 
· IDdleaton or marilet'o p;rcelved credlt:worthln-
Moody'• long-term foreq,. ciii'I"'OIcy rating (end of  period)  Not rated  Not rated 
S&.P long-term foreq,. CUI1"'0Icy rating (end of  period)  Not rated  Not rated 
EIU counlly rislc oervice (2) 
Score (end of  period)  Not~  Not rated 
Rating (end of  period)  Not rated  Not rated 
Eurom<mey  Mar Sep 
Pooiiion in theJ'IIJllcin& (3)  132  148  139 
· (nwnber of  cowtlriei)  (169)  (169)(170) 
The Inatitutiorial Investor  Mar Sep  Mar Sep, 
POsition in the J'IIJllcin& (3)  100 
(nwnber of  cowt1ri01)  - (126)  (127)(133) 
Credit rating (4) 
(I) For all 1994 data. prelJIIUII8I)' eotunateo. 
(2) Cowtbies are siven a rating between A·- E and a ocore between I - I 00, With E and I 00 representing the higheot rislc. 
(3)  The higher the ocore in the rankin& the lower the creditworthin-... of  the COWl  by. 
1994 
r-elata  or 
.  ootimatea -
-26,0 
-35,0 
:z.o 
/  1200 
26800 
n.a, 
n.a. 
-12.0 
312S 
26SO 
-475 
-S02 
-2.4 
10 
85 
0,4 
n.a. 
.n.a. 
n.a. 
197,0 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
7,6. 
n.a. 
!a<ely 
With·Ruaia 
on gu arran 
STI' 
(01.95) 
See footnote 
.(5) 
Not rated 
Not rated 
Not rated 
Not rated 
MarSep 
145  138 
(167)(167) 
Mar Sep 
109  109 
(135)(135) 
,15.5  15.7 
(  4)  Cowtlries are rated on aiiCIIlo of  zero to I 00, with I 00 representing the least chance of  default A siven coWllly III8Y improve _ito rating 
and still fall in theJ'IIJllcin& if  also the average_ global rating for all rated cowtlries improves. 
(5) IMF 1993 STF programme was not on track in early 1994. However, 1MF staff  consideied favourably the Government programme adOpted 
iO Autwnn 1994, which it intends to support with the second STI' tranche by end-JanuB.y i  995 and a llland-by llt'J'Bil30lll0la.,;. in 1995. 
- •  ••  I \' 
\ 
·ltliol ODP 8l"wwl! nlil  (m ") 
• ".  : • lD4alotri&l ~  ("  oi..,p) 
-~ontnlio(  ....  oi,..iod) 
IDfloliolo_ .... 
•~me(IAva~USD) 
Nominllo~...._,.,. 
b.!  em...;..~-
.  ' 
Qounl_..,...iot ..  lu  ..  (q  ~  oiODP) 
-56-
.  (-qfpert<4 
(-qfpert<4' 
(~-~)(·-~ 
'(......,.. ~  (· •dlpNc#tllti1IO) 
- ·5,6 
·11,0 
•5.3 
'19.4 
24,5 
-u,1· 
-- • '  43,6 
- -1,4 
.(,2  ·o.z 
..g,o·  •  4,0. 
'  lli,S  - 12,!1 
63;!1  122,0 
33,)  -~ 
·3,1  ILL 
S9,.2  ILL 
;,3,6  .._,_ 
........ .,...,...ti  .·',  .  ~  ... 
,  ~ofO&S(mbrlUSD) 
'CUmoot _.balance  (m"  ofODP)  . 
Not iruJow orroRip diJoct illirabont (m.,;;.; USD) 
omcioiFX_(..;..ofperiocl)  _ ._. 
in  ~Uso .  . 
in monthe or  impOrt. ofOAS 
; l!xlmlll  .~e..t· 
{bt <-Titbl.cunw.Ciu. In 1m uiD. ~  ;qP,~ 
'modiuri. end looa-term (> 1 year)." 
" 
Convertible dol!~ ~-(m  1m UsD) 
primripol 
intinot 
l!xl.onial dobi/ODP (")  J -
--.  l!xi.mal cloblloxporto ofOAS (") 
Debt ..n;.,.,oxpor~~ of~(") 
Anan  (011 both intenlt lllld principal. in i.;  USD) 
Dobi nttiofiiiJMUIOI!Iolllld rWchodu!N 
1'ypo(no 
(Dole,_)-
·  ''On tnt<tJofl'back  .. 
(-/Date) 
lladiC.t.on orlllllrket•a per~  creduwa:rtltiGell 
Moody'• ~-term  foroial> .,.;..cy raiina (end oiperiodj. 
S&P long-term foroial> conency i8tina (end of  period) 
Eiu country rilk mvico_(ll 
_Score (end of  period) 
Ratina <end or  period) 
.  EurOmoney.  ·  ~  _ .. 
Pooition in the nnkin& (2)  . 
-(number of  counlriilo) 
Tho lnltitutionollmroltor_ 
Pooition in the nnkin& (l) 
(nmnber of  coomtrioo) 
enmi ratins (3) 
4,0 
-9,.2 
42 
1,0 
'2,2 
'I:Z.S 
ILL 
ILL 
2.11 
,1,4 
0,6 
144,0 
248,0 
39,0 
6,1 
Polio Cub 
. (.-lied.) 
LoodOIIQ. 
(""'-on) 
Notntod 
Not rated 
80 
i! 
'Sop 
91 
- (169) 
M~  Sop-
81· 86 
(1t9H126)~ 
2U·.  19.8 
4.o  3,9  (QI-Ql) 
-1,9  2.11  (E)  _, 
D.L. 
0,1  1,1 
I,.S  2.4 
12.8  IO,S 
D.L  .ILL 
ILL  ..... 
1,7  1,0' 
1,1  o.s 
o,6  .,0,4  (E) 
'12.4,0  '117,0  (E) 
- 2~9,0  '204,6  (E) 
32.11  .  19,0.- (E)  -
.....  D.L 
LoodOIICub  LoodOII Cub . ' 
(;..u..;,...; ....  DDSR 
DDSRepocl 
·in~) 
(luly) 
No 
.. '( 
./ 
NOtntod  Notntod 
NOtntod  Noti.ted 
80  80{AUS) 
E  E(Aua) 
Mor  Sop  MO,. 
122  izs  ·;  .88 
(169)(110)  .  (167) 
Mu Sop  .Mu_Sop. 
91  '89  91  95 
(127) (133)  .  • .  (135) (135) 
18,9  19.5-·  19._8  20.8 
(I) Countrico "'"aivim a ratins betWeen A· E ODd • ..;.;... between  I~ 100, withE cid 100 rOpr..entins,tho ~rilL 
(l) Tho hiabor the ......  in tho nnking. d....,;.'., the cnditwoftrun011 of  the oountry.  ·  ·  .  _ 
(3) ColUitriOI"'" nrtoclon a oCaJe ofl!IOfO to 100, with 100 I'OJli'OIOIItin tholeutchanco ofdofilulL A aivmoountry .;.oy improVe ito nttina'ondlliillilll in tho 
·  nuikins if  abc the av.,.  global ~  for all ~  countri~  improvoo. -,_ 
n-F-3  COIUIII'J' rbk  ladlcalon 
l.ut•pdat.: 
27..Ju-!15  C011afl'7:  euc• RopabUc 
1992  1993 
--
-- - 'Reel'ODP 8JVWih ralo {in%)  -- -1,1  -0.3 
fDcblriaJ production { % cbqe)  .  -10,6  -S,4 
u-nploynieut {%of  labour t'arco) {end of  period)  3,1  3,S 
lnf!oitiao rate  {DWD«)  12,1  18,2 
Bxci1oz1Bo rate {CK's per USD)  (•ltd of  J»rk>d}  28,9  29,9 
.- -Nomillal efFective oxcbanBo rate  (clwmp, Q4/Q4)  (· •  .Upf'ICWioiP)  -0.1  4,2 
Reel ofl'ective oxcbanBo nte  (clotmg•. Q4/Q4)  (-- ,Up,..clalioiP)  14,7  19,3 
Ge....J 1""'-•t  ...  luce  (M  'Mo el  GOP)  1,9  "  -!>.'~ 
Bala~~a el  Jl'l1"'•ata  "  .  . 
Exports ofO&.S (in'mio USD)  14800  16728 
CurTent account baiBDCO {in % of  ODP)  0,4  - 1,8 
Not inllow offonisn direct inv-.t  (in mio USD)  '983  4SO 
Oflicial FX .-vea  {end of  period) 
in baUSD  0.1  3,8 
in~  ofimporta ofO&.S  1,1  2,1 
-
Enenaal debt (ODd el  period) 
Bxlomai~ 
'{in OOIIWrtibl• .,.;,..i.e;  ••  , in bn USD, •ml  qf  J»ri~) 
6,9  8,7 
medium ar!d I~{>  I year)  S,J  6,6 
obort.,-, {-:  I ~) ·  1,8  2,1 
Converublo debt oorvico {in bn USD)  1,4_  1,4 
principal  0,8  0,9· 
interest'  o.s  o.s 
Bxteml!l.debt/ODP {%)  25,4  27.4 
Bxtama1 debt/oxporb.ofO&.S {%)  46,8  S2,0 
Debt ~oxporb  ofO&.S {%)  9,1  8,4 
Arran  {on bocb interest end principal. in mio USD)  No  No 
Debt relief~  and_rOschoduling  No  No 
JMI'aiTII"&"m":"tl 
Typo/no  SBA  SBA 
{Date 1-)  {  4192-4193)  {3193-3194) 
on track/off  track  on-IJ1Ick but  On-track 
(-/Date)  expired with 
di:aolution 
ofCSFR 
Iadkaton of marbt'o """'"'";.. creclltworthlaou  ' 
Moody'o loll8'torm foreisn currency retina (end of  period) (I)  Bal  Baa3 
S&.P long,-,  foreign currency retina (end of  period)  Not  rated  BBB 
EIU countJy risk IOIVico {2) 
Score (end of  period)  30  •  2S 
Ratioa (and of  period)  B  B 
Euromonoy  Mar Sop 
Position in tho ranking (3) .  49  48  43 
(niunbor of  countries)  {169)  {169) {170) 
Tho Inatitutional Investor (I)  Mar Sop  Mar~ 
Position in tho ranking (3)  37  39  42  40 
(number of  countrioo)  (I 19){12S)  {127){133) 
Credit rating (4)  47.1  46.i  44.646.6 
-(I )  For 1992. rating or position in the ranking asaignod to tho former CSFR 
(2)  Countries are_ given a rating botwOen-A -E and a score between I • 100, withE and 100 reprooontingtho JUahoot risk. 
{3)  The JUaher the score in tho rankin& the lower the creditworthinoos of  tho couniiy. 
1994 
l..atelt data or 
llltimata (E) 
'  2,1  I-Q31QI-Q3) 
- 2,1  -I-Q3/QI-Q3) 
3,1 
10.7  (Nov)-
27,8  (Nov) 
D.L 
D.L 
0.1  (E) 
18627 
0,1  (E) 
420  {Jan-Sop) 
S,8  (Nov) 
3,9  (Nov) 
9,1  {Q3) 
D.L 
D.L 
1,9  (E) 
D.L 
D.L 
25,8  (E) 
48,9  (E) 
10,2  (E) 
No 
No 
SBA 
On-track 
All debto to IMF 
paid ahead of 
schedule. 
Baa2 {Jun) 
BBB+ {Jut) 
2S  (Aug)  . 
B(Aug) 
Mar Sop 
40  39 
{167) (167) 
Mar Sop 
40  39 
(13S)(I3S) 
49.7  S2.8 
{  4)  Countries are rated on a scale of  zero_ to I 00, with I 00 representing the least chance of  default A given couniiy may improve its rating and 
still Call  in tho ranking if  also the average global retina for all rated countries improvoo. '  . 
t.  ..  · 
.  sa-
'Real GOP powtb nte (m %) 
. 1nduStliol production (%  Cbange) 
Unemployment ....,(end of  period)·  · 
lnllation Jale  .  (Mdo{pmod) 
(Mdo{pmod)  ~  Ja1e (ICIO 1CnJM per USD) 
Nominal eflioctiw OIIIChqe iote 
Rell elfeciMI....,.,.,.. Jale  . 
( .......  Q4/QI) (--..,_""'""' 
•••  (<liGna .. Q4/QI)  (- -. ,.,_,..,,""' 
a-.1...-......  (u%ofGDP) 
Financil1 hlllnoe (I) 
Fisool~(l) 
a.._.,,.,.._ 
ExPorts of  goOds (in mio USD) 
cUmntiCCOIIIIIbalance (m% of  GOP) 
. Net indow ~fforeipl direct investment (m mio USD) 
OIBcial PX resa\'eS (end of  period)  · 
in  mioUSD 
in months of  goOds imports 
.. E-... ... 
Exlanll debt 
·{bl--uM.  cwP-Iu,lllln  USD, .lui  o{puiotl) 
medium ..... lanB-tmn (> I )'<IU)  . 
obort-lam (o< I~) 
· Convertible dabt..,..;, (m mio USD) 
po;ncipaJ  ' 
intaest 
·  Exlanll dobt/GDP (%) 
l!xlmlal dobt/oxports ofGANFS (%) 
Debt aaviceloxports ofaa.NFS (%)' 
~(on  bcitb intaestoncl principol. in mio USD) 
Debt'roliefaaieemenfs ~ieschedulins .. 
IMF~. 
'J'yp6'no 
(Dole f.) 
.On trOct/oO'tradr: 
( -I.Date) 
ln_dlcatan almarll&t'a pera!Ye_d ~~ 
Moody's Joni-term foreipl cum:ncy rating (end of  periOd) 
S&P lorll!-term foreipl cummcy rating (end of~' 
Eni couniry risk service (2)  · 
Score (end or  period) 
Rating (end of  period) 
Euromonoy  · 
Position in tbe ranking (3)  .  .._ 
.  (nwnber of  oolintries)  ·  · 
'lbe lnstilliiionallnvestor · 
. Pooiti<irt in 1110 ranking (3) 
(number of  countries) · 
Credit~(4) 
-1m 
-19,0 
··'38,7 
2,0 
9S3,5 
li.a. 
.ft.L 
446.0 
O.o 
s·7.9 
.  l9s,l 
·4.' 
27, 
D.L 
D.L 
0,3 
ILL 
n.a. 
3,3 
S,9 
0,0 
No 
No 
' SBA. 
(9192-9193) 
ontnct 
Not ratiod. 
Not rated 
80· 
E 
(l 
Sep 
117 
(169) 
·Mar  Sep 
'68  74 
'  (119)(126) 
2S.7  22.1 
. 
(I)  Financialb.Jan.. doea not toke iniO ~!government  netlendin& wbmas liscal bolance doeii. 
1993 
·3.' 
·27,0 
'1,7' 
JS,7 
1;6 
D.L 
D.L 
o,2 
-1,8 
801,0 
.:z.z 
-14S,O 
384' 
s,l 
m:S 
ILL 
ILL 
. 'IJ.,S 
n.a.  . 
n.a. 
. 6,7 
12,1 
1,2 
No 
No 
SI!Aim1' 
(lllr'93-lr'94) 
Ontnct 
Not rated 
Not rated 
7S 
·D 
·  Mar  Sep 
126  122 
(169) (170) 
.Mar Sep_ 
81.  84 
(127) (133) 
21.4  20._9 
(2)  Countries""' given a mliilg bclwoen A· E aim a score between I - 100, withE one! 100 ~d..~  risk. 
(3)  'J'hi, higher !be score in tbe l'llllking, the lower tbe crO:Iiiw~ortbi.  ~try. 
.  1994 
~dola  ... 
-~ 
4,0 
D.L 
4,0 
40,0 
8,0 
.. D.L 
D.L 
881,0 
·1.0 
ISO.O 
44S 
4,7 
_228,1 
. D.L 
D.L 
10,2 
ILL 
n.a. 
9,0 
16.6 
0.7 
No 
No  -
Sl1' 
3194 
Ontnct. 
Not rated 
Notntl.i 
io(Aug) 
D(Aug) 
Mar  s.p· 
·  LOS  102 
(167) (167)  . 
Mar Sep 
8886 
(IJS).(JJS) 
20.7  23.6 
(4)  Coimtries""' rated on a scale ofuro to 100, witli 100 topreSe~~ting tbe least cbanoio ofdamultA given eowtlry may improve its rating  . 
and still filii in tho ranking it  also tbe avorage globol rating for aD ·rated coWllrioa improves. -59-
U·F..S  C..atiJ rtokl•dkalen  a-..-...  .. 
-
17..Juo-K  c...,.  a...,..,. 
•· 
11192  1993  1!1514  .............. 
.,  ..tim.t..(B) 
-
.  • ''Rell GOP fp'oWtb nlio (m %)  ,-4.4  ·2.3  3,0  (B) 
IDdullrial productioo ( "  chanp)  . -!1,8  4,0'  !1,0  (Q1-Q31Q1-Q3) 
·.  · '~  (% ofllbour  forcO) (eDd of  period)  12.3  12,1  10,4  .. 
1Da.tioG nlio  ~)  21,6  21,1  21,0  (No¥) 
llxdlaap  n1io (lbrinto p«  USD)  (Milt¥~  84,0  100,7  111,0  (24 Ja  !IS) 
Nlllllilml eflioclivo excbanp nlio ·' (  ........ ~)  (· •  d.ptwla~tlft)  ·5,4  ·.·3.1  -12,1  . (Ql/Q3) 
Rell etrectiw exoblinp n11o  • ( ........ ~)  (~ ..  Mprecl411011)  .  1,9  10,:Z  3,0 .(Q21Q2)  ' 
~ 
"'·  c-a...,._...._(M  '141 eiCDP)(CDS ..........  )  ·-6,9  ·1,0  --8,0  (B) 
~· 
Ba1ua .,,.,.._ 
. 
Bxpo11a or  O+NFS (in mio USD)  13332  .10898  9428  (B) 
Cummt IICCOUIII balance (in % or  ODP)  0,7  -!1,3  ·10,0  (B) 
Net inllow offonip  direot .,_,  (m mio USo) 
•.  1471  2328  1200  (B)  .. 
Oflicial FX ,__  (eDd of  period)  ..  , 
in  bD USD  .  4,4  7,7  6,8  (Oct) 
in 1110111111 orimporti ofmercbaDdileo .·  6,1  8,2  6,3  (Oct) 
. Emrul ..  llt 
Extemal ciObt  ..  - 21,5  24,6  28,2 
(hf __,b/. ~lu,  hf"" USD, Mil  ofpmod) 
I 
medium and loc!3-term (> I year)  19,3  22,8  25,8 
abort-term (-< I year)  2,3  1,8  2,3 
Coawniblo debt oenice (in bn USD)  -- 4,7  s.o  6,1 
principal ( I)  - 3,1  3,3  4,4 
a.-.  1,6  1,7  r.1 
Bxtlonlal debt/ODP (%) .  58,7  64,2  71,j 
l!xtemoi dobt/Bxpor1l ofO+NFS (%)  161,3  225,4  299,1  (~) 
· Dobl~orO+NFS(%)  .  3S,3  45:9  64;7  (Oct)  . 
~  (oa baCh iDia'clll and principal. in mio USD)  No  No  No 
Dobl.uef..-nento ondi'IIICbeduling .  No  No  No 
IMFarna...,..ab  .-
Typa/Do  EFF  SBA.  SBA 
(Date,_)  (2191-2194)  (9193-12194)  Fintn\WW 
011 lnlctlofftraclc  Offtraclc .  a.  tract  llltCOIII)IIetl 
(·/Date)  -Summer'  -
-· 
la•lcatuw ormart<ol'l pe...e.w. endi_-Jaea 
Moody'• Ions-term foreip ClllTOIIC)' ~  (end of  period)  Bal  Bal.  Bal 
S&P lons·tenn foroip CIIIT1IIIcy rating (end ofj>eriod)  88+  BB+  BB+ 
EIU oountry rille oenice (2) 
Score (end of  period)  40  so  SO  (Aug) 
RaJing (eDd of  period)  B  ·c  C  (Aug) 
Euromoney  Mar  Sep  Mar  Sep 
PooitiOn in tho I'BIIkin3 (3)  46  47  46  44  46 
(number of  oountriol)  (169)  .  (1~)(170)  (167) (167) 
Tho lnltitutionalln- Mar  Sep  Mar  Sep  Mar  Sep 
Pooition in tho I'IIIIkina (3)  42  43  43  43  43  44 
(number of  oountriol)  (119)(126)  (127)(133)  (13S)(I35) 
Q-odit rating (  4)  41.7  42.3  44.3  44.8  46.1  ·46.2 
(I)  Including oarly repayment.. 
·(2)  Countriol era giWD a ~  botwoon A - E alld BICOT'II botwoen  ·1  - I 00, with E and I 00 reprasonting tho bighoat rilt. 
(3)  Tho hishor tho ICOT'II in tho ranJans, tho lower tho_ creditworthinou of  tho COWIIry.  · 
(4)  Countriea era mtod on a IIC8Io of  zero to 100, with ioo ropreoonting tho loaot clumco ofdofaull A gjvon coUDtry may imprcMt ill  rating and 
. 1tilJ raJI in' tho I'BIIkin3 if  also' tho a...-ago global rating for aD rated COUDtrioa·improws.  . \ 
\ 
1, •• 
".60-
·1992'. 
- ,  ''':ae.tOOPpowthrate·(in~) ':  ·6.6 
1993 
.,, '  is' 
1!194 
' ' Llalt  cWa ... 
' iotimata (B) ' 
~  (B) 
· .,  ·  \  Jnduoiri,JproduoitioaJ~  cbq~H•  .......Dt.im prioeo) . 
'  1Jnemploymentrate (&Yel'lp)  '  '  '  ! ;.::: 
' '  8  (B)  '  ;:~ .' 
'·'"7.8:  : ·(New)::  :.:~.  '  )  ~:l:;:  .. 
~--~--------------------~--~~----~------+---~~~. 
Camumer Price~ .  ¢.,;;n.c)  !1,4  11,3  ~$  (New), 
' . '·  · · · lll<abqe rate (obeqalim Jlll'·USD) .;·. (•iJ.<ip.,u..q  .. 2,764,  '2,!1116  3.018 
. Namirial e&i.ct;;.. ~  iwle.  (cluurp, Q4/Q4)'(- • li.p>Yc.J  -!1,7.  -6,1  -1,1 
~  efJilotive ~rate ·  (...,.,  Q4/f14J  (--uJIIWJ  .  -4,!1' 
"  1.1  D.L-
'· -
. ·,,  -·~2;4'  _.: ... "2.5:  ·:::l.o  tB>  ; 
Bxpono (in bn USD) 
. Curreirt -.ot  belanoe (bl ~  OfODP) 
'NetinOowof~diroct~(innUciUSD)  ... 
iJ.3  '14j ,;  .16;5  .(B) 
0,1  -1,8_  '  -3;1  (B) 
-340  D.L  100.  (B) 
c;m.. olliCial FX ,__(end  II(  periOd) (in montba oftOial imPorta>-
' in billiaaa us$  '  '  '  ·s.1~.  6,382  6,8l7  (Nov) 
.  · ,inmontbaofimporU~O&S  2,2  2,4  2,5  (Nov) 
·...  .  ' t--......:';.._.....;. ___  .;.,._.;..._------..:----------..;..;..1------f----+---------~ 
~-J.t 
BxWna1 debt~·~  liabilitiea) 
.  (hr llri USD, •NI Of'p.riodJ  .· 
- ~and1CJil8-ienD(>.I  year) 
obort-lerm (-< 1 yea') 
Debt ...Yice (iri b;  tim) 
principal  .· 
Bxtemal dobt/ODP (~)-
'  '· 
External dObtl~(~)  '  ' 
.  ~~..ports  ofgoocb and~(%) 
_Arra-s (on both iDtec'elt and pi;ocipaJ. in mio USD) 
_Debt relief~ll  ~  ....cbedUiins  . 
~no­
.' (Dale f'c) 
On tnok/i>fr  track ' 
'  ( -loBte) 
.  ·-:.. 
, , ~  IOIJII·Ienn fore~ =cy  rating(~  of  period) 
S&.P 101111~  foreign currency rating (eQd of  period) 
. Burouionay  --' 
Position in the ranlcing (t )  ·  . 
. (inanber of  oc';"'trioa) 
ThO Imtitutional Inveotor 
Position ln ilio .rding (I) 
(nWIIber of  OCWitries) 
i::rodit rating (2) 
·.,· 
": 
33,6 
.23.2 
ID.4' 
6,S 
4,2 
2,3 
52,3· 
'252,6 
·. 31,0 
-•No 
·No 
,_CCFF 
(3192-3193)' 
On-traclc 
178 
Not  rated 
BBB-
32. 
(16!1)  '  ' 
Mar Sep 
/  36,1 
'  ' 
ILL 
D.L 
'6.4 
4.1 
2,3 
"  55~8 
'242,3 
:2!1~0 
. No 
: :No 
No 
·Not rated  .. 
BBB+ 
Mar Sep 
:2!1  -~-­
(16!1)p7o) 
Mar Sep 
5052  '4646': 
·(H9).(126)  ·  ~.(J27)(133) 
37.1  35.1  39.6  .W.5 
37,4  (B)' 
D.L 
. n.~ 
D.L 
iLL 
. n:~ 
D.L 
.226.7'  (B) 
D.L 
No 
No, 
No 
N~mod­
imat:· 
MarSep 
'30  00 
(167)(0oo) 
M8r  Sep  "' 
46  43' 
·  ·<i Js) 03s) 
43.4' 46.5 
.  (I) The ~er  U.e s~nlin  ~~the  1o.¥er llie Crcditwoithin.U ofthe  .;,Wit.y.~  .  .  ,  , ..  .  . 
· (2)-'CountriO.a... rated on·a sOele'ofzer<YIOIOO, with 190 representing !be 1- chanc&ot:default...A~oouniiyrnay improve, 
iu mting .00 still fall in the ranicin8 if  abo~  average global ;..ting for all rated oountrioa ~""-
..  ~  . 
~;: 
.;:" 
:  i~  .: 
~t 
.: 
..  ,,-.· 
':-• 
,  . 
'~ : 
I ·61·  / 
11-I'..J  c......, rllk IUicaten  ._  .......  2'7..,_,  c...,  LaMII 
1992  1993 
Real ODP powtb rim (m %)  ·D.8  ·-12,0 
'  lnduslrial pioduction ("  cbanp) '  - ·:U.I  ·32.6 
• UDemploymerit (end oCJIOiic!d)  2,3  5,11 
lnflalion '*  958,1  34,8 
J!xcbanao nle (Lila per USO)  (omlofpmo4)  0,843  ll,S95 
Nominalem.:tive exdwtae '*  (""""'at, Q4/Q4)  (· •  t/qncUJIIOIJ)  ·.  n.a.  . n.a. 
Real em.:tive excblnae '*  (~··  QUQ4) (· - tilprocltiiiOIJ)  R.L  R.L 
c-.~_,_...._(u%  aiCI!P) 
' Financial bolanco (2)  0,0  1,0 
Fiscal bolonce (2)  .o.a  0,6 
f  '  llalua .,,_ 
-
Exports  (m mio USD)  '815  998 
CumntiOCOUIItbolanC. (m% oCOOP)  2,3  8,6 
Net in8ow of~  diRct inwstment (m mio USO)•  14  l9 
~  PXresems(endofperiod) 
in  mioUSO  156  510 
in months of  imports ofa.ts  2,o  5,6 
Exllnlal-
~ 
ExtemaJ debt 
(ui ctNOwnlbl# amwnclu, In IIIIo USD, om/ ofpvio4)  S8  311 
mediuin llld kq.tam (> I year)  S8  311 
sbort-teml (-< I year)  0,0  0,0 
cOnvertible debt service (m mio USD)  0  10 
plincipal  0  '  R.L 
intenst  0  n.a. 
ExtemaJ debtiCil:iP (%)  4,7  12,7 
~  debtlmen:bondis exports(%)  7,JJ  31,2 
Oobt~exports(%)  0,0  0,4 
Aman (on both in-and prilicipoJ, in mio USO)  No  No 
Debt Rlief oaRemenll llld R:SCheclulins  .  No  No 
.IMF.......,..._.  -
Type/no  SBA  SBAISTP 
(Date/·)  (9192-9193)  (12/9J.l/9S) 
On backlotrtradc  On trade  On back 
(-/Date) 
..  -
IDdlc:af<ln almarl<et's peralved credltworlbJDess 
MoOdy's Joi,g-imn Coreip cumncy rating (end of  period)  Notriited  Notnlled 
S&P long-teml foreign cumncy rating (end of  period)  Notnlled  Notnlled 
Eru  COIDltry risk semce (l) 
Score (end of  period)  ~  80  15 
Rating (end of  period)  ..  E  0 
Ewvmonoy  Sep  Mar  Sep 
Position in lhe ranlcing (  4)  123  Ill 132 
(number of  COIDltries)  (169)  . (169)(170) 
The lnstitulionallnvestor  Mar  Sep  Mar  Sep 
Position in lhe nnkins (4)  7277  8987 
(number of  COIDltries)  (119)(126)  (127) (IJ:;\ 
c.e.tit rating (S)  23.9  21.4  19.S  20.0 
(I).  Pot aD data, prelimUwy estimates. 
(2)  Finano:ial balance dOes nQ\ take into accountsoVemment net lending, whereas &seal balance does. 
(3)  Countries are giwn a rating between A • E and a sccn between I • 100, with E and 100 representing lhe bijjbest risk. 
(4) The higher lhe score in 1lle ranking. die lower lhe creditworthiness oflhe COIDllry: 
1911:4(1) 
Lalst ilala 
Or estimates (1!) 
2,0 
n.a. 
7,0 
25,0 
0,537 
n.a. 
n.a. 
-2,0 
'' '  -4,1 
/  951 
·1,6 
60 
.596 
5,5 
445 
445 
0,0 
,. 
12,1 
46,8 
3,8 
No 
No 
SBAISTF 
(12/9J.l/9S) 
On trade 
75(Aug) 
D(Aug) 
Mar  Sep 
104  125 
(167).(167) 
Mar  Sep 
94!12 
(llS) (135) 
19.6  21.3 
· (S)  Countries are rated on a scale .ofzao to 100, Wilh 100 representing the leasi chance of  de&uJt. A given country may improve i1l rami& 
· · 111d sti!J'6iJJ'in tbti ranking if  also lhe • ..,...  global rating for aU rated·COIDltries improveL  · 
··~ 
J 
I I 
I. 
\ 
I  ·• 
\ 
' 
i. 
._.,  ...... _. 
27..r-t5 
Real GOP growth ..m (on%) 
1nduslrial productian ("  change) 
Unemployment ..m (end of  period) 
' lnOation .....  (Md of  Puiotl) 
(ondof~ 
-62-
l!xl:llinp  role (Li1u ~  USD)  · . 
Nomirlal ~exdw!&e  role · 
. Real etrei:live exdlaJ1&e role 
(dumJo, ~)  (·  • dqnd;UIOII} 
(dum,o,~)  (-gt/qfwlatiOII) 
c-a~.,...--(u%  riCDP) 
. l'inancill bolanco (I) 
Pilcal boiiDoe (I)  . 
ExPom of  G.tS (m·  niio USD)  . 
CUrrent account balance (111% o£GDP) 
Net in1Jciw or r.,..,;p direct. investment (Ill mio uso) · 
officiil FX resem:s (end of  period)  · 
in mioUSD 
in inon1bs ofimporta ofG.tS 
Eminol debt . 
(in-~  --lu,  In  boo USD; ond ofpviotl) 
medium oncllcJns-teDn (> I year) - · 
abort~(-<  I year) 
Convertilile debt .-ico  (111 mio USD) 
principal  . 
U:.terest 
Extemal debt/GOP (%) 
·  Extemal debtlexportsofG.tS (%) 
Debt oerviceiexports or  G.tS (%) 
Aneals (.,;, bo1h interest and principal. in mio USD) 
Debt rolief lljiRelllenls and rescheclulina.  . 
IMf """"'"""''" 
Typelno 
(Date/-) 
On lnll:t/oll'lrack · 
(~/Date)  .. 
ladlcaton rla1arlo.ic'•,....,...._ ~-
Moody's Ions-term Coreip cumncy mtins ("!"'of  period) 
,s&P Ions-term fllmgn cunency rating (end of  periOd) 
l!nJ counby risk ...m.,; (2) 
Score (end ofpeiiod) 
Rating (end ofperiO<I) 
I!~' 
..  .Position in the IBnkiJis (3) 
(~umberofcoun1Jies) · 
The lnstitutionallnvostor 
~in  tile ranllina (3) 
(number of  cciunbies) 
Cr.ctit ralina (  4)  . 
1991 
-37,7 
·SM 
i,J 
1_161,1 
1,8 
'  .  ILL 
n.a. 
(),6 
0.7 
114S 
'3;4 
10 
.106 
2.6 
98,8 
•  ILL 
ILL 
,2.0 
iLL 
ILL 
S,4 
7~ 
O,l 
·No 
No 
SBA 
. (IDm-9193) 
On track 
Notnd..i 
Nolnled  .  , 
80 
I! 
Sep 
118 
. (169) 
~- Sep 
·73  80 
(119)(126) 
23.1  20.7 
·' 
'' 
.. 
1!193-
' 
-16,2 
-47,0 
1,6 
..  1811,6 
3,9 
ILL 
ILL 
o,9 
-4,6 
-1877. 
-6,1 
23 
410 
2,4. 
34S,3 
ILL 
ILL 
IS,O 
ILL 
·- ILL 
11,2 
16,3 
. '  .0,7 
No 
No 
SBA!m'F 
(1~3194) 
.On !net 
Not riled 
NotlliiM  • 
1S 
D 
Mar  Sep 
134  130 
(169) (170)  . 
. :  Mor  Sep 
91  93 
(li7) (133) 
18.9  19.0 
(I)  F'111811cial balance does not lake into """"""!  govanment net Jendin& wben:as 6scal balanCe does.  .  - .  . 
.  (2),  ~tries  oro Jliven'a ra1ina between A ·I! and a score between I • 100, with I! ~  100 representing tile higheot risk. 
(3). nM. bisJ>er tbO t!COiein the ranking. the lower !be oaditwortbinesa oftbe oounby. 
' 
., 
1!194 
l.atelt cilia or 
estimai.. 
I.S 
ILL 
2,0 
'  "  38,0 
4,0 
ILL 
ILL 
. ·1,3 
-4,0 
231_3 
-4,8 
'  60· 
: 
64io 
2,1 
S80 
ILL 
n.a. 
2S,4  . 
ILL 
ILL 
10.6 
..  1S,O 
1,0 
No 
No 
STP(I0/9~3194) 
I!FP (I IW4-1119S) 
On'tncli 
,. 
· -.Notmtea 
.Not !111M 
1S (AUS) 
D(AUS) --.· 
Mar  Sep 
'110  121 
(167) (167) 
Mar  Sep 
9196 
(13S) (13S) 
IU20.0 
' 
(4)  ~tries  oro nled on a sCale of~  to 100, with 100 representing tbe leut cbance of  default A J1iven counby may improve ill  n.iing 
an~  still full in tbe ran1cing if  also the average ~  ratq  for. aD rated countries imjrroves .. 
. ·. .  ~ 
.. . .  . 
<'  .  .  ~- . 
,_ -63. 
11-I'..J  Ceulatr7 rblt  ladlaton 
Luttlpdaa:  .. 
27-J'aa-95  CoaatrJ:  MoldoWI 
1992  1993  1994  -
Llitea dlla or· · 
lllimatel (E) 
Real GOP growth rate (m %)  '  -29,1  -8,7  -31,0 
· Inclustrill produc:tion(% change)  n.a. 
0  n.a.  ·-34,0 
u-ptoyment '(% ortabour fOR:C) (end of  period)  ,,,n.L··  .n.a. ..  .1,0 
'  -
Infllllion rate  (Md~pmtMI)  21!18.0  837  lOS, I 
Bxd.,.  rate (leu pel' USD)  (Md~pmod)  n.a.  3,00  '  4,00  (Q3) 
· Ncminll efl'ocme ~rate· (dtarlg .. ~)  ·(·-dqr«<tiiiOII}  .n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  .. 
Real etrocme ~  n1e  (~~)(·-~  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
~..,._at.,._(•%  fiiGDP)  -23,4  .  -8,!1  ·1,1  (B) 
.... 
Bldmce,  .,.,....  ... 
' 
'· 
MerchandiR eicports (m  ~o  usn)  n:a.  451  511  (B) 
Cummt account bllance (m% ofGDP) .  '  !La.  .JJ~2  -IS,4  (B) 
Net inflow of  foreip direct investment (in mio USD)  n.a.  14,0  25  (B) 
~ I 
I 
Official FX reserves (end of  period) 
in  mioUSD  .  2,5  16,6  nil  (Q3) 
in -a  of  impolb of  merc:hlnclis:es  0,1  6,3  11,2  (Q3)  .  i 
Edema~  debt  . 
Bxlcmal clebt 
(ut~li~u.l,.,do  USD,  _,q,~riod) 
n.a.  IS4,0  SSD,4  (E) 
'  medium lind~(>  I year)  n:a.  n.a.  n.a. 
sbort-te,m ~  1.~)  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
Convertible debt .avice (in mio USD)  n.a.  s.o  4!1,4  (E) 
principal  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
intereSt  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
BxianaJ debtlGDP (%)  n.a.  10,8  26,2(B) 
Bxtemal debl/ mel'chancliae exports(%)  •n.a.  34,3  . ·!II.S  (B) 
. Debt servicd merchandise exports(%)  n.a.  1,1  8,2  (B) 
Arrears (on both interest arid principal. in mio USD)  n.a.  No  '  No 
Debt relief ,.-eements and n:schedulina  n.a.  No  No 
: 
- IMF UTanileai'enc.  .. 
_Type/no  SBA  SBA 
(Dale/-)  (3193-3194)  (12193-3/!IS) 
On lnlclc/otT.traclt  On-track·  Cln-lra4 
(-/Date)  .. 
Indlcaton of market'• perulved credltworthln-
.. 
Moody's long-term foreisn currency rating (end of  period)  Not rated  Not rated  Not rated 
S&P long-term foreisn currency f!~tina (end of  period)  Not rated  Not rated  Not rated 
ElU cowttiy risk service (I) 
Score (end of  period)  Not rated  Not rated  Not rated 
Rating (end of  period) 
Euromoney  Sep  Mar Sep  Mar Sep 
Position in the l'lll1kin8 (2)  IS6.  IS!I  160  148  ISS 
(number of  countries)  (169)  (16!1)(170)  .  (167) (167) 
The Institutional Investor 
Position in the ranking (2)  Not rated  Not rated  Not rated 
(number of  cowttries) 
.  Credit nlting (3) 
(I) Cowttries are given a rating between A·  E and_a score between I • 100, withE and 1_00 ~ling  the highest risk. 
(2)  The higher the score in the rankin& the lower the a:editworthiness of  the cowtby.  . 
(3)  Cowttries are rated on a scale of  zero to I  00, with 100 representing the least chance of  default. A given cowtby may improve 
its rating and still fall in the rarilting'if iilso the average global rating f<?J' all rated countries imptoves.  · 
,. ~--
l. 
I 
~. 
"  R.eai.ODP powlb niD (m %) 
IDduslzill JIIOduotion (  'K dJanie) 
Unemployment nm (ond ofpaiod) 
. -64-
lnOolioo nti 
i!xl:lllllae niD (to; pel' USD) 
Nominal elfaitiw exdlonp  niD 
(D«:/D«) 
(Milo/_,otl) 
•  R.eal ~  oxcban&e ...... 
(...,.., {WQ4) (· •  Upwi<IIIOff) 
(~.  QUQI) (· - .,._,.,,011) 
c-.~.....---.;.(u%  IICDP) 
Exports ofo.t.S (in mio \J$0)  .  , 
Cumnl oocoUntbolance.(m %of  GOP) 
Net inflow offmip  dUectinvestment(m mio USD) 
OIJicial FX ....mil  (end of  period) 
in  mioUso_ 
in monlbs ofimpads_ofo.t.S 
Extanal debt . 
. (hi -.wrtlblo ...,._lu, j,  611 USD, .14  o/-'odJ 
medium and kina-teao (>.1 yeai)  -
sbort-teao (-< I yeir) 
Convertible debt ..mco  (m mio USD) 
principal  . 
m-
Extanal clebtfGDP (%) 
J!,xlemal clebtfCIXpOIIa of  GAS(%) 
• Dr:bl..w..rCIXpOIIaoCO&S(%) 
Arir:ars (on bOth intinSt tnd piincipa1. in mio USD) 
Debt rotief ..........,11 and rr:scbeduling 
IMF .arnai-ato. 
'l)'polno. 
(Date/-) 
·an lncklolftract 
(-iDate)  ' 
Ia.._.  alraark.lf'o pft-aivod ~·,  · 
Moody's tong-!elm focr:ign cunr:ncy rating (end of  periOd) · 
s.tJ> lona-ll:ml foreian cumncy ratini (end of  period) 
EID c0unlly risk ..moe (I)  . 
·  -(endofperiod) 
Ralina (end of  period) 
EUrcimoney 
Position in the ranking {2)  · 
·. (numberofcountJies)  -
'!be lnstitulional bM:stor 
Position in the rU11:inB (2) 
(number of  countJies) 
Clr:dit ......... (3) 
._l!l!ll 
-:.13,6 
~22.1' 
.8,4 
198,S 
40 
-14,6 
-14,0 
. :4.1 
4299 
-8JI 
13 
!n 
0,2 
3.5 
2,4 
1_,1 
116 
.. 85 
91· 
18,1 
9S,I 
.4.1 
·No· 
No 
SBA'. 
(S'92·3193) 
· Olf_tnclt · 
. Dec92 
'• 
NOt rated 
Not'rated 
60 
D 
)2 
(169) 
Mar  Sep 
69  68  . 
. (119)(126) . 
25.6  24.8 
1993  1994 
Lli.t  da1a or 
6slim8tea(l!) 
1.0  -_  2,0  (I!) 
'1,1  S,l  (Nov) 
_9.})  . IO,S  (Nov) 
295.'  8,0 (E) 
1%76  1800 
-~  . -291 
39,1  ·ILL 
.·-0,1  -2,S  (I!) 
4882  469i. (Oct) 
-s.s  '•3.5  (I!) 
48.  17:1  (lune) 
51  650 
0,1  I.S. 
4,7  . 9,0  {E) 
3,3  .n.L 
·- 1,4  ILL 
Jll  449,0  .  -
141  224,0 
165  225,0 
. 21,4  23,5  (I!) 
129,6  .. 191,4_ (I!) 
.~4  10.0  .(E)  . 
-No  No 
No  No 
··No·  .. SIWS'Il' 
(~1219S) 
On tiiclt 
Not rated  Notnied 
Not rated  . Not_rated 
'65  .65 (Aua) 
D  . D (Aua) . 
Mar _Sep  .Mar~-
66  7S  74  77 
(1(8) (170)  (167) (167) 
Mar  Sep  Mar s.p 
13  1S'  16  1,4 
. (127) (133)  (135) (13S) 
24.2  24.4  25.4  26.2 
. (I) Countries are given a~  between A· E and a acorr: between I • 100, wilh Band 100 rr:praenlirig the hlsbest risk  .  . 
(2)  'lbehigberlbeS<XJ~<:inllleranking.-thelowerlhe~ofthecountrY:  ·  '  ·  - . :  . ·  · 
(3)  Countries are rated on a sCale ofzai> ID IOO;wilh loOrePresentina lheleoslcbancO ofde&u!LA.jivr:n oountrymay iin.,rDve itsra!in& 
and sliD faD in ibe ranking ifalso the·~  J!1oba1 ialirig for an iited c:oUntJies ilnproYe:s. ·  ·  · 
. -6S-
U-F-3  Ceunlr)' rbk latlleat.n  Lui.,..  ... 
u ...  J  ....  fS  c-lr)':  R.-
1992 
Real GOP growth rate (in %)  ·19,0 
IDciuatriaJ produc1ion ( % Change)  . -18,4 
lJDemployment rate (end of  period • IW  de6nition)  n.a. 
I 
lnftation rate  ~)  2300 
Bxchazlae rate ( Rba per USO)  .  (....Jofprlod)  414,5 
Nominal excban8o rate  (.,_.., Q-f/Q-4)  (· •  tl.prwcl;ltl"")  (Q4/QI)  -55,6 
Real exchazlae rate (
0
)  (.,.,..,  0..:~.) (· •  tl.procla~"")  68,7 
Geaenl pwn~t  hlaaee (u,.  efGDP)  -18,8 
Balaaea er payaoeaao 
' 
Bxporlll ofG&S (in bn USD)  57 
CUrrent accoUDI balance (in % of  GOP)  -1,2 
Net inOow of  foreign direct invoslment (in bn USD)  0,7 
Official FX ...,__(end  of  period) (excluding gold) 
in.mio USO  2.0 
in montha of  imports ofG&S  o,s· 
Ester1111ltle~t 
• External debt  78,7 
(ill .;_wHiM• ~lu,  ill 1m USD,  ....J of  period) 
medium and lopg-tenn (> I year)  65,1 
.sbort-tmm (-< i year)  13,0 
Conio!riible ctebt l<!n'ice (in bn USO)  15,6 
principal  10,4 
in- ..  5,2 
Extmnai debt/GOP (%)  24,0 
Extemal debt/exports of  G&S (%)  137,0 
Debt l<!n'icelexporb of  G&S (%)  25,0 
Amlani (on botb in-and principal, in bo USO)  11,8 
Debt retief agreements and ~beduling  Paris Club 
(defenala) 
' 
London Club 
(roD-oven) 
. IMF arrancemonll 
1)-p.Jno  '  lot credit 
(Date,_)  tranche 
On track/off traclc · 
(-/Dote) 
lndlcaton er market'• Perceived creclltworthlnea 
Moody's long-term foreign currency rating (end of  period) ·  Not rated 
S&P long-tenn foroigll currency rating (end of  period)  Not rated 
EnJ counby risk service (I) 
Score (end of  period)  95 
Rating (end of  period)  E 
Euroinoney 
Po3ition in !he ranJcing (2)  129 
(number of  countries)  (169) 
The lnstitutionalliwestor  Mar Sop 
Position in the ranJcing (2)  - 73 
·(number of  countries)  .  - (126) 
Credit rating (3)  - 23.6 
(I)  Countries are gi\oen a rating between A • E and a score between I • I 00, with E and 
(2)  The higher the score.in the ranking, the lower ttie creditworthiness'  of  the counby. 
1993  1994 
~ilalaor·  -- ·12.0  -15,0 
·16,4  ·21,0 
5,1  6,8 
840  203 
·1247  3571 
-62.5  n.a. 
66,9  n._a. 
-8,0  ·-10,0 
69  48 
1,8  - 2.S 
0,7  . (laoliun) 0.4 
3,3  (Aug) 1.4 
0,9  O,S 
83,7  85,0 
10,6  n.a. 
13,1  n.a. 
19,6  21,3 
14,7  n.a. 
4,9  n.a. 
26,0  30,9 
,122.0  ;ln,l 
29,0  44,4 
11,0  n.a. 
Paris Club  Paris Club 
(resched.)  <reic!ted) 
-
STF  STF 
(07.93 • 07.94)  (07.93 • 07.94) 
Offtraclc  On traclc 
See footnote 
'  (4) 
' 
Not rated  Not rated 
Not rated·  Not rated 
95  90(Aug) 
E  E(Aug) 
Mar Sop  Mar Sop 
141  137  .  138  136 
(169) (170)  (167) (167) 
Mar  Sop  Mar  Sop 
87  92  98.  -100 
(127) (133)  (135)  (135) 
20.2  19.0  18.1  18.4 
(3)  Countries are rated on a scale of  zero to I 00, with I  00 representing the least chance average global rating for all rated countries improves. 
( 4)  ·Second tranche disbuned in April94. 
(
0
)  Real exchlln8• rate: (actual rate x US price level) I (R~ian  price loyel) 
I 
I 
J 
l ,.66-
U-F-3 
J.Mt•;.ate: 
Ceunll)' rtdll!'•katen 
n .. ,  ...  ,s  c.ua,.:  SI8!H Repoa_bllc 
1992  1993  .  1994 
l..atoatdalaOI" 
...  ostimalet (B) 
Real ODP pvwftl rare (in%)  ·1;0  '"4,1  4,3  (QI~3/QI-Q3) 
.IDcluilrial jlrocluclioo ( % .......  )  .  . 
-12.8  -8,6  9,3,  (Q3) 
_Uneaip~  (%.of  labour force) (end of'poriocl)  '  10,4  14.~  14.3  (Oct) 
.· 
9,1  2S,I  12.0.  (B) 
l1lflalion .....  {~)«~Dec)  28.9  ·33,2.  31,3 
. ~  """(SK'o per USD)  (..ulofpmtHI) 
•'  1,0  "4,9  .-8,4  (Ql/Ql) 
Nominal etreciMI excbmlge """  (.,._,., Q4/Q4)  (· •  tlyrmoliofl)  6,8  !6,7  ·o,s  (QuQl) 
Reel etre..a... excbmlge .....  (~  Q4/Q4)  (• • ._,Dii-) 
'.  ., 
. ~.........-loalaace(u  '%.efCDP)  ·13,1  ·1,5  "4,0  (B) 
- -
lbluoa., ,.,...111 
8219  7568  8903  (B) 
..  l!xportB of  O.t.8 (in mio USD}  1,7  -4,2  3,0 (B)  ,  . 
CUrrent aooount bodimco (m% ofODP)  100  134  100 (B).' 
I 
) 
Not iilllow of  foreign diroct in-tment  (in mio USD) 
" 
Of'Ecial FX raerWi (end of  period)_  '  356  395  1725 
in miciUSD  0,1,  0,9.  2.5 
\ 
~  !  ' 
in  ~IJIIlM Of importa of  a&IJ 
.. 
. 
£denial ....  .  ' 
2.6_  3,4  4,4 
Bxtemal debt  .  .. 
I,  (ill ctJffW111bl• CIUTC10Ciu,  In lifo  USD, ad  of  p.riod)  2.1  n.a.  .  n.a.  . 
modium end loog·tOnn (> I year)  '  0,4  n.a.  n.a. 
I 
t 
·~(-<'!year)  .·  615  . 674  '  650 (B)· 
Con¥1irtible debt-'*  (in mio USD).  415  '490  400 (B) 
'  priDcipal  260  184  250 (B). 
~  25,6  30,5  35,0  (B) 
Bxtemal debi/ODP (%)  31,2  . «.5  . 49,4  (F') 
Bxtei-nat dobttoxporlll ofa.t.S (%)  8,2  '8.?  7,3  (F') 
.Debt ..w:etoxporlll of  O&S (%)  No  No  'No 
Amlan (on both intereot and principel, in mio USD)  No.  No  I  No 
. Debt retief~enb  and reodteduling 
..... 
IMF arnngemnll 
.SBA  STF  STF 
Type/no  ..  .  .  (  4192-4/93)  (7193 •.  }  (.  7/94) 
(Date/-)  on-track bUt  oD-track 
On·  tra<:kloff track  expired with  SBA  .  ' 
(_,Date)  disaolulion  (7194-3196) 
ofCSFR  On-track 
..  -· 
'r·· 
lndleaten of  ............ porcel\'ell cmltWerthlil-. 
Bat  Notnitod  Not rated 
·Moody's long-term foreip c~cy.  raq  (end of  period) (I)  '  '·Notrated  Notratod  ·  . BB-. 
.  S&P long-term· foreign c;wn:ncy rotUig (end of  period)  " 
·  B!U country risk oervice (2)  Notiated  !-:lot rated  . 50(Aug) 
Score (end of  P"!il¥1)  Notmted  Notiidod  C(Aug) 
Rating (end of  peri<ld) 
'• 
Mar~  M!'f'  Sep. 
Burort\0110}'  58  56  '63  64  66 
Pooition in the ranking (3) 
" 
(169)  (169)(170)  (167)(167) 
(number of  countiies)  ..  .Mar- Sep  Mar. Sep  Mar  Sep 
. The inlltitutional tn ....  t<ir (I)  37  39  .,  51  59  59 
Position in the ranking (3)  "(119) (125)  (127) (133)  (135) (135) 
(number or  countries)  47.1  46.1  31  30.6  31.6  33.1 
Credit mting (  4) 
(I)  For 1992. rilting'or position in the ranking uaigned to the fanner CSFR.  · 
(2)  Co1mtries ore given a IB1in8 be\wem! A-E and a score between I • I  00, with B and I 00 representing the higlleot risk. 
(3)  The hi8her.the score in the~  the lower the creditworthin- oF the country.  .  . 
(  4)  CoW>tries ore istod on a scale of zero to j 00. with  I 00 rePresenting tho least chance ~r  deFault A given. COWIII)i maY improve its rating 
and sliD  FaD in tho fank:ing if  also the aWr&ge global rating for ali r'atOd countrieo improve•.  · \ 
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11-F.J  Co ..  ll)'  rillf. J.dJCIIIon 
Lut•pclale: 
27...1 ..  -95  eo.  •  ..,.,  UllniM 
- 1m  1993 
,, 
Real ODP srowth rate (m '16) 
' 
-17.0  -14,2 
~  prodoclion ( '16 chango)  -6,S  -8,0 
Unemployment ~Ia  (oncl of  period)  0  Cl,3 
Jnllation note  (D«<IM)  r- 2000  10155 
Excllup  note (ICtl> per USD)  (010ioft»ri«Q 
-auction  749  '25000 
-ofticiol  6)8  .12610 
Nominaletrecliw ac:lw!p note  (cltqo. Q#IQI)  (· - tl.pncitJtiDit)  D.L  ..... 
ReaJ effective exchange note  (cltqo, QIIQI) (· - dqlrocitJtiDit)  D.L  D.L 
O..onl_..,_tbola.a  (as %alGDP)  ·29,)  .IJ,7 
S.laaco of pay.oab  ' 
Exp;m. ofO&S (on bn USD)  11,4  15,9 
Clannt  accoomt balance (~ct  nn.fon) (m '16 ofODP)  -),7  . -6,4 
Net infiow of  foroiap dinlct inveolment (m bn USD)  n.o.  o.os 
Orooa ~fticiol FX ,_,  ..  (encl of  period) 
. in  mioUSD  400  980 
in monthJ ofimporb ofO&S  0,4  0,7 
< 
Esleruldebl 
l!xtemal debt 
(m _convertible c~~~m~ciea, in bn USD, end of  period)  ),48'  4,12 
~ond~(>lyar)  n.o.  D.L 
lbort-term (-': I year)  ' 
D.L  D.L 
Convertible debt IOfVico paid (m mio USD)  D.L  75,0 
principol  n.a.  D.L 
in- D.L  D.L 
l!xtemal dobi/ODP ('16)  ' 
21,4  27,) 
l!xtemal debt!Olljl<JIU ofO&S (")  30,5  2!1,9 
Debt MIVieefOlljl<JIU ofO&S (")  n.a.  O,S 
A1remw (on-iDleroat and principol. in bn USD)  0,264  0,548 
Debt nliief--oind ,_lloclulins 
-
JMr•.......,-•u 
TYPoioo 
(Dalal-) 
. Oa lnck/ofl'track 
(_,Date) 
-
lndicatori ot ..  rket's perceived credltwortld..u  ,. 
M~•Jona-term  f.,..;in Clllt1IIIOY ntina (oncl of  period)  Notr.ted  Notnted 
SAP lons-tean ~  c~~~m~cy  nting (oncl of  period)  Not noted  Not noted 
EIU -.nay  riK oonice (I) 
s-..  (oncl of  period)  100  100 
Ratina (encl of  period)  'E  E. 
E- .. - Mar  Sop 
Pooition in tho. nonkins (2)  122  142  146 
(number of  countri•)  (169)  (169)(170) 
The m.tilulio.iaJ lnvootor  Mar  Sop  Mar  Sop 
Pooition in tho nnkina (2)  - 79  9S  96 
(number of  countri01)  - (126)  (127)(133) 
6..tit  notins (3)  .  '  - 21.1  18.2  18.2 
(I) Countri• are siven a ratins between A· E.ond aiCiml belween I·  .100, withE and 100 ropreoentins tho bighert rilk 
(2)  Tho higher tho aooro in tho rankin& thalowor tho. crwditworthin-of  tho COWIIIy. 
1994 
...-data  or 
eotimata (E) 
-26,)  (E) 
·27,8 
0,) 
)86 
1)0000 
108000 
n.L 
n.L 
-10,0  (E) 
15,2  (E) 
-8,5  (E) 
0,09  (E) 
'550  (Sept) 
0,4 
7,5 
D.L 
D.L 
D.L 
D.L 
D.L 
)5,4  (E) 
49,)  (E) 
D.L  . 
2,214 
.-hed1ilins 
'1'1Dbneniatan 
nF 
260ct94 
ootnck 
Notnted 
Notnted 
IOO(Aor.) 
E(Aoa) 
Much 
149 
(167) 
Mar  Sop 
Ill , Ill . 
(135)(135) 
15.1  14.5 
(3)  Coantrieo ""' nted 011 a icale of  zero to I 00, with.! 00 ......-ntins tho!-chance of  deftiult A siven ..,Dnlly may improve ill ratins 
and atiD lWI in' tho nonkins ifoloo tho avenge J(obol'ntins for allnted COWitrin improvea. 
'  .  . ·.  ,.  ' 
l 
\ 
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~ 
\ 
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TABLE 1 
. CAPrr~  OUTSTANDING IN RESPECT OF OPERATIONS AUTHORISED  ,, 
Operation  Authorized ceilin'  '  Capital  Capital  - _g 
outstanding  outBtandiog 
30.06.94  31.12.1994 
MEMBER STATES 
~ 
A-Balanc:e of  payments 
'·  14000 
1. Oreec:c I  17SO-
..  2. Greece 11  :  2200  1000'  tooo·· 
- 3: Italy  aooo  400S  4022 
B. Other  '  -'  4. Euratom  '  40()(),'  862  779 
" 
S.NCiaod ·~  6830  _- 1aao  IS70  - -· }llCI earthquakes _ 
,,  .-
6.EIBMedi~  'ISOO  S27  ..  -.~ 
Spain, Greece. Port..  '  '·'  \ 
MEMBER STATES-TOTAL  26330  a274  7a43 
THIRD COUNTRIES  . ' 
('..·Financial assistance 
- .  '  l.Hunpey  - IOSO  790  790 
2. Ci.ecli Republic  2so'  2SO  2SO 
3. Slovak Republic  .  2SS  12S  12S 
4. Bulgaria·  400  290  c  360 
-s. Romania  sao_  4SS  4SS 
6. Algeria  _ 
·• 
600  2SO  400'  -. 
7: Israel 
'- 160  160  160 
a. Baltic suites  - 220  11'0  110- '  ' 
9.Moldova  - I  45·  2s-
10. Ukraine  as  - ' 
11. Former Soviet Union  ~ ___ - 12SO  934 
"  lito 
B. Other  - -
12. EIB MeCliterr8ne:an  - 62a2  1634  16aa 
13. EIB Ceotrai &  EastCrD Europe I  1700- 390  S72 
14. EIB Central & Eastern Europe D  3000  2  - 2 
IS. EIB Asia, Latin Amalea  -- - 7SO  ·'·'  '  46_ 
16. GUarantee. CIS·  soo  133  133 
THIRD COUNTRIES- TOTAL- 17127.  ·SS24.  S92S 
GRAND TOTAL  43457  13798  13769 
No disbursement is planned.  .  __ 
' Remainder to be 
. disbWsed 
31.12.1994 
-
-
0 
.1200 
4000 
0 
··o 
0 
S200 
260 
0 
130 
'  40 
125 
'- 200 
0 
no-
20 
as 
'290 
3a04 
1_126 
',  299a 
704 
: 
·-
9a92 
15092 
(1) -
(2) 
2  The~  and fourth tranches had still not been paid at 31Decembcr 1994. ··So far,  the  Ital~an Oovenunent has not i'equested  . 
'  payineht  - - '  - - - - ,, 
ANNEX TO TABLE 1 
SITUATION IN RESPECT OF Effi OPERATIONS AT 31 DECEMBER 1994 
--
. Operations  Credit line 
"- •.·  Loans made  Initial  -Amount  --
available, minus  -.  'authorized  disbursement  OlitsUinding:at' 
canciellations ·  30.6.1994 
EIB Mediterranean  -
Spain, Greece, Portugal  1500'  1465  1603  473 
Third countries EIB Med  62a2  4i25  247a  .t6aa 
Central & Eastein Europe I  1700  1650  574  .512 
Central & Eastern Europe II ·  ;  -- '3000  921  2  - .2-
Asia, Latin AmeriCa'  i150  319  46 
·"  . 46_  ,_ 
'·  NB:  The fact that the lDlttal dtsbursement-sometunes exceeds the authonzed cetlmg ts due to dtfferences m the _ecu 
rate between the _date on which the contracts were sigiled art~ 31 December'l994. - __  - -'  -_ 
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I  TABLE2 
MAXIMUM ANNUAL RISK BORNE BY THE COMMUNITY BUDGET 
(Estimate in ECU million based on all operations disbursed at 31  December 1994) 
1994  1995  1996  1997  1998  1999"  2000 
MEMBER STATES 
CAPITAL 
A  Balance of  payments 
1. Greece  200  500  500 
2. Italy  SGO  1000  25.22 
B. StructUral loam 
3. Euratom  270  47  153  459  92  16  13 
4. NCI and NCI EQ  656  458  315  537  92  41  41 
5. EIB Med. Old. Prot. 
Sp. Or. Port.  91  81  75  74  58  51  45 
Capital - subtotal .  1217  587  1543  1069  1742  108  2621· 
INTEREST 
A  Balanoe of  payments 
1. Greece  110  95  95  48  48 
2.1taly  253  254  .  254.  213  .  213  159  159 
B. Structural loam 
3. Euratom  81·  62  5~  43  10  3  I 
4. NCI and NCI EQ  188  133  96  70  22  '13  10 
S. EIB Med. Old. Prot. 
Sp. Or. Port.  so  41  34  27  21  IS  11 
Interest -subtotal  683  S86  537  401  -313  190  181 
MEMBER STATES-TOTAL  1900  1173  2080  1469  2054  298  2802 
NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES 
CAPITAL 
A  Fuiancial assistance 
6. Hungary  350  260  80  100 
7. Czech Republic  127  123 
8. Slovl!k Republic  63  62 
9. Bulgaria  140  ISO 
10. Romania  185  190  80 
11. Israel  160 
12.Aigeria  250 
13. Ex USSR  152  494  205  108 
., 
14. Baltic States  110 
IS. Moldova  5· 
B. Guarantees 
16. EIBMed.  '  130  139  138  .144  153  152  142 
17. EIB C+E Eur.l + II  2  14  27  35  46  54  52 
18. EIB, Asia. I.:atin America 
•\  .  19. Aid, Russia, 500m  133  133  4  4  4 
Capital -subtotal  417  1130  630  . 1107  823  400  393 
/ 
INTEREST 
A  Financial assistance 
6. Hungary  79  79  44  18  10 
7. Czech Republic  25  25  25  25  13 
8. Slovak Republic  13  13  13  13  6 
9. Bulgaria  . 29  36  36  36  22  .7  7 
10. Romania  46  . 46  46  46  46  27  8 
11. Israel  16  16  16  16. 
12, Algeria  2S  40  40  40  IS  IS  IS 
.13. Ex USSR  60  112  15  9 
14. Baltic States  11  II  II  II  ll  11  II 
IS. Moldova  3  3  3  3  3  3 
B. Guarantees 
16. EIBMed.  120  120  110  100  89  78  67 
17. EIB C+E Eur. I + 11  21  39  39  37  34  31  27 
18. EIB, Asia. Latin America  3  4  4  4  3  3 
19. Aid, Russia SOOm  24·  9  -
Interest- subtotal  468  552  402  358  253  175  ..  140 
NON-MEMBER  . 885  1.682  1032  1465  1076  575  533 
COUNTRIES-TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL  2785  2855  ·3112  2934  3130  873  3335 
(Eastern Europe)  595  I 364  724  751  811  323  302 
(Other non-member countries)  291  318  308  714  265  252  231 
2001 
71 
21 
92 
., 
7 
•7 
14 
106 
70 
ISO 
5 
130. 
52 
5 
412 
7 
10 
2 
57 
23 
3 
102 
514  . 
621 
159 
355 
"TOTAL 
1200 
4022 
\049 
2211 
496 
8978 
'395 
1505 
258 
539 
207 
2905 
. 11883 
790 
. 250 
125 
360 
455 
160 
400 
959 
110 
10 
1128 
282 
17 
-266 
5312 
2JO 
113 
58 
180 
265 
64 
200 
196 
77 
20 
741 
251 
~ 24 
33 
2450 
7762 
. 19645 
4999 
2763 
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T~rnJ  . 
MAXIMuM 1HEORETICAL ANNuAL RISK BORNE BYTIIE COMMUNITY BUDGET 
(Estimate in ECU million based on alloperatioils disbursed adopted and proJ)osedby the Commission) 
.  ~  •  ·I  .  . _..  . 
1994  199S  '  1996  1997  1998  1999  .  2000  •.2001  101'AL 
MEMBER STATES  .  ~ ..  ' 
CAPITAL  .. 
A'  Balance ofpa~  .. 
1  ..  Greece  . 200  soo  51)()  :1200 
2. Italy  ·SOo  1000  ·  ~S22·  2000  . ·6022 
B. StJ:ucturalloans  -
.  3. EuratOm + NCI  926,  ·sos  468  99S  184  57  S4  71  ,,  .3260. 
4. EIB Sp; Gr. Port·  91  81  75  74  58  n  4S  21  496 
Capital • subtotal.  1217  S87  1S43  ,-1069  1742  108  2621  2092  .  10978 
·INTEREST  -
· A  Balance of  payments 
-
395  l. Greece  . 110  . 9S  9S  48  48 
2. Italy  2S3  339  !i9S  638  638  . SS3  SS3  340  ..  3908' 
a: Stnwturalloans  ' 
3. Euratom-+ NCI  270  196  ·lS4.  113  31  . 16  11  - 7  . 797 
·  4. EIB Sp. Or. Port.  so  41  . 34  27  21  IS  11'  ~7  207 
interest - subtotal ·  683  671- 878.  82S  737  S83  S7S  ·354  S307 
MEMBER STATES.  roTA!.. · .  1900  1258  ·2421  1894  2479  692  .3196.  2446  1628S 
NON-MEMBER COUN11UES  ' 
CAPITAL 
A'Fmancial assistance 
5: Hungary  ..  350  260  . 80  100  - 190 
6. Czech Republic  127- 123  ..  - 2SO 
.  7. Slovak Republic 
; 
63  .. 
62  :125 
8. Bulgaria ·  ..  140  ISO  -·  70  360 
9.Romania  18S  190  80  4SS 
lO.Israel  - ..  160  . .  .  160 .. 
q. Algeria:  250  ISO  400 
12. Ex USSR_  i52  566  248  197  1163 
13. Baltic States  •.  110  110 
14.Moldova  s  9"  14 
ts. Ukrame  _  17  '17 
·J6. EuratOm, C+~  Eur.  ..  10  23  33 
B. Guarantees 
17. EIBMed.  130'  139  138'  144  208  289  . 378  420  1846 
18. EIB C+E Eur. I+ II .  2  14  27  '  35  123  232  308- 360  1101' 
19. EIB, Aoia. ~-Ameru:a  13  .27  46  57  143 
20. Aid, Russia, au.r: ~  '133  133  266 
Capital - subtotal  ·  417  "1202  673  1196 
~  964  738  937  1106  7232 
INTEREST 
A  Financial aSsistance  ' 
S. Hungary  79  92  70  44  .. 36  .26  26  26  399 
6. Czech Republic  25  . 25  2S  25  12  .  - 112 
·7. Slovak Republic  13  16  26  26  19  . 13  13  . 13- 139 
8: Bulgaria  29  38  40  40  26  11  11_.  11  206 
9. Romania  4S  52  . 58  58  58  4i:i  21  13  345 
lO.Israel :  16  .  16  16  ..  . f6  64  . 
11.Aigeria  25  so  60'  60  35  3.5  35  35  335 
12. Ex USSR  80  .  127  24  18  249 
· 13. Baltic States  11  17  '22  22  22  22  22  11.  '• 
149 
14. Moldova  3  5  5  s  s  . s  4  31 
IS. Ukraine  2'  9  9  9  9  9  ~- 9li 
16: Euratom, C+E.Eur.  8  25  45  65  85  102  107  437 
B. Guarantees  -
16. EIBMed  148  153  225  . 323  399  423  405  .  300  2376 
!7. EIB_C+EEur. I+ II  46  85  192  ..  279  .. 
365  394  383.  349'  2093 
18. EIB, Aoia. Latin America  s  - 19  39  S6  . 63  63  . 58  303 
19. Aid, Russia. Guar.  SOOm  24  9  33 
Interest - subtotal  541  697.  815  1009  1107  1126.  1095  . 936  7323 
NON-MEMBER  9S1  1899  1488.  2205  2071  1864  2032  . 2042  l4S56 
COUNTRIES-TOTAL  .. 
GRAND TOTAL  2857  3157  3909  -4098  4550  2S55  5228  .  4488  30841 
(Eas_!em Europe)  «?39  1536  1030  1213  1360  '·'1027  uos·  1022  8971 
(Other non-member cotintries)  319  363  458  992  711  837  927  1020  SS84 -71-
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
.  th~ purpose of these,tab]eg is to show the annual repayments··ofcapital and interest in. 
·respect of borrowing  arid--lending  operations  for  which.· the---risk~ is  covered- by  the  ..  _._ 
-· Community budget.  The figures show. the maximum possible risk for  .. the Community in, 
respect of these ·operations and  must not be read as  meaning that these amounts will. 
actually be drawn from the budget.  In the case of Table 3,  it is  not certain that all the 
operations described will acnially be disbursed.  No account has been taken of  interest on 
late payment or any additional costs such as lawyers' fees.  · 
L·  TYPES OF OPERATION AND PAYMENT OF THE BUDGET GUARANTEE 
A. Types of  operation  - . 
The risk covered-by the Community budget results from two types of  operation: 
- · borrowing/lending operations; 
- guarantees given to third parties. 
(a)  BorroWing/lending operations 
.  . 
In this type :of operation, the Community borrows on the financial market and 
on-lends the proceeds (at the same rate and for the same term) to Member 
States (bahince of payments), non-member countries (medium-term firlancial 
assistance) or firms (NCI, Euratom).  · 
The. ·loan···repayments  are  scheduied  to  m~tch  the  repayments -of  the .. 
borrowings due from the Community.  If  the recipient of the loan is late in 
making a· repayment, the Conunission must draw on its resources to repay the 
borrowing pn the due date. 
(b)  Guani~tees given to third parties 
The loan guarantee is in respect of  loans granted by a :firiancial institution (Em . 
· or commercial  banks in  the case of the former  Soviet Union).  When the 
recipient of a guaranteed loan fails  to make a payment on the due .  da~e, the 
Em asks  the  Commission  to  pay  the  amounts  owed  by  the  defaulter  in 
accordance with the contract of  guarantee.  The guarantee must be paid within 
three months of receiving the Em's request.  .  The Em administers the loan 
wit~ all  the care required by banking practice and_ is  obliged to· demand the 
·payments due after the guarantee has been activated. 
B. Mobilization of  funds for guarantee payments 
The funds n_eeded to pay the budget guarantee in_ the event of  late payment by the -
recipient of  a loan granted or gyaranteed by the Comrtmnity are raised as follows: 
(a)  Borrowing/lending .operations 
1.  The amount:required_ may  be taken  provisionally from cash  re~ources in 
accordance with  Article  12 _of the Financial Regulation.  This method is 
used so that the Community can immediately repay the borrowing on the 
date Scheduled in the event  of  late payment by the recipient of  the loan. 
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2.  If the delay extends to three months after the due date,, the  Commis~ion 
draws on the Guarantee Fund to cover the default.  The_ funds obtained are 
used-to replenish the Commission's cash resources,  · 
,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ..  I  '  !  .  ,  .  , 
· 3.  The transfer procedure can be used to· provide-the_ budget-heading with the 
_ appropriations needed to -cover -the .. default.  This  method is  use<J  when~ 
/  there are  insufficient. appropriations in  the Guarantee Fund and .must be 
authorized in advance by the budgetary authority.  -
4.  The re-use of amounts repaid by debtors who have defaulted, leading to -
activation of  the CorJmltunity guarantee, allows payments to be made within 
·a short period of  time always providing, of  course, that there are recovered 
·- -. funds available.  - ·  -
(b)  Community guarantees for loans from-the Em's own-resources 
Since the entry in -force of  the Regulation establishing. a Guarantee Fund for 
external action, the provisions of  the Agreement between the Community and 
_the  Em on  management of the Fund state that, -after  the Em calls  in  the 
guarantee iil-.the event of a default, the ·commission must authorize the Bank 
to withdraw the. corresponding amounts from the Guarantee Fund within three 
months.  )  · 
•  If there  _are  insufficient.  resources  ili  the  Fund,  ·the  procedure  used  for 
activating the guarantee is the same as_ for borrowing/lending operations. 
ll.  CALCULATION 
-. Some of the amounts indicated· are the result of estimates made on th~ basis_ of the 
following assumptions:  - -
Generally speaking, the exchange rates for loans in currencies other than the ecu are-· 
assumed to have been stable  since  31  December 1994.- However,  borrowing and 
lending  operations should  not involve  exchange  risks  f()r  the Cormnunity.  Unless 
_  otherwise  stated,  the  average  rate  of interest  is  e~timated at 10%.  This  rate  is 
_  probably a  little high for Em loans, which often attract interest subsidies under the 
_ protocols. - - - · 
A. Member States 
1.  Greece:  .  .A  balancb-of-payments  loan  of  ECU 2-200 millio-n  has · beeri, 
authorized.  ECU 1 000 million of  this amount will be disbursed in two franches · · 
ofEGU 500 million to be repaid in 1996 and  1998 respectively  .... It is assumed: 
that the remaining ECU 1 200 million will not be disbursed.  . _ 
-- 2.  Italy:  The Council'  deci~ion of 18 January 1993  granted a ECU  ,8 000. million 
·  balance-of-payments loan to Italy.- The .loan -is  to be made available  in  four 
instalments amounting to ECU 2 000 million each and -- with the ex<;:;eption  of . 
the first instalment - is conditional on the attainment of  agreed targets on Italy's 
public debt and deficit.  -· 
The  first  two  instalments _were  released  in  1993 ...  -.Concerillng  the  commg 
period, the Council Decision states that the third instalment could be released as 
of  1 February 1995 (but the Italian Government has not yet applied for it)._ The 
fourth instalment rriay be released not earlier than 1 February.1996. 
'  -. -73--
If  the Italian Government decides to apply for the release of  the third and fourth 
instalments and the conditions are deemed to be fulfilled ECU 2 000 million in. 
1995 and ECU 2 000 million in 1996 will be disbursed to the Italian Republic. 
'  . 
3.  Effi.  Mediterranean.  old  protocols:- Spain.  Greece.  Portugal:  These  are 
Community guarantees for Em operations in these countries prior to accession  .. 
The amounts are now final, since all the loans authorized have been disbursed. 
B. Non-member countries 
a.  Financial assistance 
1.  Hungary 1:  The amounts of the first  two tranches are final  ~d  certain  .. 
· The third tranche of  the macrofinancial assistance decided in  1990 could be . 
,  disbursed in 1995. 
2.  Hungary II:  ECU 180 million has been granted and paid out in full. 
3.  Czech and  Slovak Republics:  ECU 375 million  has been granted in two 
tranches for a maximum term of  seven years (bullet), with a first tranche of 
ECU 185 million and a second tranche ofECU 190 million for a term of  six 
years. 
ECU 13o·  million  has  been  granted  to  Slovakia  in  two  tranches  for  a 
maximum  term of seven years (bullet).  No tranche had been paid at 31 
December 1994. 
4.  Bulgaria  1:  ECU 290 million  has  been  granted  in  two  tranches  for  a  .. 
maxim1,1m  term  of  seven  years  (bullet),  with  a  first  tranche  of 
ECU 150 million  for  a  term  of ·seven  years  and  a  second  tranche  oL 
ECU 140 million for a term of  five years.  -
5.  Bulgaria 'n:· The financial assistance ofECU 110 million over a maximum 
period of seven years  decided in  1992  is  being granted in  two tranches. 
The first  tranche of ECU 70 million was paid on 7 December 1994.  The 
second tranche could be paid in the course of 1995. 
6.  Romania 1:  An estimated ECU 375 million in two tranches for a maximum 
term  of seven years  (bullet).  The first  tranche of ECU 190 million was 
disbursed in 1992 with a term of  seven years and the second was disbursed · . 
in 1992 with a term of  six years.  .  .  ·  . 
7.  Romania II:  The new operation involving ECU 80. million for a maximum 
temi of  seven years was disbursed in 1993.  ·  · · 
8.  Romania III: This is a seven-year loan ofECU 125 million to be disbursed-
in two tranches.  No tranche had been disbursed at 31 December 1994.  It 
is  assumed that the first  tranche of ECU 65 million  will  be disbursed  in 
1995 and the· second tranche ofECU 60 million in 1996. 
9.  Moldova: This is a ten-year loan ofECU 45 million  t<;>  be disbursed in two 
tranches.  . The  first  tranche  of  ECU 25 million  was - disbursed  on -
7 December-1994.  The second tranche ofECU20 million could be paid to 
Moldova in 1995. 
10.  Ukraine: ECU 85  million is to be lent in  one tranche for a maximum term 
of  ten years.  At 31 December 1994 the loan had still not been paid out. 
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1 i.  Baltic  States:  The  firSt  tranche  (ECU  110  million) · of ·a  loan  of .. · 
ECU 220 million was paid  fn .1993..  The second should be paid in  1995. 
The two tranches. ~outd· then  be  due  for  repayment  in  2000 · and  2002 
respectively.  . 
12.  Algeria:  ECU 400 million.  has  been :_granted  .. in  two  tranches  of 
ECU 250 million  81\d  -·ECU ,150 million.  .  .-The  . first  was  ·paid  m 
December 1991 for a term of  six years.  · 
The seco~d  tranche ofECU 400 ~Ilion  was paid on 17 August 1994. 
13.  AJgeria  II:·  ECU 200  million  h8$  been  granted. in  two  ~ranches for  a 
maximum term of seven years (bullet).- No ttanchehad been paid at 31 
December '1994:  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
14. ·Israel:  A Joan ofECU 160 miJiion has been paid in full and is repayable in  · 
1997:  -
b.  Guarantees 
L Em. 
'· 
The .Em has  supplied the figures  used. for  calculation of the  ~ssumptions . 
· made: for drawing up Table 3 (Em loans to ·non-member countries from its 
own resources).  ·  - ·  ·  ·  ' 
- Ldans  not  disbursed  (Loans . noT signed  and  loans . signed. bu~ not  y~t 
· . disbursed)  ·  ·  ·  · ·  · 
The folloWing table shows. the situation as regards loans which have not been· 
disbursed.  · 
·;___ 
Year  '1995  1996  ·.  TOTAL 
·Mediterranean countrie~
4 
_  .  2 726
5  1 078'  3 804 
Central and Eastern Europe I and II  - 2 804
6  1270  ,·4074 
Other non.;.member countries  .  454
7  . '250 
.. 
..  704 
Inthe case  ofl~ans  rtotdisbur~ed, we have· assumed th~t  .an average of 1  O% 
of  the Joan will be disbursed in the year of  signature ·and 3  0% in each rif the , 
three followin~ years.  .  . .  ·  . ·  ·  _  .  .· 
It is  estimat~d that-the average term will  be fifteen ye·ars  with a  three-year 
period of  grace.  ·  -
'"·· 
4  In the absence of a fmancial statement, alllo~s  still to oo coniliutted ·under· the financi~l pr6tocols for .. 
the Mediterranean  countries expiring  at the end of 1996 have been  spread  evenly  o~er the-period 
1995-96. 
5  Tms ·aniount breaks down into. ECO 1 647 million :,in  loans to  be disbursed under  oontra~ts sign~ 
.  . 
6 
before :H December  .. 1994 and ECU) 078 million in loans tQ  _be~  signed-and disbursed in  1995.  · . 
This amount breaks down  into ECU 1 995 millioJ?. ·in  loans to be disbursed linder contracts· signed, 
before 31 December 1994 and ECU 809 million in loans to be. signed and disbursed in .1995. 
7  This  amount  breaks  down  into ECU 273 million  in loans  to  be  disbursed  under  contracts  signed · 
before 3l Deeember i~94and  ECU 181 million in loans to'be signed and disbufsed in 1995. -75-. 
2.  Food aid for the former Soviet Union 
(a). Guarantee· 
This is a guarantee for, a bank loan of ECU-500 million;  with principal 
and interest fully covered by the budget, for· a -term of three and a half 
·years with three repayments at intervals of eleven months starting from  , 
the twentieth month.  ECU 375- million has been used~  · 
(b)  Borrowing!Iending 
An operation involving ECU 1 250 million for a maximum term ofthree 
years. 
This  borrowing will  be  divided  between the various Republics of the 
former Soviet Union.  Loans amounting to less than ECU 100 million 
will be repaid in one instalment three years after the start of  the period in  ~ 
which the funds may be drawn: .Borrowings exceeding ECU 100 million 
will be repaid in two instalments two years and three years after the start 
of  the period in w~ch  the fun~s may be drawn. 
Depending on the type of  contract, there are two.periods in which funds 
may be drawn~ one starts on 20 August, the other on 15 January. 
the  balance  still  · to  be  used  at  . 31 December 1994  came · to 
ECU 204 million. 
3.  Euratom. countries of  Central and Eastern Europe 
Of  the ECU 1 100 million involved, it is assumed that ECU 150 nullion will 
be disbursed in  1995, ECU 200 million  in  each of the four following years 
and ECU 150 million in 2000.  · 
It is assumed that the loans will be for an average term of  twenty' years with 
a five-year period of  grace.  .  ··  · 
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ANNEX 
DEFINITION ·oF FIGURES USED IN THE' REPORT 
A  Authorized ceiling 
·This is  the ·aggregate of the maximum amounts ·of c-apital-authorized (ceilings) for 
·each operation. decided by the Council (see Table 1).  ·  · 
In· order to· relate it  to-the risk -which the budget might have to cover, ·account •  should 
. be taken of  the following factors which· could. affect it:  ·  ·  " 
.:. factor increasing the risk:  the interest on the loans· must -be added to the authorized 
ceiling; 
- factors reducing the risk: 
-~ limitation of  the guarantee given' to the Em to 75% of the loans signed .in the 
Mediterranean countries;  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
- operations _already  repaid~  si~ce the amounts' concerned; except in  the case of 
·  balance of  payments support,· an~ the maximum amount of  loans granted and not 
outstanding amounts authorized;  ·  · 
,.  ·  ·- the amountS authorized ·are ntit ·necessarily take~ up in full. 
The breakdown o(  authorizations is as follows: 
Member States 
' 
Balance of  payments 
NCI 
Euratom.  - · 
Em; Spain, Greece, Portugal 
.  Member States .: total 
14.000 
8 
6.830 
4.000 
9 
1.500 
26.330 ' 
8  AuthoriZed  amount  outstanding:  once  this  figure  is  reache<J,  further  loans'  may  be. granted  as 
previous operations are repaid. 
9  Including ECU 1 lOO million which may. be- granted to the countries of Eastern Europe and ihe 
c~.  .  . B. 
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Non-member countries 
Hungary I  870 
Hungary II  180 
Czech Republic  250 
'  Slovak Republic I  125 
Slovak Republic II  130 
Bulgaria I  290 
Bulgaria IT  llO 
Romaniai- 375 
Romania II  80 
Romania III  125 
Israel  160  . 
AJgeria I  400 
AJgeriall  200 
·  former Soviet Union I  408 
former Soviet l)nion II  - 1.250 
Baltic States  220 
Moldova  45 
Ukraine  85 
Em, old protocols  3.032 
Em, Eastern and Central Europe I  1.700 
Em, Eastern and Central Europe II  '3.000' 
Em, new protocols  1.450 
Em, horizontal financial cooperation  1.800 
Other non-member countries  750 
Non-member countries - total  17.035 
Grand total  43.365 
Capital outstanding 
This is  the amount of  capital still to be repaid on a given date in respect of  operati<ms  ... 
_disbursed (see Table 1). 
Compared  with the  previous  aggregate,  the amount  outstanding does  not  include 
loans which have not yet been disbursed nor the proportion of  disbursed loans which 
have already been repaid.  It may be described as the amount of  loans which exist on  a  given date.  · 
C.  Annual risk 
Estimated amount·ofprincipal and interest due-each financial, year. 
This amountis calculated for: 
disbursements alone (Table 2), in which case the capital to be repaid corresponds 
to the hmount outstanding; 
- disburselllents,  decisions  still  awaiting  disbursement  and  Commission  proposals 
still  awaiting  decisions  (Table 3),  in  which  case  the  capital  to ·be  repaid 
corresponds to the ceiling on· loans authorized plus, where applicable, the amounts 
.in respect of  operations proposed by the Commission and not yet decided.  -_  · 
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